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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 6549

INTERCONFERENCE AGREEMENTS UNITED STATES MEDITERRANEAN
TRADES

Initial Decision Adopted Abceaber 7 1967

Agreement No 9413 between the GulfMediterranean Conference and the North
AtlanticMediterranean Freight Conference permitting consultation between
these Conferences through their respective chairmen with respect to freight
rates and practices not found to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair or
detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to the public
interest in violation of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 Accordingly
Agreement No 9413 is approved li

Uniformity of rate action by respondent Conferences is insufficient to establish
the existence of an unfiled section 15 agreement where there are 13 car
rier lines which are common to both Conferences and which constitute a
voting majority in both Conferences

Burton H White and Elliott B Nixon for respondent North At
lantieMediterranean Freight Conference and its member lines Ed
ward 8 Bagley for respondent GulfMediterranean Ports Conference
and its member Iines

John A McWilliam for intervenor International Association of
Great Lakes Ports Arthur W Jaeocks for intervenor North Atlantic
Ports Association Philip J Kraemer for intervenor Maryland Port
Authority

Donald J Brunner H Stanley Harsh and Robert P JVatkine
Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Chairman Ashton C Barrett
James V Day and James F Fanseen Commissionesw

The Commission instituted this investigation on December 17 1965
to determine 1 Whether Agreement No 9413 between the North
AtlanticMediterranean Freight Conference and the GulfMediter
ranean Ports Conference permitting consultation between the two
11 FMC 183
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184 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Conferences with regard to freight rates and practices on common
commodities is a true and complete memorandum of the agreement of
the parties seasonably filed for approval 2 whether said agreement
should be approved disapproved or modified pursuant to the pro
visions of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 or 3 whether there
are any unfiled agreements as between the carriers involved which
have been or are being unlawfully carried out Examiner Walter 1
Southworth in an initial decision served July 14 1967 found that the
evidence presented failed to establish the existence of any unfiled sec
tion 15 agreement between the Conferences He further concluded that
proposed Agreement No 9413 should be approved since it was not un
justly discriminatory or unfair and would not operate to the detri
ment of the commerce of the United States or be contrary to the public
interest in violation of section 15 of the Act Hearing Counsel filed
exceptions to the examiners decision to which respondents replied
Oral argument was heard on October 18 1967

Hearing Counsel in their exceptions argued that the examiner erred
in not concluding that the proponents of Agreement No 9413 must
demonstrate that the agreement will meet a serious transportation
need or secure important public benefits that he further erred in not
finding that the proposed agreement will lessen competition between
the competing conferences to the detriment of the commerce and con
trary to the public interest acid finally that he erred in not finding
the existence of an unfiled agreement between the respondents in vio
lation of section 15 of the Act Upon reviewing Hearing Counsels
exceptions we conclude that they are but a restatement of the conten
tions already advanced before the examiner and that the examiners
findings and conclusions on these contentions were proper and well
founded Accordingly we hereby adopt the initial decision Ca copy of
which is attached hereto and made a part hereof as our own

Therefore it is ordered That Agreement No 9413 is hereby ap
proved and that this proceeding is hereby discontinued
VICE CHAIRMAN GEORGE H HEARN concurring and dissenting

I concur in the finding of my colleagues that there was no unfiled
agreement between the parties
I dissent from the majority view in that I find approval of Agree

ment 9413 will be contrary to the public interest and detrimental to
the commerce of the United States

One of the basic pillars of our economy is the promotion of compet i
tion and the fostering of market rivalry as a means of insuring eco
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INTERCONF AGREEMENTUSMEDITERRANEAN TRADES 185

nomic freedom 1 This principle is implemented through a policy
which frowns upon undue restrictions on competition

Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 does not conflict with that
policy but rather complements it Congress authorized the approval of
shipping conferences to forestall monopolistic movements that are
more anticompetitive than the conference system itself Thus a Federal
court has said

The condition on which such authority is granted is that the agency entrusted
with the duty to protest the public interest scrutinize the agreement to make

sure that the conduct thus legalized does not invade the prohibitions of the anti
trust laws any more than is necessary to serve the purposes of the regulatory
statute

It is incumbent upon this Commission to evaluate every proposed
agreement in the light of this standard and it should not be forsaken
even though only a simple and innocuous agreement is involved We
are here presented with an agreement which does not qualify for
approval under our congressional mandate or under the guidelines we
have set heretofore

The time an agreement is presented for initial approval is when we
must evaluate it thoroughly and determine the anticompetitive scope
it is to possess We are not soothsayers We cannot predict what in fact
will happen as a result of approval We can however predict the
probable consequences of approval That is our expertise When ap
proving an agreement we should understand the gamut of activity in
herently concomitant to the specific conduct as set forth in the agree
ment We should not grant antitrust immunity to agreements which
are overbearing or unnecessary and which thereby might contain lati
tude for unauthorized actions within the approved area of conduct
It is an undesirable situation when we must call upon hindsight to
uncover the pitfalls of an agreement which may trap a conference in
violations of the law

As I said in docket 6615the desire of the parties to enter into
agreements alone is not considered sufficient to warrant approval

For presumptively all anticompetitive combinations run counter to the public
interest in free and open competition and it is incumbent upon those who seek

exemption of anticompetitive combinations under section 15 to demonstrate that
the combinations seek to eliminate or remedy conditions which preclude or hinder

the achievement of the regulatory purpose of the Shipping Act

i Mediterranean Pools Investigation 9 FMC 264 at 288
s Isbrandtsen Co Inc v United States et al 211 F 2d 61 at 57
s Transcript Oral Argument p 20
Agreement for Consolidation or Merger Between American Mail Line Ltd American

President Lines Ltd and Pacific Far East Lines Inc
Mediterranean Pools Investigation 9 FMC 264 290

11 FMC
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INTE RCONF AGRE EMENTS USMEDITERRANEAN TRADES 189 The respondent conferences are theNorth Atln ntic 1editerranean Freight Conference hereinafter the North Atlantic Conference authorized byFMC Agreement No 9548 and the Gulf Mediter rane anPorts Conference hereinaf ter the Gulf COl ference authorized byFICAgreement No 134 Both are outbound Conferences toMediterranean ports the North Atlantic Conference coye ring the trade from United States North Atlantic ports Hampton Roads Eastport range and the Gulf Conference covering the trade from USGulf and South Atlantic ports Brownsville Cape Hatt eras range The North Atlantic Conference excludes Spanish Mediter ranean and Israeli ports but includes Sea of Marmora Black Sea and Moroccan ports the Gulf Conference covers all Mediterranean ports and likewise includes Moroccan ports Following preliminary motions and the first hearing session pro ceedings were postponed for several months while respondents sub stantially revised the subject agreement No 9413 The revised agree ment dated September 121966 which bystipulation supersedes the agreement originally filed does not change the basic purpose or effect of the filed agreement and iswithin the scope of the original inquiry Unless otherwise indicated all references hereinafter tothe agree ment sometimes called Agree ment No 9413 are tothe revised agree ment the text of which isset forth inappendix AThe gist of the agreement isthat the chairman of the two confer ences may bytelephone or letter discuss transportation conditions and agree torecommend totheir respective conference member lines the adoption of ocean freight rates and practices applicable tocom mon commodities Either conference may reject any recommenda tion and each retains the right toact independently of the other Acertified report describing all matters discussed and the action taken with respect toeach shall befiled with the Commission within 30days after any discussion within the scope of the agreement and records shall bekept 2years Either conference may terminate the agreement upon 90days written notice Inaddition tothe matter of approval the Commission sorder directed that the investigation determine whether the filed agreement was atrue and complete memorandum of the parties agreements and had been seasonably filed or had been carried out prior toapproval and whether itset out inadequate detail the procedure tobefollowed and provided sufficiently for the filing of reports 29The original inquiry also extended toanagreement No 9499 between the North Atlantic Conference and the American Great Lakes Mediterranean Eastbound Freight Conference substantially similar tothe original No 9418 During the postponement the parties toNo 9499 moved towithdraw that agreement and dismiss the proceeding insofar asitrelated thereto The unopposed motion was granted and the Great Lakes Conference



190 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION Hearing Counsel take the position and the examiner finds that the issues wit hrespect toprocedure and reporting provisions were el iminated with the filing of the revised agreement which provides adequately for the procedure tobefollowed thereunder and for reports tothe Commission Heating Counsel contend however that respondents have been and now are parties toanunfiled agreement understanding or arrange ment which results inthe restriction of competition and the joint fixing and regul ating of rates tothe detriment of commerce of the United States and contrary tothe public interest They also contend that Agreement No 0413 should not beapproved because itwill fur ther restrict competition byallowing them tojointly fixand regulate rates which they are allegedly doing at present tothe detriment of the commerce of the United States and contrary tothe public interest By further Hearing Counsel presumably mean that the unfiled understanding allegedly ineffect now would befacilitated bythe proposed agreement Respondents contention also istothe effect that the agreement would merely facilitate present procedure byexpediting the trans mittal of information upon which the conferences act the big differ ence from thelegal standpoint being that Hearing Counsel assert that respondents now act illegally inconcert asproven byuniformity of rate action while respondents contend that uniform action onidentical problems isnatural and tobeexpected under existing cir cumst ances and eventuates without any interconference action assuch Vith the agreement respondents say substantially the same results will come about more speedily and inthe first instance at least more precisely tothe benefit of all concerned through direct approved interconference exchange of information There isnothing they say tosupport afinding that the agreement would bedetrimental tocom merce or contrary tothe public interest or would otherwise operate soastorequire or permit disapproval under section 15of the Act Three parties intervened The International Association of Great Lakes Ports theNorth Atlantic Ports Association and the Maryland Port Authority which isamember of the North Atlantic Ports As sociation None of the intervenors filed proposed findings or abrief hoveer the North Atlantic Ports Association and Maryland Port Authority offered the testimony hereinafter referred toof aoommon representative who opposed approval The two respondent Conferences serve the trade from ports inadjacent UScoastal areas tocommon NIediterranean destinations There isavery substanti al identity of membership of the 20members of the 11FMC



























NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE 203 decision was issued June 301967 The proceeding isbefore usonexceptions tothat decision vVe hea rdoral argument onthe exceptions onOctober 21967 FACTS The North Atlantic Mediterrane tnFreight Conference the Con ference lserves the trade from North Atlantic ports inthe United States toports inthe 1editerranean except Spanish and Israeli ports The Conference bypublished traiff fixed the rate onhouse hold goods at8150per ton w1mexcept for household goods shipped ltOItalian base ports where the rll teis150per cubic foot or 60per measurement ton 2The Conference tariff specifically excluded cargo shipped bythe 1ilitary Sea Transportation Service MSTS onbehalf of the VSmilitary departments These shipments are required tomove onVSflag carriers where available bysection 901t el chant Iarine Aot of 1936 46VSC1241 and the Cargo Pref erence AClt 10USC2631 The military household goods rate was established bynegotiations between uSflag carriers and ISTS The negotiation of aseparate household goods rate for the lnilitary departments was made possible bythe exemption of military cargoes from the Conference tariff The r1Jtes negotiated under this agreerrient are published inaseparate tariff During the period of record the calendar year of 1965 and the first 6months of 1966 American Export Isbrandtsen Line Blue Sea Line Prudential Lines Concordia Line Fresco Lines and ThOI mLines all carried State Depal tment household goods under the Conference tariff at 60per ton toIitalian ports and 8150toother 1Iediterranean ports Of rthese lines however only American Export and Prudential car ried military household goods tothesame por tsunder the AGAFBO 1The Conference and itsmembers are respondents inthis proceeding Named respondents Inthe ordel wpre American nag American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc Isthmian Lines Inc Prudential Lines Inc States Marine Lines and Foreign flag Blue Sea Line Con cordia Line Constellation Line Fabre Line Compagnie Generale lrnnsatlantique Fresco Line Hansa Lines Hellenic Lines Ltd Hoegh Line Italian Line Perusahaan Negara PNDjakarta Lloyd National Hellenic American Line SAOrient lI1d East Lines Dampskibsselskabet Torm AjS and ZimIsrael NavIgation Co Ltd 2This rate was establhihed because of competition Cargoes were being shipped from USNorth Atlantic ports toRotterdam Antwerp Amsterdlllli and other European ports and then shipped overland toItalian consIgnees causing adhersion of traffic from the conference 3These concerted negotiations were conducted under the aegis of Agreement No 8086 establishing agroup called the Atlantic and Gulf American Flag Berth Operators 0U10which operates inter alia between the same Mediterranean ports asthe con ference except that Spanish and Israeli ports are included 4That particular rates inissue here were the result of negotiations inwhich lISTS at first refused the AGAFBO request for ngeneral increase onall rates for the military departments because commercial rates had not been increased Later however the rate onbousehold goods was reduced and the rates onother military items increase dJ1lC



204 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION tariff at 3620aton The lecord shows nocarriage of military house hold goods byIthe foreign flag members of the conference There isnoessential cl ifference intransportation characteristics between the shipment of household goods whether carried for the State Department or 11818Householu goods of Government personnel are shipped abroad incontainers and there were occasions where the same container had seen use inthe transportation of household goods of both the Department of State and the military depal traents There were instances where the household goods of both shippe rswere aboard the same vessel of Export 01Prudential but different rates we1 assessed and there were of course other times where household goods of both shippers moved ondifferent vessels of these two lines but Uit different rates On March 101966 the Department of State wrote the Chairman of the Conference requesting that itsrate onhousehold goods bereduced to3620per measurClllent ton While the Chairman acknowl edged receipt of the request onarch 151966 noother action was taken execpt tocontinue the matter onthe docket frOln meeting tomeeting Even discussion ceased after July 1966 The members of AGAFBO including American Export and Prudential vho were also members of the Conference knew of State srequest DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION The issues presented are 1whether the exaction of the higher rate onState Department shipments violaIted sections 16or 17of the Ship ping Act 1916 and 2whether the conference had violated section 5of tleShipping Act byitshandling of the State Department srequest for arate reduction and byallowing foreign flag lines toparticipate inthe fixing of rates onUSGovernment cargoes and 3whether the rate onSta teDepartment household goods was sounreasonably high astobedetrimental toIthe commerce of lthe United StaJtes under sction 18b5of the Shipping Act The examiner concluded that of the members of the Confere nce only American Export Isbrandtsen Lines and Prudential Lines had violated sections 16and 17of the act inthat they were the only lines thwt had carried household goods or both the Department of State and the military departments He found noviolations of sections 15or 18b5Export and Prudential excepted tothe examiner sconclu sions that Ithey had violwted sections 16and 17while flearing Counsel excepted tothe examiner sfailure tofind violations of seotions 15and 18b5The iliitary Sea Transportation Service was granted per mission tointervene subsequent tothe issuance of the initial decision 11FMC



NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE 205 for the purpose of excepting tothe examiner sconclusion that the military departments had been granted anundue or unreasonable preference inviolation of seotion 16of the a0t Our conclusions differ somewhat from those of the examiner Any exception not specifically treated or rejeoted bythe context of our discussion and conclusions here has been considered and found not justified Respondents 5raise athreshold objection toour jurisdictiOn inthis case Itistheir contention that the carriage of Government household goods isnot that commerce of the United States which isregulated bythe 8hi pping Act since these cargoes are not commercial innature 1tseems toberespondents position that we are without powe under the Shipping Act toregulate the practices of carriers nomatter how unlawful just solong asthe shippers involved are Government agen cies or for that matter any noncommercial enterprise Just why Con gress would prohibit the evil of say discrimination asbetween commercial shippers and rut the same time leave carriers free totrerut noncommercial shippers inany way they may choose isnot explained byrespondents We need not pause tospeculate oIl any possibilities behind such ananomalous result since the statute itself dictates anopposite conclusion The relevant jurisdictional provisio nsareinsection 1ofthe act which defines acommon carrier bywater inforeign commerce asAcommon carrier except ferryboats running onregular routes engaged inthe transportation bywater 01passengers or property between the United States or any of itsDistricts Territories or possessions and aforeign country whether inthe import or export trade 0Emphasis ours while acommon carrier bywater ininterstate commerce isdefined asacommon carrier engaged inthe transportation of persons or propert yonthe high seas or the Great Lakes onregular routes from port toport between one State Territory District or possession of the United States and any other State Territory District or possession of the United States or between places inthe same Territory District or Possession 7Emphasis our and finally acommon carrier bywater means acommon carrier bywater inforeign commerce or acommon carrier bywater ininterstate commerce IIThe only respondents taking exception tothe Initial decision are American Export Isbrandtsen Lines and Prudential Lines and unless otherwise specUlcally Indicated or required bythe context respondents wfll refer tothose two lfnes only AproviSO excludes ocean tramps from the definition of common carrier The Transportation Act of 1940 placed common carriers bywater InInterstate com erce under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission except insofar aseyengaged Inthe socalled offshore domestic commerce 11FMC



206 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION Thus the act applies toany common carrier transporting property between ports inthe United States and aforeign country and that car rier isbythe terms of the statute itself engaged inthe commerce of the United StaJtes Itisnot the type of the property transported bythe act of Itransportrution itself that subjects acommon carrier tothe a0fs jurisdiction 8Incontending the contrary respondents confuse the jurisdictional scope of the act with criteria for finding violations of itsprovisions Thus they state The intent of the Shipping Act inrelation tocommerce isabundantly clear from the Commission sown decisions Inorder tofind discrimination or prefer ence itisnecessary toshow prejudice tothe movement of goods aentering the tream of commerce bshipped byttGO shippers and not one cwhere the two shippers are ill competition with one another and dwhereby one of them issubstantially injured Emphasis respondents The scope of anentire statute isnot measured bythe circumstances or requirements necessary toaviolation of one of itsprovisions Aviolation of one prov ision of the Shipping Act for instance might reoquire that the movement inquestion becommercial innature and theshippers involved beincompe tition with each other but itdoes not fol lowthat these conditions must attend all other situations regulated bythe act 9The transpoltation iJnolved here isthe commerce of the United States and assuch issubject tothe Shipping Act 10Still respondents urge that they have vlola ted neither section 16nor section 17Again itisthe absence of anycompetitive relationship between shippers which they contend isaprerequisite tofinding any unlawful discrimination or prejudice under sections 16and 17Re spondents refer ustoTVest Indies Fr uit 00vFlota ill C1 cante 7FMC661962 Phila Ocean l1Ylffic Bureau vExport SS0011 1USSBB538 1936 Atl Refining 00vElle Jl1wn ill B1tccnaU SS001USSB242 1932 and Boston lYool Trade Association vill a1ldill T001USSB241921 Torespondents this doc 8That the application of the act tothe transportation of Government cargoes isnot anovel construction see egAlaskan Rates 2USMC558576 1941 Alaskan Rates 2USMC69651 1942 General Increases inRates 1961 7FlIC260 274 1962 Inthe Matter of the Can iage of Military Cat yo10Fi IC69American llport Isb1 andtsen Lincs FAl C380 F2d609 19m oWe donot read the initial decision inRn tes onGovernment Cargoes 11Fi IC263 or Dellt of State AlDvLykes Bros 88Co Inc 8FlIC153 1964asimposing any such qualification 10Absent some such specific qualification commerce asused inthe Constitution and laws of the United States isbroad enough toencompass any type of movement of persons or things whether for profit or not See Pennsylvania vWheeling Belmont Bridge Co 18How 421 1856 County of Mobile vKimball 102 US691 1880 Covington CBridge Co vKentucky 154 US204 1894 Kelley vRhoad8 188 US11903 Edwards vCalifornia 314 US160 1941 As we have said the Shipping Act a1fords noground for restricting itsmeaning when applied toocean transportation 11llfC



NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE 207 trine of shipper competition isnot asthey think the examiner intimated anovel interpretation of the Commissionos predecessors which the Commission isfree todisown but rather itderives from Supreme Court decisions construing the comparable provisions of section 3of the Interstate Commerce Act Itispointed out that shipper competition asaprerequisite toaviolation was adopted inthe first reported case or alleged prererence and prejudice under the Shipping Act Boston Wool Trade Association vill and 11T001USSB241921 This position that competi tion between shippers isneces sary toafinding of aviolation of both sections 16and 17has round expression inthe lVest Indies case supra quoted from byrespondents The manifest purpose of the sections 16and 17istorequire common carriers subject tothe act toaccord lil etreatment toall shippers who apply for and receive the same service American Tobacco 00vOompagnie Generale Tra nsat lantiqlle 1USSB53561923 Prejudice toone shipper tobeunjust must ordinarily besuch that itconstitutes asource of pOSitive advantage toanother Port of Philadell lda Ocean Tmffic Bwreau vThe Exp01 tSS001 pet al 1DSSRB538 1936 There must beat least hvointerests involved inany case of preference prE judice or discrimination and itisessential that there beestablished anexisting and effective competitive relationship between the two interests H1tber Mfg 00vNVStoornva art Maa tsclwppij Nederland et ol 4FMB3131953 American Peanut Oorp vlYI lJf T001USSB781925 Boston Wool Trade Assn vMMTOo 1USSB241921 Eagle Ottawa Leather COYGoodrich Tmllsit 001USSB101 192G This competitive reIlationship isnecessary not only toshow the extent towhich the complaining shipper was damaged bythe alleged preference prejudice or discrimination itsestablishment isnecessary toprove the violation itself American Peanut Oo rvlJl MT00supra Boston Wool Tr tdAssn vMMTCo supra 7IfMCat 6970Hearing Counsel onthe other hand relying onEden Mining 00vBlu efield8 Fruit 3SS001USSB411922 urge that acompeti tive relationship between shippers isnot necessary toafinding or avio lation of either section 16or 17Pointing out that the transportation services rurnished byrespondents totheDepartment of State and the military departments were identical Hearing Counsel quote from page 45of the Eden decision Itisevident that the purpose of Congress inenacting these pro isions of the statute was toimpose upon common carriers within the purview thereof the duty of charging uniform rates toall shipllel Sreceiving asimilar transportation serv icEThe duty of the respondent under these sections was toserve the ImbUc impartially and we think the language used inWUTel 00vOall Pub 00181 US92indealing with asimilar statute isentirely applicable tothe case inhallel The court there said All individuals have equal rights both inrespect toser ice and charges Of course such equality of right does not prevent differences inthe modes and kinds of service and different charge based thereon But that principle of equality does forbid any difference incharge which isnot based upon 11FMC355 301 06915



208 FgDERAL MARITIME COMMISSroN difference inser dce and even when based upon difference of service must have some reasonable relation tothe amount of difference and cannot besogreat astoproduce anunjust discrimination Hearing Counsel also find ananalogy incases of discrimination inpassenger fares where nocompetitive relationship between passengers can or need beshown See egHawa tian Oommon Fares Oase 10CAB921 1949 Our attention isinvited tothe fact that respond ents new standard would result inaholding that any commodity shipped byanonmerchant private or public shipper could besub jected tothe most severe preference prejudice or discrimination with out the benefit of the safeguards of sections 16or 17aresult which Hearing Counsel decry Finally the examiner himself would seem toencounter some dif ficulty with the absence of any competitive relationship shippers His conclusion that sections 16and 17have been violated rests upon the special circumstances inthis case which donot require afinding of effective shipper competitive relationship asaprerequisite toafind ing that aviolation of sections 16and 17of the act has occurred The special circumstance would appear tobethe fact that nocompetitive relationship can possibly arise inthis case because the shippers involved here are who they are governmental agencies llBut this itseems tousbegs the question The impossibility of acompetitive relationship arising between particular shippers may just aswell beanindication that the act was not designed toprotect those shippers and this aswe understand itisprecisely the contention of respondents 12Finally after finding aviolation inthe absence of shipper competition the examiner suggests that inview of his findings we may wish toreconsider the question whether effective shipper competition isapre requisite toafinding of asection 16and 17violation 13We cannot agree that this case presents special circumstances which of themselves warrant the elimination of acompetitive relationship between shippers under sections 16and 17of the act The difficulties experienced bythe parties inthis case and the examiner are due tothe fact that they have treated sections 16and 17asifthe one or the other was the product of ameaningless redundancy onthe part of Congress Lethat the two sections are different ways of saying pre UPresumably the examiner would apply this rationale toany case Involving shippers who because they are not engaged inacommercial enterprise cannot give rise toacom petitlve relationship for hestates Itisimmaterial for the purposes of the Shipping Act that the Shippers are governmental agencies and not private parties UThe examiner admits that his stUdy of the cases both before and after West Indies fane toprOduce asingle case Inwhich the goods transported did not enter the market place thereby making possible acompetitive relationship 18The examiner offers certain comments toassist usInthis reconsideration which w1l1 bdiscussed wherever relevant toour decision herein 11FMC













































230 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

The second paragraph of that section provides for the suspension of
such rates pending such leaning and decision thereon The second
paragraph further provides

At any hearing under this paragraph the burden of proof to show that the
rate fare charge classification regulation or practice is just and reasonable
shall be upon the carrier or carriers

While the paragraph referred to in the quoted sentence refers only
to suspension rate cases hearing counsel argue that Congress could
not have intended to place the burden of proof on the carrier only in
suspension cases

Hearing counsel argue that nonsuspension rate cases were neither
mentioned nor alluded to in the legislative history of section 3 Fur
ther that no nonsuspension rate case was decided by the Commissions
predecessors prior to the above mentioned amendment Hearing coun
sel feel that this compels a conclusion that Congress did not consider
nonsuspension rate cases and the only distinction they intended to
make was between suspension cases and ordinary complaint eases not
between suspension and nonsuspension cases

Hearing counsel quote legislative history passages 2 indicating that
in suspension cases the carrier has the burden of proof for if the
rule were otherwise the carrier might remain mute and require the
Commission to present evidence the bulk of which may be in the pos
session of the carrier Hearing counsel submit that the same logic
should apply in nonsuspension cases since Congress intended no
distinction between the two

Hearing counsel further state that rule 10o of the Conimissions
rules of practice and procechlre which also would place the burden

Hearing counsel quote the following passages
1 Fr all the H Rept 824 of tune 12 1939 and the S Rept 724 of July 5 1930 both

titled Amending Certain Provisions of the Merchant Marine and Shipping Acts
Section 2 clarifies section 3 Interconstat Shipping Act 1933 to establish in so many

words the rule believed to he applicable under existing law that in cases involving the
suspension of rates the burden of proof is on the carrier to show that the rates practices
etc are just and reasonable If the rule were otherwise the carrier might remain silent
and require the Complainant or the Maritime Commission to present evidence though in
most situations the bulk of such evidence is in the possession of the carrier It is evident

that Congress when it established the existing law did not intend to permit such at result
Under the section as amended the burden of proof will not he placed on the carrier hi

ordinary complaint proceedings taut only in suspension proceedings
2 From the H Doc 20S Letter from the Chairman of the United States Maritime

Commission Transmitting the Maritime Commission Recommendation for Legislation
It Is suggested that section 3 Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 be amended to provide

that in cases involving the suspension of rates the burden of proof is on the carrier The
Commission believes this to be the case under present law as has been inferred in many
decisions of the Commissions predecessors If the rule was otherwise the carrier might
remain mute and require the Commission or the complainant to present evidence the bulk
of which may be in the possession of the carrier a situation evidently not intended by
Congress when it established the law

11 FMC



CHARGES DKLIVIDRY tATLANTIC GULF PUERTO RICO TRADES 231 of proof oucarriers ouly insuspension cases isvoid inasmuch asitdoes not reflect the intention of section 3of the Intercoastal Act Rule 100reads 0Burden of proof 46CFR 502 155 At any hearing inasuspension proceeding under section 3of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Rule 5gthe burden of proof toshow that the suspended rate fare charge classification regulation or parctice isjust and reasonable shall beupon the respondent carrier or carriers Inall other cases the burden shall beonthe proponent of the rule or order Respondents feel that section 3of the Intercoastal Act and rule 100of the rules of practice and procedure are quite clear inrequiring that the carrier sustain the burden of proof only insuspension rate eases Respondents submit that itisabsurd tothink ashearing counsel llggests that Congress in1i39 envisioned that all investigated rates lllllst besuspended Hespondents submit that rule 100cannot ashearing eounsel would wish bealtered inthis proceeding and that theComm ission would Iwye tofollow itsnormal rulemaking procedures toeffect any such amendment 11inally respondents suggest that when the language of astatute expresses anintention that isreasonably intelligible and plain itlllaynot bemodified byresort toconstruction or conjecture Resort toextrinsic aids inconstruction of clea rstatutory language isunnecessary Respondents feel that section Hof the Intercoastal Act isasclear asany st atutory language can beand does not permit acon elusion that the carrier has the burden of proof innonsuspension cases 8respondent shave indicated both section gof the Intercoastal et anel rule 100of our rules of practice andprocedure quite clearly place the burden of proof onthe carriers only insuspension rate eases The many arguments of hearing counsel astohow the rule shonld read or how itwas meant tobeinterpreted donot change this fHCt Neither are we convinced that the legislat ive history passages ctecllJy hearing counsel support their position tha tsection 3ismeant toapply toall rate cases whether suspended 01not Both quoted pass age specifically state that incases invoh ing 8u8pcnsion of rates the burden of proof isonthe carrier Tecannot impute toCongress anintention which isnot clearly established byareading of the statute and itslegislative history lIearing counsel also rely onour statements indocket 1182 Rates f1OJnJacksonville Flo rida toPllBJtoRico IUFill 876 tosupport their position that the earricr should have the burden of proof InJ1FIC



232 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

docket 1182 we required the carrier to show that cost or other trans
portation conditions justify a rate policy which on its face worked
a preference to a particular port served by that carrier The rate in
question had not been suspended In 1182 the rate policy was prefer
ential on its face and therefore can be differentiated from the instant

proceeding In such a case we require the carrier to go forward and
show why the prima facie preference should not be fatal to the ap
proval of the rate policy in question

The instant proceeding does not involve a rate change which is on
its face preferential prejudicial or unreasonable It involves a rate
increase The increased rate was investigated but was not suspended
Section 3 of the Intercoastal Act and rule 10o of FMC rules of
practice and procedure place the burden of proof on hearing counsel
Hearing counsel have not demonstrated the increase to be unreason
able We can only conclude that it is not

Delivery Rule
Respondents mandatory delivery rule on minimum shipments

provides that consignees must accept delivery at their store door
Respondents have an agreement with truckers in Puerto Rico who
furnish delivery of the cargo The rule does not permit consignees
of minimum shipments to pick up cargo at the terminal

Respondents feel the mandatory delivery is necessary and is justi
fied because it relieves the congestion at the terminals and greatly
adds to the general operating efficiency of the terminals

Hearing counsel opposed the rule They feel that the gain in opera
tional efficiency does not justify violations of the Shipping Act Hear
ing counsel maintained the rule was violative of sections 16 and 18
of the act in that it denies free time and an option to have terminal
pickup on minimum shipments

The examiner concluded that the mandatory delivery rule is an
unjust and unreasonable practice in violation of section 18a of the
act and subjects cargo moving at minimum rates to undue and unrea
sonable prejudice and disadvantage in violation of section 16 of the
act The examinersconclusions are based on his finding that the rule
strips minimum shipments of 5 days free storage to which they are
entitled and also strips them of the option to pick up the cargo at
the dock while allowing other LTL shipments to continue to receive
these two advantages The examiner states that before the advent of
this rule minimum shipments paid for these two items in their charges
and that they continue to pay for them now in view of the tariff in
crease but do not receive them

11 FMC
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Respondents have excepted to the examiners findings both that
the mandatory delivery rules constitute unjust and unreasonable prac
tices in violation of section 18a of the act and that such rules violate
section 16 of the act

We are compelled to agree with respondents and reverse the exam
iner on these points

The record is abundant with evidence indicating that congestion was
a problem at the terminals in Puerto Rico and that the congestion was
actually affecting SeaLandsoverall service The congestion problems
are largely due to the restricted space available at these terminals

Respondents instituted the mandatory delivery rule in an attempt
to alleviate the congestion Under the rule respondents effect store
door delivery of minimum shipments

Minimum shipments were selected for the mandatory delivery rule
for several reasons Minimum shipments are loaded onto space
consuming pallets and since the number of minimum shipments to
Puerto Rico is quite large 800 per week for Sea Land they make a
sizable contribution to congestion Congestion is further caused by
the large number of trucks required to pick up the minimum ship
ments A large number of trucks is required since an individual con
signee is generally picking up either a single or just a few minimum
shipment parcels There is the further matter of loss and damage
claims Minimum shipments are generally relatively high valued ship
ments and are particularly susceptible to theft when stored in the
terminals The loss and damage problem was the primary reason GPRL
instituted the delivery rule While congestion is also a problem for
GPRL the extent of congestion at its terminals is not as great as at
SeaLands

Respondents have indicated that the reason all LTL consignees were
not similarly made subject to these delivery rules was simply that
there is not enough LTL equipment available to respondents to permit
them to perform delivery for all this class of traffic

The record also shows that the mandatory delivery rule has produced
highly satisfactory results This was conceded by hearing counsel
and by the examiner

It becomes apparent that respondents reasons for instituting the
rule are valid The rule is shown to accomplish the purpose for which it
was instituted It will also be shown that the rule does not result in

the violations of the Shipping Act alleged by hearing counsel and
found by the examiner

The examiner found that the rule violated sections 16 and 18 of

the act in that it denied minimum shipments a reasonable amount of
free time which carriers have always been required to furnish to cargo

11 FMC
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It cannot be denied that respondents rule deprives minimum ship
ments of free Mime Nevertheless it will be shown that the rule elimi
nates the need for free time and thereby results in no loss for minimum
shipments

Our predecessor and the courts have had occasion to consider free
time and have as the examiner here found recognized that water
carriers

are required by their transportation obligation absent a special con
tract to unload the cargo onto the dock segregate it by bill of lading and count
put It in a place of rest on the pier so it is accessible to the consignee and afford
the consignee a reasonable opportunity to come and get it American President
Lines Ltd v FMB 317 F 2d 887 DC Cir 1962

The purpose of free time however is to offer consignees a reason
able time to pick up cargo without being assessed demurrage charges
Free time is not designed to allow free storage of cargo In Storage of
Import Property 1USMC676 at 682 1937 our predecessor stated
that

As a proper part of their transportation service respondents should allowonly
such free time as may be reasonably required for the removal of import property
from their premises based on transportation necessity and not on commercial
convenience

Under respondents mandatory delivery rule there is no need for free
time Delivery is made by respondents They need allow no time for the
removal of property when they take it upon themselves to make de
livery And as previously indicated since free time is not designed to
permit free storage minimum shipments are denied nothing which
the concept of free time typically includes No finding of a violation of
either sections 16 or 18 of the act can be based on this denial of free
time

The second basis for the examiners finding of section 16 and sec
tion 18 violations is the fact that respondents delivery rule does not
afford minimum shipment consignees an option to pick up the cargo

Hearing counsel suggest that the delivery rule is violative of the
act for the same reason Hearing counsel point out that a number of
shippers have expressed a desire to perform their own pickup and aver
that they could perform it at a cost less than that which respondents
charge and further that they often have to come to the terminal to
make other LTL spick ups and could pick up the minimum shipments
at the same time Hearing counsel feel it is unreasonable therefore
to refuse a pickup option

The shipper sentiment was received by bearing counsel by means of a questionnaire
sent by hearing counsel to approximately 900 shippers Respondents have objected to th
use of this evidence inasmuch as it is largely heresay and respondents could not crn

11 FMO



CHARGES DELIViERY tArrLANTIC GULF PUE RTO RICO TRADES 235 On itsface the rulea ppears toconstiJtll teaprejudice tominimum shipment cargo and apreference toall other LTLcargo inasmuch asother LTLcargo isaffo rded apickup optio nand minimums are not The examiner found that itdid constitute apreference and rwas there forevioLative ofsectio n16first ofitheact which follbids undue 01unreaso nable preference 01prejudice toany descriptio noftraffic The exam iner also based his finding that the rule constituted anunreaso nable tariff regulatio nunder sectio n18aofthe act anthe same failure toafford apickup optio nInreference tothe sectio n16vio Latio nwe have often held that all preference prejudice 01discriminatio nisnot necessarily undue unjust 01unreaso nable InPhiladelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau vEwport Steamship Oorp 1DSSB538 at page 541 1936 itwas stated Itiswell settled that the existence of unjust discrimination and undue prej udice and preference isaquestion of fact which must beclearly demonstrated bysubstantial proof Asageneral rule there must beadefinite showing Ithat the difference inrates complained of isundue and unjust inthat itactually operates tothe real disadvantage of the complainant Emphasis added Our clo ser scrutiny ofthe rule and itseffects has disclo sed that the apparent preference 01prejudice here isnotundue unjust 01unreaso nable inasmuch asitdoesnotoperate toany real disadvantage tomini murn shipments We have shown howminimum cargo has lost nothing bybeing denied free time Itisalso true that respo ndents delivery service isperfo rmed at arate less than aconsignee wo uld pay ifheenga gecl aprivate trucker The only disadvantage then istotho sefewconsignees who cho osetoperfo rmtheir awn pickup Only avery small number oftho setowhom the pickup ptio nWias denied have expressed dissatisfactio nwith the situatio nFurthermo renota single shipper 01consignee appeared at the hearings totestify inoppo si tiontothe rule atter the rule had been inoperatio pforalmo st 9mo nths Mo st inlpo ltantly any inco nvenience oradditio nal cost burden impo sed annlinimum shipment consignees will necessarily beslight and will befar outweighed bythe attendant benefits ofthe rule which aremani fested inthe farm ofterminal operating efficiency and elimination ofloss and damage claims The same reasoning ispplicable toadeterminatio nofwhether hedelivery rule isanunreaso nable tariff pr actice invio latio nofsec ion18aofthe act xamlne Ananalysis of the repl1es tohearing counsel squestionnaire discloses that of 00shippers contacted only 50expressions of opposition either tothe Increased minimum harge or the dellvery rule were received ofthe 50objections only 22expressed disapproval iththe dell very rule ItIsshown infra how the use of this evidence does not prejudice espondents 11MC



236 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSlION Numerous ICC cases have recognized acarrier sright tomake rea sonable regulations astopoints at which itwill deliver various classes of property especially inthe case of congested terminals Nutile Fruit 00vBoston MR155 ICC221 1929 Bahrenburg Br 00vAOLRR0024ICC560 1912 Kriel vB0RR0041ICC434 1916 Hearing counsel have contended and the examiner has found how ever that this isnot areasonable regulation As indicated above we think itisa reasonable rule even though avery fewmay suffer ahard ship therefrom InBlaekman vSouthern R0010ICCRep 352 1904 itwas averred that aparticular storage charge was unrea sonable inthat itwas higher than the usual public warehouse charge inthe same area The charge was ultimately determined tobereason able and itwas observed that any rule which initsgeneral application isbeneficial may inparticular instances work ahardship but this does not afford asufficient reason for declar ing the rule initself unreasonable This principle isapplicable here Although respondents delivery rule may work aslight hardship onafewwho are denied their pref erence of performing their own pickup the rule isnevertheless area sonable one inthat itgoes along way toward eliminating aproblem of congestion and of eliminating loss and damage claims at respond ents various terminals inPuerto Rico For the above reasons we feel the rule neither works anunrea SOll able preference or prejudice under section 16of the act nor constitutes anunreasonable tariff rule under section 18aof the act sTHOMAS LIST Secreta 11FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION Docket No 6643INVESTIGATION OF MINIMUM CHARGES AND TERMINAL DELIVERY SERVlCES ATLANTIC GULF PUERTO RICO TRADES ORDER Full investigation of the matters involved inthis proceeding have been had and the Commission onthis date has made and entered onrecord areport stating itsconclusions and decision thereon Said report ishereby referred toand made apart hereof inwhich itisfound that the increased rates of respondents Sea Land Service Inc and Gulf Puerto Rico Lines Inc here under investigation are not unjust or unreasonable and inwhich itisfound that respondents Ina ndatory store door delivery rule onminimum shipments isneither unreasonable nor unduly or unreasonably preferential or prejudicial Itisordered That this proceeding isdiscontinued By the Commission Signed THOMAS LISI Secretary 11FMC237



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DOCKET No 6514INTHE MATI EROF FREE TnfE AND DEl fURRAGE PRACTICES ONINBOUND CARGO ATNEW YORK HARBOR Decided December 41967 Free time and demul rage rules regulations and practices onimport cargo at the Port CYf New York found not shown tobeunjust and unreaso nable within the meaning of section 17Shipping Act 1916 or contrary toGeneral Order 8Part ISuch rules regulatio nsand practices will beunlawful inthe future unless modified incertain respects and General Order 8Part Iisamended toprovide for1Insertion ofwo rds longshoremen sstrikes insection 526 1dasafacto rpreventing consignee sremoval of cargo 2Free time or first period demurrage asspecified inthe appropriate tariff incase of carr ier inabHity orrefusa totender cargofor delivery under section 526 1carising after expi ration of free time 3Assessment of first period demurrage charges after expiration of free time when consignee isprevented from removing his cargo within the meaning of section 526 1dbyalongshoremen sstr ike which affects only one pier or less than asubstantial Portion of the POrt area 4Anew section 526 1frequiring following alongshoremen sstrike of five day sor more extension of free time for aperiod not less than five days exclusive of Saturdays Sundays and legal holidays or first period demurrage for five calendar days beyond the time at which they would normally terminate depending upon position of cargo at commencement ofstr ike Such extensions shall apply only 1fcargo isactually picked upwithin such extended time or ifanappointment system acceptable toboth carriers and consignees isadopted within 24hours of advance notification that cargo isavaila ble for pickup and readUy accessi ble provided however that time not beextended more than 24hours beyond the additional fretime or demurrage period Elkan Turk Jr for respondents parties toFMC Agreement No 6015 Burton HWhite Elliott BNixon and Henry FMinnerop forespondents West Coast of Italy Sicilian and Adriatic Ports Nort Atlantic Range Conference WINAC Continental North Atlanti Westbound Freight Conference French North Atlantic Yestboun 288



FREE TIME AND DEMURRAGE PRACTICES ATNYHARBOR 239 Freight Conference Swiss North Atlantic Freight Conference Mar seilles North Atlantic USAFreight Conference member lines of these Conferences asnamed inthe orders of investigation and Ham burg American Line North German Lloyd Scandinavian American Line and Northeast Marine Terminal Co Inc Jolvn RMahoney John GMcGarrahan Richard Nicoletti and EdmlUlJ Ui OSmith for respondents parties toFree Time and Demur rage agreement 7115 and East Coast South American New York Free Time Agreement FMC No 7525 Ronald AOapone and Robert HBinder for respondents North Atlantic Westbound Freight Association and itsmember lines Ehner OMaddy and Bald vin Einarson for respondents Calcutta East Coast of India East PakistanjU SAConference FCAgree ment No 7555 and the West Coast of India Pakistan USACon ference and member lines asnamed inthe orders of investigation Joseph Hodgson Jr and Harvey MFlitter for respondent Seat rain Lines Inc Seymour HKligler for respondent South African Marine Corp Robert LDausend for respondent Sea Land Service Inc Sterling Stoudenmire for respondent Waterman Steamship Corporation Joseph ABy nefor respondents New York Terminal Conference and constituent members JaJmeS AFlynn for Atlantic Cargo Inspection Corporation Henry EFoley and Ohester HGourley for intervener the Mas achusetts Port Authority WilliamL Ma bury Frederick HNHee J11Jan and Philip GKrae er for intervener the Maryland Port Authority Sidney Goldstein FAMulhern Arthur LWinn Jr Samuel Hoel17Uln JRaymo ndOlark and Jarneslll Hender son for intervener hePort of New York Authority Aorris Duane George FMohr and Warren Price Jr for inter ener the Delaware River Port Authority Aaron HGlickman for intervener the California Association of ort Author1ties Thomas LWhipple for intervener the Boston Marine Terminal ssociation Bryce Rea Jr and Thomas MKnebel for intervener the 1iddle tlantic Conference of motor carriers certificated ascommon carriers ythe Interstate Commerce Commission Seymour Gr aubar dand Michael HGr eenber gfor intervener the merican Institute for Imported Steel Inc 11FMC355 301 06917



240 FEDERAlL MARITIME COMMISSION Thomas DWilcoaJ for interveners Toyomenka Inc and CAP Sales Corporation TPBAitken for intervener the COcoa Merchants Association of America Ine JElliott Bwrt for intervener the Green Coffee Association of New York City Inc Gerald HOBrien for intervener the National Council of American Importers 111Harold Bruce for intervener the Association of Food Distributors Inc Stephen EEstrof for intervener the American Spice Trade As sociation Inc Donald JBrUI 1ner NCYJ 11W IfbDKline David NNi8senberg and Samvuel BNemirow asHearing Counsel REPORT By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman George HHearn Vice Ohairman Ashton CBarrett James VDay IOommusioners We instituted this investigation byorders served May 12June 11and August 181965 toresolve certain free time and demurrage prob lems inthe Port of New York oninbound cargo One hundred and sixty eight parties were made respondents tothe proceeding includ ing ocean common carriers both conference and independent mem bers of the Free Time and Demurrage Agreement stevedoring and terminal companies and aterminal conference operating inthe Port of New York Numerous parties intervened including certain port authorities aport terminal association amotor common carrier confer ence and importers and import trade associations Extensive hearings were held inNew York City before Examiner Charles EMorgan who onOctober 171966 issued anInitial Decision towhich excep tions and replies toexceptions were filed We heard oral argument onMarch 151967 THE SITUATION ATNEW YORK There was astrike of longshoremen commencing January 111965 which rendered New York Harbor among others onthe East and Gulf Coasts inoperative At the end of this strike anabnormally large num her of ships discharged their cargoes quickly and this added tothinbound cargoes left onthe piers prior tothe strike caused greate than normal congestion onthe shore side of the piers inthe Port 0Commi sioner Fanseen did not participate 11FMC



FREE TIME AND DEMURRAGE PRACTICEoS ATNYHARBOR 241 New York Protests had been received bythe Commission from importers astothe demurrage charges applicable during and subse quent tothis longshoremen sstrike and from truckers with respect tothe shore side congestion of the piers subsequent tothe strike Free time onimport cargo at the Port of New York inmost trades isfive days but insome trades six days are allowed This free time com mences onthe first day following that day onwhich aship isfully discharged and isbased onworking days excluding Saturdays Sun days and holidays The purpose of free time istogive areasonable period during which animporter consignee can pick uphis cargo after ithas been unloaded from the ship onto the dock Some importer consignees may receive more than the usual five days of free time topick uptheir cargoes even innormal times This can occur when aparticular consignee scargo isavailable for pickup prior tothe day that the ship isfully discharged egaship might take four days tobefully discharged whereas some of itscargo may beavailable for pickup onthe first day of discharge Demurrage onimport cargo commences after free time expires Demurrage isthe charge assessed for the use of the pier facilities for watcmnen fire protection etc onthe cargo not picked upduring free time Demurrage isbased oncalendar days and includes Saturdays Sunda ysand holidays The daily rates of demurrage onimport cargo apply for five day periods and increase with each succeeding period Second and third period demurrage rates include penal elements which are designed toencourage the prompt movement of cargoes off the piers lSome consignees tend towait until the last day of free time or until nearly the last day of free time topick uptheir cargoes while other consignees will pick uptheir cargoes assoon asthey are unloaded from the ships and are available for delivery The latter often have paid for their goods before they left foreign ports and are desirous of delivering their goods tothe ultimate user aspromptly aspossible soastorecoup their invested monies Because some of the importer consignees operate onsmall margins of profit and because public warehouse charges are generally higher 1In1960 at the Port of New York abeneficIal change was made Inthe rules for asseSsing demurrage charges and demurrage was assessed onadally basls rather than Inblocks of five days ashad been the earner practice Inother words IfprIor to1960 aconsignee picked uphis cargo onthe first day of the thIrd demurrage period for example hewould becharged for the full third period of five days Since 1960 this same consignee Inthe same circumstances would pay demurrage for only the one day of the third perIod ThIs change gives the consignee anIncentive toremove his cargo before the last day of any demurrage period whereas prior to1960 with nosuch incentive many consignees were disposed topick uptheir cargoes onthe last day of ademurrage period 11FMC



242 FEDER lAlL MARITIME COMMISSION than demurrage charges some consignees tend touse the pIers aswarehouses The 1965 longshoremen sstrike commenced onMonday January 111965 and terminated inthe Port of New York onFriday February 121965 Some of the New York piers resumed work onSaturday Feb ruary 13and continued towork onSunday February 14196 5The strike affected practically the entire East and Gulf Coasts of the United States including all ports from Searsport Maine toBrownsville Texas with the exception of Panama City Florida Termination of the strike varied widely from February 12at New Orleans Louisiana toMarch 13at Miami Florida There have been numerous strikes at the ports since the end of World War IIbut the 1965 strike was unusual inasmuch asthe longshoremen sunion negotiators had reached anagreement with the representatives of the terminal operators onDecember 161964 and the longshoremen continued towork after December 201964 the expiration date of the Taft Hartley injunc tion issued inOctober 1964 The agreement of the negotiators was rejected bythe rank and file members of the longshoremen sunion onFriday January 8196 5and the strike commenced onthe following Monday As there had been noadvance warning that the strike was acertainty nogeneral alert was given tothe terminals truckers and inlporters that they should nlake extra efforts toremove cargoes from the piers On the occasions of strikes inthe past there has been sufficient advance warning toallow the importers topick uptheir cargoes before the strikes began The ocean carriers did not follow their usual course before astrike of minimizing cargo loaded inforeign ports and of scheduling their vessels sothat at the end of the strike approximaJtely half of their ves sels would beinUnited States ports and half would beinforeign ports The ocean carriers believed that the strike would terminate promptly because of the negotiators agreement reached heforehand As aresult ships continued toload and sail for the United States Grace Line for example had itsentire general cargo fleet inUnited States At lantic ports at the end of the strike The International Longshoremen sAssociation took the position even after the New York workmen had ratified the agreement that there would benowork inNew York until there was work onthe entire Atlantic and Gulf Coasts The New York longshoremen returned towork only after the President of the United States used his persuasion Because the longshoremen 3It South At lantic and West Gulf ports did not return towork until three or four weeks after those at New York and other ports cargo was diverted toNew York adding tothe already heavy congestion 11FMC



FREE TIME AND DEMURRAGE PRACTICES ATNYHARBOR 243 Immediately after the January February 1965 longshoremen sstrike certain piers inthe Port or New York had opened onSaturday and Sunday and onevenings inanattempt tosort and make cargo available ror delivery Consignees were telephoned but railed topick uptheir cargo Subsequently additional vessels came into port and unloaded additional cargoes with the result tha tpiers became more congested and ran into problems or making cargoes available ror deli very The Atlantic Cargo Inspection Corporation ACIC besides other duties administers ademurrage collection service ror most or the ma jor steamship conrerences inthe import trade at the Port or New York ACIC collects about 1000 000 or demurrage charges ayear with the bulk or such charges under 50per unit ACIO does not insist always upon documentary evidence when acomplaint isreceived or inability topickup cargo because or pier congestion or other ractors and some complaints are received bytelephone and acted upon bytelephone and aconsignee isadvised within arew hours that demurrage relier has been provided Nevertheless asageneral rule some written proof isrequired or atruck spresence at apier at the time or anunsuccessrul attempt topick upcargo This proor could beagate pass or logging in3Jt the pier ACIC requires asaminimum ingiving demurrage relier that itbegiven the description or the truck itslieense num ber and the cargo which the truckman has attempted topick upAtrucker may tell aconsignee that hemade anunsuccessful attempt or attempts onacertain date or dates topick upthe bOnsignee scargo but when the written proor islacking the demurrage relier claim gen erally isdenied ACIC insists that itcannot rairly administer the demurrage rules inany other manner The trucker serving the importer pays atruck loading charge tothe marine terminal or tothe ocean carrier whichever provides the labor ror loading the trucks and the loading or his truck isthe trucker sreponsibility Nevertheless the ocean carriers through or with the marine terminals have assumed the responsibility or providing sur ficient lahor toacomplish the truck loading anduse this responsibil ityasadetermining rator intheir ability or disability toma kethe argo available ror pickup or inother words intheir the ocean car riers ability or disability totender the carg6 ror delivery tothe con ignees during the rree time period The principal dissatisraction or the consignees and or their truckers esults rrom the time required bythe truckers inpicking upcargo at hepiers par ticularly the time required onunsuccessrul attempts toickupcargo ACIC believ estha tsome truckers tell their consignees 11FMC



244 FEDEIMiL MARITIME COMMliSSION that they attempted topick upthe cargo when infact the trucker did not gonear the piers The consignees and truckers believe that the method of obtaining proof of anattempted pickup isunduly onerous because when atrucker makes anunsuccessful attempt topick upcargo onone day hecan obtain proof only for that one day and the truck man must come down tothe piers onthe next day and the next day ifthere istobedemurrage relief for each of the successive days AOIO can offer noother administrative solution which isequally fair tothe trucker who makes bona fide attempts topick upcargo and tothe trucker who fails tomake such attempts ACIO isfirmly convinced that any relaxation of itsrules vill result ingreater congestion at the pIers Problems can vary from day today at the piers andproblems can vary from pier topier One pier can beworking with anrinimumnum ber of men inthe morning and when other piers finish their jobs inthe morning making extra labor available for the afternoon the first pier could obtain that extra labor inthe afternoon and then handle more trucks than ithandled inthe morning Therefore the decision that one pier cannot handle atruck that arrives toward the end of along line of trucks inthe morning isnot easy tomake While some pier personnel will say off the record toaparticular trucker that hewill not beserved onaparticular day officially these same pier personnel will not admit that apier iscongested ACIO has field inspectors who are authorized tomake the decisions which will waive demurrage inthe event that these inspectors consider the pier or piers tobetoo congested tohandle atrucker Ittakes time for these inspectors togotothe piers where they must observe conditions and make their decisions The truckers and consignees quarrel with this system because itisintheir opinion too slow Generally atrucker inthe New York Harbor area can make only one pickup and one delivery of cargo per day when utilizing one truck and itsdriver principally because of the time which must bespent at the pier One ImowledgeaJble trucker very familiar with the piers inthe Port of New York insists that afair time for holding atruck outside of adock waiting for apickup isnomore than one hour or two On three occasions hetelephoned the office of ACIC giving the truck number cargo pier ship etc asking for exteqsion of free time or relief from demurrage and was told that AcrC would send itsfield investigator tocheck out the problem of long lines of trucks and con gestion at the piers Ittook three or four hours of waiting ineach instance before relief was granted but after losing four hours of time there was noplace togofor the truck and the truck owner was stuck with the truckman swages 11FMC



FRE ETIME AND DEMURRAGE PRACTICES ATNYHARBOH 245 Inother instances both before and following the 196 5strike when atruck was chased from one pier asearly as10ambecause noloads could bemade avail ble toitthis truck would gotoanother pier Itwas not unusual for atrucking company tohave itstlUcks try two or three piers and at the end of the day beuna ble toobtain any loads The truckers consider itmost unreasonable tohave togotoapier at 5amor 6amwhen the pier opens at 8amand then have towait until 2pm3pmor 4pmtoobtain cargo and very often leave the pier without obtaining any cargo or with only part of the cargo THE ISSUES FOR RESOLUTION In1948 the Commission spredecessor the United States iaritime Commission pursuant toasimilar investigation of conditions in1947 inthe Port of NewYork respecting free time and demurrage prac tices pr omulgated the following regulations now contained inCom mision General Order 821Free time of five days exclusive of Saturdays Sundays and legal holidays computed from the start of business onthe first day after complete discharge of the vessel isadequate free time onimport property at New York under preserut conditions 2Free time onimport property at New York shall not beless than five days except onproperty of such aspecial nature astorequire earlier removal because of local ordinances or other govern mental regulations or because piers are not equipped tocare for such property for such period or except asthe Commission may hereafter direct 3Where acarrier isfor any reason unable or refuses totender cargo for delivery free time must beextended for aperiod equal tothe duration of the carrier sdisability or refusal 4vVhere aoonsignee isprevented from removing his cargo byfac tors beyond his control such asbut not limited totrucking strikes or weather conditions which affect anentire port area or asubstarrtial portion thereof carriers shall after expiration of free time assess demurrage against imports at the rate appli cable tothe first demurrage period for such time asthe inability toremove the cargo may continue Eve ydeparture from the regular demurrage charges shall bereported tothe Commission The issues for resolution inthis proceeding asframed bythe Orders of Investigation are whether 1Free time and demurrage practices inthe Port of New York applicable toperiods when astrike of longshoremen isinprogress or IIFree Time ana Demurrage Oharge8 New York 3USMC891948 11iFMC



246 FEDERAiL MARITlME COMMISSION some other extraordinary circumstances interfere with the efforts of receivers of cargo tocall for same at terminals and take delivery there of are unjust and unreasona ble under section 17of the Shipping Act 1916 2General Order 8Part Ihas been lawfully interpreted and enforced during the periods of abnormal shore side pier congestion fol lowing the strike of longshoremen terminating Februray 1319f 53General Order 8Part Ishould beamended todeal more ade quately inthe future with periods of general pier congestion 4General Order 8Part Ishould beamended toprescribe assess ment of any pier demurrage against cargo during maritime strikes and 5General Order 8Part Ishould beamended todelete the words whi haffect anentire port area ora substantial portion thereof THE INITIAL DECISION The Examiner inhis Initial Decision determined that the practices at the Port of New York respecting free time and demurrage duing and immediately after the strike of 1965 were not unjust and unrea sonable particularly inlight of the fact that the strike appeared tohave been settled inadvance and the then existing free time and demurrage rules generally had worked well inthe past including post strike situations He also found that the practices engaged inbythe carriers during this period could not besaid tohave been unlawful under General Order 8PartIHe did det eI111ine however that inthe future certain practices would ifengaged inbythe carriers at the Port of NewYork beunjust and unreasonable rrnd that pursuant tosection 17General Order 8PartIshould beamended asfollows 1Section 526 1dthe paragraph dealing with those factors which prevent aconsignee from removing his cargo because of conditions beyond his control should beamended and clarified byadding thewords longshoremen sstrikes This modification did not result inachange inthe present interpretation of the section but would bmerely aspecific enumeration of afactor already acknowled getobcovered bysection 526 1d2Section 526 1cthe paragraph dealing with acarrier srefusa or inability torender cargo for delivery should beamended torea free time must begranted for aperiod equal tothe duration of carrier sdiswbility or refusal including those situations where fretime previously was granted and had expired Section 526 1cnorequires that free time beextended when acarrier isunable or refuse totender cargo for delivery As the Examiner correctly observed th11FlLC



FRIDE TIME AND DEMURRAGE PRiACTICES ATNYHARBOR 247 word extend could bereasonably interpreted asrequiring free time after the period when itwould normally expire only when the inability or refusal arose during free time or itcould beinterpreted asrequiring the application of free time whenever the carrier srefusal or inability arose Both interpretations have been followed bythe con ferences sThus this suggested modification would involve achange forsome conferences and would merely beacodification of present practices for other conferences The Examiner grounded this proposed modification onthe obligation of the ocean carriers tocontinuously work tounblock blocked incargoes and their duties totender such cargoes for delivery that ismake them accessible for pickup Itshould benoted however that inasmuch asthe inability totender qargo covered bythis section refers only toinaJbility which can beImputed toacarrier because of itsfailure tofulfill itsobligation the inability of acarrier tomake cargo available for pickup for the duration of alongshoremen sstrike isnot one imputed tothe carrier ifacarrier has completed his obligation of tendering cargo for delivery for the full free time period Ifhowever alongshoremen sstrike occurs while cargo isinaperiod of demurrage and following the strike the carrier isunable totender the cargo for deli very because of amixup with other cargoes this would according tothe Examiner rbeacarrier disability toperform itsobligation and insuch situation under the Examiner srecommend3Jtion for arevision of section 526 1cfree time would begranted 3Section 526 1dshould beamended byproviding that where consignee disability caused byalongshoremen sstrike affects only one pier or less than asubstantial portion of the entire port area of New York demurrage charges for the duration of that strike shall belimited tothe first period rate of demurrage This modification isapartial adoption of the removal of the port area limitation which paragraph 5of the Order of Investigation suggested might bedesirable Itapplies however only insituations of aconsignee disability caused byalongshoremen sstrike The Examiner felt that awider adoption of aport area exclusion would involve the possibility of discrimination asbetween consjgnee importers 8For example the tarUf of East Ooast South Atlantic New York Free Time Agreement Me No 7525 provides when acarrier isfor any reason unable or refuses totender imort property for delivery free time will beextet lded or ifthe cargo beondemurrage noemurrage will becharged for aperiOd equal tothe duration of the carrter sdtsabutty or efusal todeliver whUe the tariff of Agreement No 6015 provides that when acarrier sunable totender cargo for del1very ifappl1cation Ismade whlle cargo Isinaperiod fdemurrage first period demurrage shall apply for apertod equal tothe duration of the arrier stnabiltty todel1ver Demurrage Iswaived byall respondents durtng the duration falongshoremen sstrike with respect tocargo which was st1ll onfree time at the ommencement of the strike and demurrage at the first periOd level iscollected onother argo for the duration of such strike byall respondents 11FMC
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4 A change should be made in the section 5261d situation that
is the situation involving consignee disability either by a modification
of that section or the addition of a new section providing that in any
portwide strike of longshoremen for 25 calendar days or more the
normal first period demurrage of five clays will be changed to ten
days This provision would only apply to import cargo already un
loaded on the piers prior to the strike or unloaded on the piers during
the five days after termination of the strike The Examiner felt this
modification would have the advantage of helping to clear the piers
after a strike while at the same time compensating carriers for the
use of the pier The importer who was diligent and removed his cargo
promptly would not be subjected to penalty demurrage charges at as
early a time as a consignee who was less diligent The Examiner
picked 25 days as the minimum time period for the application of his
modification because he felt a strike of that length would cause serious
congestion and he picked five extra days as the amount for the exten
sion of first period demurrage because he felt consignees who made
a sincere effort could remove their cargo during that extra time period
The Examiner excluded Seatrain Lines from his recommendations
inasmuch as he found that Seatrains container operations in the
domestic offshore trades were not within the scope of this proceeding
The Examiner found that no special relief should be granted the im
porters of tea spices coffee food and other products whose cargoes
are subject to United States Government inspection inasmuch as con
ditions had not changed since 1948 when these importers special re
quests were considered and rejected in Free Time and iemurrage
ChargesNew York supra Finally the Examiner stressed the need
for cooperative efforts by all concerned and voluntary adoption of im
proved procedures relating to free time and demurrage practices on
inbound cargo at New York

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

1 The Lawfulness of Free Time and Demurrage Practices During
and Immediately After the Strike Under Section 17 and General
Order 8 Part I
Only AIIS 4 excepts to the Examinersconclusion that there has been

no demonstration of unlawfulness with respect to the free time and
demurrage practices during and after the strike It asks that the
Commission rule that the practices of the carriers during the period of
abnormal pier congestion following the longshoremensstrike were
unreasonable within the meaning of section 17 as unlawful interpreta
tions or enforcements of General Order 8 Part I to the extent they
resulted in the assessment of penalty demurrage in situations in which
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consignees were unable to pick up cargo because of factors beyond
their control It also asks that if such findings of unlawfulness are
made they be applied retroactively to allow cancellation of such pen
alty charges

Although the record in this proceeding is replete with references to
the difficulty truckers experienced in picking up cargo after termina
tion of the strike there are of record no instances of the assessment
of penalty demurrage in situations in which proof was submitted to
ACIC or the carriers that a trucker had appeared at a pier but was
unsuccessful in attempting to pickup cargo Furthermore there is
evidence of record that trucks were logged in as soon as they got in
line at the piers In other words the record does not contain evidence
that cargo was actually assessed penalty demurrage in situations in
which a bona fide attempt was made to pick up cargo

We agree with the Examiner that the practices engaged in at the
Port of New Yorlc respecting free time and demurrage during and
immediately after the strike of 1965 were not unjust and unreasonable
within the meaning of section 17 in light of the facts that the strike
appeared to have been settled in advance and the then existing free
time practices had worked well in the past including post strike sit
uations We also agree that the various free time and demurrage prac
tices were in compliance with reasonable interpretations of General
Order 8 Part I as it was then worded

However knowing through the benefit of hindsight of the difficulties
experienced during and after longshoremensstrikes like the one in
volved in this proceeding we are in accord with the Examiner that
certain practices will be unjust and unreasonable though we differ
to some extent as to what those practices are if engaged in in the
future and that certain amendments are necessary to General Order

I8 Part I to insure that reasonable practices are observed
2 Amendments to General Order 8 Part I Ordered for the Future

a The inclusion of the words longshoremensstrikes in section
561d

The parties to Calcutta East Coast of India East PakistanUSA
Conference Agreement No 7555 and the West Coast of India Pakis
tanUSA Conference urge that the words longshoremensstrikes
are unnecessary and should not be added contending that if General
Order No 8 is amended to include all events to which it is applicable
it will soon resemble a laundry list rather than the General Order it is
intended to be No other party excepts to this suggested modification
and Hearing Counsel and Port of New York Authority maintain that
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250 FEDERAJL MARITIME COMMffiSION itisanecessary clarification As the Examiner found this modifica tion would not result inahange inthe present interpretation of sec tion 526 1dbut would bemerely aspecific enumeration of afactor already acknowledged tobecovered bythat section However the addition or these words would not merely asthe exceptors contend ladd another event towhich 526 1disapplicable Itwill add afactor lwhich was not specifically considered at the time of the promulgation fGeneral Order 8Part Iwhich isasthe Examiner found the Inost common form of difficulty under which section 526 1dbecomes applicable and was asindicated bythe Orders of Investigation inthis proceeding the primary reason for the institution of this pro ceeding We agree with the Examiner that the inclusion of the words Ilongshoremen sstrikes insection 526 1dasafactor beyond acon signee scontrol preventing the removal of his cargo isjust and rea sonable and should bemade bThe problem under seotion 526 1cof the granting of free time with respeot tocargo which acarrier refuses or isunable totender for delivery after free time previously grmnted had ewpired Some respondents object tothe Examiner srecommendation that free time begranted tocargo onwhich such time has expired when the carrier isunable tomake itavailable for pickup Torequire the granting of free time insuch asituation would they maintain penal ize acarrier for the consignee sfailure topick uphis cargo during the period when the carrier was performing his duty of making itavail able iethe free time period The Commission spredecessor has recognized the propriety of assessing first period demurrage with respect tosuch cargo they point out citing Free Time and Demur rage Oharges Ne wYork supra at 106 7The carriers allege that anattempt toforce the granting of additional free time when carrier disability does not arise during free time would result inconfiscation of property and beunconstitutional citing Amenoan President Lines et al vFMB317 F2d887 DCCir 1962 Inaddition tothe legal difficulties inherent inthe suggested modification they sugg st asapractical matter congestion ismade worse inpost strike situations bythe granting of free time after itsexpiration Other respondents have noobjection tothe Examiner sprop9sed modification because asnoted infootnote 28upra their practices under present tariffs provide for the granting of free time whenever cargo cannot bemade available for pickup due tocarrier disability Hearing Counsel agree with the Examiner that free time should bemade available tocargo already ondemurrage when itcannot bepicked upbecause of carrier disability and propose lang lage toac11FMC
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complish this obiective They maintain that there is legal authority
for requiring that free time be made available to cargo already on de
murrage when it cannot be picked up because of carrier disability
and contend that once free time has expired carriers become ware
housemen with respect to property in their keeping and have a duty
to make it available for delivery when demand is made within a rea
sonable time The Interstate Commerce Commission they point out
allows or prohibits demurrage on an individual casebycase basis
denying it in cases where shippers had exercised due diligence and
allowing it in cases where they had not

Finally Hearing Counsel contend that American President Lines
et al vFJLB supra does not stand for the proposition that it would
be confiscatory and unconstitutional to require free time when a car
rier refusual or disability arose after the expiration of the normal free
time period In that case the Commission then Board had attempted
by publication of an interpretation to amend what is now General
Order 8 Part I to forbid the assessment of any demurrage during
pendency of a longshoremensstrike That case they maintain merely
held that the Commission could not amend General Order 8 without
complying with certain procedural requirements including a state
ment of the amendmentsbasis and purpose as required by the Admin
istrative Procedure Act Although the Courts opinion did contain
language indicating that a carriers duty with respect to cargo had
been fulfilled after the expiration of free time and that to deny de
murrage once free time had expired would be unlawful this language
they argue is not relevant to the present proceeding because of the dif
ferent applications of the proposed amendment in that proceeding
and Hearing Counselssuggested modification In the American Presi
dent Lines case the Commission had amended the General Order to
prohibit carriers from assessing any demurrage during a longshore
mens strike regardless of whether cargo was in free time or a demur
rage period at the commencement of the strike Hearing Counsel point
out that their proposal on the other hand does not deprive carriers
of demurrage during a longshoremensstrike if free time has expired
The carrier is still entitled to firstperiod demurrage during that
period with respect to cargo on which free time had expired at the
commencement of the strike The proposed modification in the Ameri
an President Line case is also distinguishable Hearing Counsel al
lege from that suggested by them in the instant proceeding in that the
free time extension in the American President Line case applied to all

As noted above a longshoremensstrike occurring after the expiration of free time is
riot viewed as a carrier disability
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cargo alike whereas the proposed modification in this proceeding
would allow the granting of additional free time once the obligatory
period had expired only in those situations where cargo could not be
made available because of carrier disability

Hearing Counsel are correct insofar as they maintain that the
American President Line case is not dispositive of the problem of the
propriety of the collection of demurrage at first period compensatory
rates when a carrier disability arises after termination of free time
As Hearing Counsel point out the regulation involved in that case
dealt with the assessment of demurrage during a consignee rather
than a carrier disability and would have forbidden just compensa
tion to a carrier during a time when free time had expired and con
signees through no fault of the carrier could not pick up their cargo
Hearing Counsel would require an extension of free time after it
would normally have expired only during periods other than those
of consignee disability and only when in fact a carrier was unable
to make the cargo available for pickup

Here we are faced squarely with the problem of precisely what a
carriersduty is with respect to cargo once free time has expired and
it is in this regard that both Hearing Counsel and the Examiner appear
to be in error A carrier has certain obligations originating in his
status as a carrier for the performance of which he may collect no
greater compensation than that required by his contract of carriage
These obligations are correctly identified in America President Lines
et al v FMB supra at 888 The carrier must unload the cargo
onto a dock segregate it by bill of lading and count put it at a
place of rest on the pier so that it is accessible to the consignee and
afford the consignee a reasonable opportunity to come and get it
The Court further observed at 889 that the carrier tenders for
delivery it does not deliver It makes a valid and complete tender
when it puts the cargo on the dock reasonably accessible properly
segregated and marked and leaves it there for five days with notice
of course The reasonable opportunity was translated into Ave
days because the Commission in General Order 8 Part I had as
the Court observed determined that under conditions prevailing
in New York five days is the shortest time that affords to consignees
a reasonable opportunity to take delivery of imports and had held
a tariff which failed to assure to consignees a minimum of five days
of free time wouldbe unjust and unreasonable

A carrier has certain duties with respect to cargo not picked up
within the free time period such as the duty to exercise reasonable
care but the Commission having defined the minimum period of
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reasonable time as five days it cannot be said that a carrier has a duty
as a matter of law to extend free time if his disability occurs after
expiration of the free time period A distinction must be made between
the liability of a carrier arising after the expiration of free time
because of a carriers negligent treatment of cargo in his custody
and the requirement that relief from demurrage be given whenever
a carrier cannot tender cargo for delivery The duty to treat cargo
in ones custody with due care arises by statusthe carrier is a bailee
as long as the cargo is in its custody and as such must treat the cargo
with reasonable care for the whole of such time The carrier as a
bailee also has a duty to tender cargo in his custody for delivery The
obligation to tender for delivery free of assessments of any demurrage
however is as we have noted one that ends after a reasonable time
or under normal circumstances five days This is not to say as we will
demonstrate later that under some circumstances a carrier may not
be required to tender cargo for delivery free of assessment of any
demurrage for a time period exceeding five days Nor do we mean
to imply a carrier may not grant free time whenever it can not tender
cargo for delivery as is the present practice of many of the carriers
Indeed this appears to be the more equitable approach and should
be encouraged inasmuch as an assessment of demurrage after the
expiration of free time when the consignee does present himself for
pickup of his cargo and the carrier refuses or is unable to tender it
acts to require payment from a consignee for a service he no longer
needs or desires

Accordingly we will allow carriers to retain their present practices
with respect to free time after the time at which it would normally
have terminated so long as these practices are clearly spelled out in
the applicable tariffs so that consignees will be in a position to know
the extent of the obligations assumed by respective carriers Section
52610 will be amended by adding a sentence to the section so that
it will read as follows

5261e Where a carrier is for any reason unable or refuses to tender cargo
for delivery free time must be extended for a period equal to the duration of the
carriers disability or refusal If such condition arises after the expiration of
free time an additional period during which no demurrage is charged or first
period demurrage shall be applicable whichever is specified in the appropriate
tariff

Cf The question whether a consignee must start paying additional charges to the
proprietor of the pier for allowing goods to remain there bas nothing whatever to do
with the question whether a carrier has used reasonable care in discharging goods from
his ship North American Smelting Co v Moller SS Co 204 F2d 384 388 1953
see also Calcot Ltd v lebrandtsen Company 318 F2d 889 673 1968i Rules and

customs concerning storage charges have no relevance to the question of what constitutes
a proper delivery of the cargo
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c The requirement that consignee disability under section5261d
be port wide or affect a substantial portion of the entire port area
before demurrage is limited to first period rate

The Examiner as noted above recommended that section 5261d
be revised to limit demurrage to first rates during longshore
mens strikes affecting one pier or less than a substantial portion of
the entire port area Some conferences contend that such strikes are
rare and that no need has been demonstrated that present procedures
cannot properly handle them Hearing Counsel and AIIS contend
that the Examiner was correct in his partial removal of the port area
requirement but erred in not removing it altogether so that at most
first period demurrage would apply in any situation in which
a consignee is prevented from removing his cargo by factors beyond
his control They would however require that the disability be one
affecting all consignees ajt any pier orpiers to prevent the possibility
of discrimination by those administering demurrage charges finding
disability in some cases and denying it in others without the benefit
of a definitive yardstick

We agree with the Examiner that the port area requirement
should be removed with reference to longshoremensstrikes While it
may be true that localized strikes are rather rare there is neverthe
less evidence of record that they do occur and such strikes like the
strikes affecting a wider area disable consignees from removing cargo
from the struck piers Generally carriers waive demurrage or at
least penal demurrage in all strike situations To this extent it is
true that present procedures can properly handle all strike situa
tions However under the present rule a simple tariff amendment
could change such procedures Such result must not be allowed

to happen Strikes over which a consignee has no control are not
limited to those affecting all or a substantial portion of the entire
port area During longshoremensstrikes affecting even a single pier
the penalty element of demurrage affords no incentive to remove cargo
from the pier because the consignee cannot do so for reasons entirely
beyond his control Therefore it would be an unreasonable practice
to allow the assessment of penal demurrage during any Longshoremens
strike affecting a consigneesability to remove his cargo We also agree
however with the Examiner that the removal of the port sarea require
ment should be limited to longshoremensstrikes inasmuch as the
record is devoid of evidence of factors other than a longshoremens
strike which would effect less than a substantial portion of the port
area and disable a consignee from removing his cargo

The Delaware River Port Authority Philadelphia excepted to the longshoremens
strike exception to the entire port area requirement alleging that it will result in
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Therefore section 5261d should be amended to read as follows
new language in italic

Where a consignee is prevented from removing his cargo by factors beyond
his control such as but not limited to longshoremensstrikes trucking strikes
or weather conditions which affect an entire port area or a substantial portion
thereof aszd when a consignee is prevented from removing his cargo by a long
shoremensstrike which affects only one pier or leas than a substantial portion
of the port area carriers shall after expiration of free time assess demurrage

against imports at the rate applicable to the first demurrage period for such time
as the inability to remove the cargo may continue Every departure froni the regr
ular demurrage charges shall be reported to the Commission

d The requirement of the extension of firstperiod demurrage
following portwide strikes of longshoremen for 05 calendar days or
more

Most of the parties actively participating in this proceeding object
to some extent to the Examinersrecommendation that first period de
murrage be automatically extended following longshoremensstrikes
exceeding 24 days

Generally the conferences contend that any extension of first period
demurrage or free time following termination of a strike would only
aggravate congestion by removing the incentive penal demurrage to
remove cargo at a time when it is most urgently needed Hearing
Counsel and AIIS on the other hand also argue that the Examiners
recommendation is faulty because it fails to solve the post strike conges
tion problem but maintain that the proper solution would be to extend
free time or first period demurrage following a major strike depend
ing upon the position of the cargo when the strike began and to
couple such extension with a truck appointment system the free time
but not first period demurrage to be tolled on the day that a carrier
or terminal operator notifies a consignee or his agent of a specific time
at which the cargo may be picked up if the cargo is actually available
for pickup at the time specified

Additionally one conference maintains that if an extension is
granted the amendment to the General Order shouldbe so worded as
not to allow the application of first period demurrage to cargo already
on penal demurrage when a strike begins and insure that the present

more liberal rules and regulations governing free time and demurrage at New York than
at Philadelphia and thus unjustly discriminate against Philadelphia and increase its
already present service disadvantage in its competition with the Port of New York We
have found that the failure to relieve consignees at New York from penalty demurrage
during any strike is an unreasonable practice The simple answer to Philadelphiascon
tention is that nothing prevents it from voluntarily adopting a rule removing the port
area requirement with respect to longshoremensstrikes As the Port of New York indicates
on brief there is no general Commission order respecting free time and demurrage practices
at any port other than the Port of New York yet no penal demurrage is assessed during
any longshoremensstrikes at several North Atlantic ports
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practice of free time running from the date of discharge of entire ves
sel rather than discharge of particular cargo from that vessel may be
retained

Hearing Counsel also criticize the Examinersrecommendation on
grounds that the automatic extension of first period demurrage with
respect to all cargo on the pier at the commencement of the strike
would cause cargo that was still on free time when a strike ended to go
directly into firstperiod demurrage even though the carrier had not
fulfilled his obligation of tendering such cargo for delivery for the
required free time period and might in fact refuse or be unable to
tender for delivery

The problem of what to do to encourage prompt and efficient re
moval of cargo following a major longshoremensstrike is not one
that lends itself to a simple solution that will impress all parties with
its undisputed fairness The carriers understandably want the cargo
off the piers as soon as possible to make way for new cargo They con
sider the early application of penal demurrage a good way to accom
plish this objective Just as understandably the consignees do not want
to be assessed penal demurrage charges in situations in which as we
have noted in our review of the situation in the Port of New York it

is extremely difficult for consignees to pick up cargo We wish to make
it abundantly clear that we are not placing the blame for the post
strike congestionat the doorstep of any single interest It is a problem
which was caused in the first place by factors for which neither car
riers nor consignees was directly responsible However all interests
should utilize their best efforts to see that the public interest is served
by prompt and efficient cargo removal so that the piers of the New
York port area may return to normal as soon as possible following a
major strike

The solution suggested by the Examiner although an important
step in the right direction does have its problems some of which have
been indicated by the parties Any automatic extension of free time or
nonpenalty demurrage may well tend to encourage consignees to leave
cargo on piers for the duration of the extended periods and thus in
crease congestion On the other hand it seems unfair to assess penal
demurrage against consignees who through no fault of their own have
been unable to pick up their cargo

At the outset one thing seems clear As pointed out by one conference
and noted above if extensions of free time or first period demurrage
are granted following a major longshoremensstrike they should not
be granted to cargo that was already on penal demurrage when the
strike began No one during the course of this proceedinghas main
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tained such a position and in fact in oral argument counsel for MIS
stated that he did not contend that an extension following a strike
should apply to cargo which was in a period of penal demurrage prior
to the strike It seems indeed unfair to relieve one of penal demurrage
who has contributed to the congestion by failing to pick up his cargo
during the free time period or prior to the period when penal charges
were levied to force its removal

The solution seems to be an extension of free time or first period
demurrage following a major longshoremensstrike that is conditioned
upon the removal of the cargo within the extended period The need
for some extension of time following a major strike is plain Although
we have found no violations of the present regulations governing free
time and demurrage such regulations are just not realistic during such
periods Carriers experienced much difficulty in tendering cargo for
delivery As noted above many of them worked their piers evenings
and weekends to make cargo available for pickup and many consignees
still experienced difficulty in obtaining their cargoes There was a
chronic labor shortage during this period due to the abnormally great
volume of cargo that had to be handled by the same number of long
shoremen normally available Although the record does not indicate
that penalty demurrage was actually assessed against consignees who
were unable to pick up cargo it does indicate that trucks were often
forced to wait for many hours in long lines often unsuccessfully in
attempts to pick up cargo and that periods of time running into three
or four hours were necessary before waivers of penal demurrage could
be obtained from the ACIC In such instances it was often impossible
for truckers to call at other less congested piers to pick up other cargo
because of the lack of remaining work time

There is nothing sacrosanct about the number five It is used to
measure the minimum free time which must be granted under normal
circumstances merely because it is a reasonable amount of time for
carriers to tender and consignees to receive cargo B In 1946 our pred
ecessor promulgated rules to cover the conditions currently prevail
ing in the Port of New York These conditions included strikes
of seafaring personnel and truck drivers they do not appear to have
included longshoremensstrikes and the whole problem of pier con
gestion following as distinguished from during a strike was left un
explored However it was said that reasonable time was to be deter

8 MIS would make an exception for cargo on penalty demurrage which a carrier 1s
unable or refuses to tender for delivery We have discussed this problem under b
above

8 The fact that the number is not immutable Is emphasized by the fact that prior to

1938 there were no requirements as to amount of free time and that between 1938 and
1941 our predecessor had fixed ten days as the maximum free time period
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mined with due regard especially for the public interest which
requires that congestion of ports be minimized in the interest of effi
cient water transportation Free Time and Demurrage ChargesNew
York supra at 103

After a strike of major proportions the prevailing free time and
first period demurrage rules are not reasonable Therefore following
a major strike free time should be extended for five days exclusive
of Saturdays Sundays and legal holidays coupled with a require
ment that cargo actually be picked up within such extended period
Likewise first period demurrage which under normal circumstances
is equal to five calendar days should be extended for an additional five
calendarday period with a srniliar requirement for actually picking
up the cargo For example a consignee whose cargo was on free time
at the commencement of the strike would not be assessed demurrage
if he picked up his cargo within five days excluding Saturdays Sun
days and legal holidays after the time free time would normally
terminate but if he picked it up on the sixth day he would be as
sessed for six rather than one day at the compensatory demurrage
rate If a consignee picked up his cargo on the fifth calendar day after
first period demurrage would normally terminate he would be as
sessed demurrage at the compensatory demurrage rate However if
he picked it up on the sixth day he would be assessed penal demurrage
for the last six days Of course if cargo is not actually available for
pickup during the extended free time period free time must be ex
tended until it is If such cargo cannot be tendered for delivery during
the extended first demurrage period free time or first period demur
rage would apply as specified in the applicable tariff Such additional
periods appear adequate to allow diligent consignees an opportunity
to remove their cargo They would also supply an incentive to remove
such cargo which an automatic extension would not and will allow
only diligent consignees to take advantage of their benefits1

As suggested by some respondents the modification will be worded
to indicate that no departure from the present practice of starting the
running of free time from discharge of the vessel rather than any
particular cargo from the vessel is intended

10 Hearing Counsel had formerly proposed an alternative plan whereby free time would
be extended in all situations in which carriers could not tender for delivery and first
period demurrage rates would apply after the expiration of free time in all situations in
which consignees as a class are unable to pick up their cargo at any pier This plan
presents difficulties in the poststrike situation Questions of fact might arise as to whether

particular poststrike congestion had actually made it impossible for consignees to pick up
cargo while all the while congestion got worse More important however the plan gives
no incentive to consignees to remove their cargo
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It is regrettablethat we are unable to adopt the suggestion of AIIS
and Hearing Counsel that the extension of free time be coupled to a
truck appointment system free time terminating with the making of
an appointment for a specific time at which a truck is to call for
cargo However the difficulties in establishing a workable and fair
truck appointment system are numerous indeed The Examiner men
tioned some of them The possibility of discrimination in the granting
of appointments and the hardships which occur in individual cases
even if a mechanical method for the fixing of appointments could be
established It is undeniable that the establishment of some sort of

system for the orderly removal of cargo from the piers is a desirable
perhaps even necessary objective but at this juncture no one is able
to state just what kind of procedure should be set up or how it should
be administered We can only hopefully provide that if a workable
appointment system acceptable to both carriers and consignees is
adopted the extension of free time or first period demurrage will
terminate within 24 hours a reasonable time for a consignee to ar
range for pickup of advance notification that cargo is available for
pickup and readily accessible

In other words General Order 8 Part I is revised by the insertion
of a new section 5261f providing as follows

Following a longshoremensstrike of five days or more free time or first
period demurrage depending upon the status of the cargo at the commencement
of the strike shall be extended for a period not less than 5 days exclusive of
Saturdays Sundays and legal holidays and 5 calendar days respectively be
yond the time at which they would normally terminate Provided however that
such extensions shall apply only if cargo is actually picked up within such ex
tended time or if an appointment system acceptable to both carriers and con
signees is adopted within 24 hours of advance notification that cargo is available
for pickup and readily accessible subject to the requirement that time not be ex
tended more than 24 hours beyond the additional free time or demurrage period

We agree with the Examinersconclusion that carriers are entitled
to compensation for the use of their piers during longshoremens
strikes by cargo on which free time had expired before commencement
of the strike We also agree that no special relief need be granted the
importers of tea coffee spices food and other products whose cargo
is subject to United States Government inspection As our predecessor
indicated in Free Time and Demurrage ChargesNew York supra

a In attempting to establishing such a system attention might well be given to the
expressed willingness of the New York Terminal Conference to participate in administering
free time and demurrage regulations

13 Five days was chosen because congestion problems caused by strikes of less duration
should be adequately handled by the tolling of free time and the first demurrage period
for the duration of the strike and the consequent free time or first period demurrage days
remaining after the strike Strikes of leas than five days have not appeared to cause major
problems in the past
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inspection delays are occasioned by factors other than those relating
to the obligation of the carrier No party indicated that free time
should be extended because of the delays occasioned by Government
inspectors Several conferences moreover grant six rather than the five
days free time to allow for delays occasioned by Governmental
inspections

SeaLand Service Inc SeaLand urges that all containerized
operations be excluded from the effect of any order issued in the pro
ceeding alleging that with the exception of one witness of Seatrain
no evidence or testimony was received relating to containerized opera
tions It further alleges that inasmuch as the Examiner excluded Sea
trains operations from his Initial Decision consistency requires that
SeaLand and other carriers be similarly excluded from any order or
rule issued pursuant to this proceeding to the extent they utilize con
tainerized operations The record in this proceeding does not indicate
that problems have arisen with respect to cargo shipped in containers
To the extent that carriers engage in the transportation and tendering
for delivery of containerized freight rather than breakbulk cargo
there appears no necessity to require changes in these carriers practices
pursuant to our amendments to General Order 8 Part I

An appropriate order will be issued and General Order 8 Part I as
revised herein will be published in the Federal Register

By the Commission
11 FMC



IN THE MATTER OF FREE TIME AND DEMURRAGE PRACTICES ON INBOUND
CARGO AT NEW YORK HARBOR

This proceeding was instituted by orders served upon respondents
and published in the Federal Register and hearings were held before
an Examiner pursuant to which briefs were filed and an Initial Deci
sion issued Exceptions and replies to this Initial Decision have been
considered and oral argument held before and supplemental papers
filed with the Commission The Commission has this day issued its
report in this proceeding which is hereby incorporated herein by
reference in which it determined that certain practices of the re
spondents with respect to free time and demurrage on inbound cargo
at New York Harbor would if continued in the future be unjust and
unreasonable within the meaning of section 17 of the Shipping Act
and determined that its General Order 8 Part I which regulates the
free time and demurrage practices here under investigation should be
amended in certain respects to insure just and reasonable practices
in the future

Therefore it is ordered That section 5261c is amended by adding
a new sentence at the end thereof As amended section 5261c reads
as follows

c Where a carrier is for any reason unable or refuses to tender cargo for
delivery free time must be extended for a period equal to the duration of the
carriers disability or refusal If such condition arises after the expiration
of free time an additional period during which no demurrage is charged or
first period demurrage shall be applicable whichever is specified in the appro
priate tariff

It is further ordered That section 5261d is amended by inserting
the words longshoremensstrikes before the words trucking strikes
and inserting the clause and when a consignee is prevented from re
moving his cargo by a longshoremensstrike which affects only one
pier or less than a substantial portion of the port area before the

words carriers shall As thus amended section 5261d reads as
fellows

11 FMC
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d where a consignee is prevented from removing his cargo by factors be
yond his control such as but not limited to longshoremensstrikes trucking
strikes or weather conditions which affect an entire port area or a substan
tial portion thereof and when a consignee is prevented from removing his cargo
by a longshoremensstrike which affects only one pier or less than a substan
tial portion of theport area carriers shall after expiration of free time assess
demurrage against imports at the rate applicable to the first demurrage period
for such time as the inability to remove the cargo may continue Every departure
from the regular demurrage charges shall be reported to the Commission

It is further ordered That a new part f be added to 5261 to read
as follows

f Following a longshoremensstrike of five days or more free time or first
period demurrage depending upon the position of the cargo at the commencement
of the strike shall be extended for a period not less than five days exclusive of
Saturdays Sundays and legal holidays and five calendar days respectively
beyond the time at which they would normally terminate Provided however
that such extensions shall apply only if cargo is actually picked up within such
extended time or if an appointment system acceptable to both carriers and con
signees is adopted within 24 hours of advance notification that cargo is avail
able for pickup and readily accessible subject to the requirement that time
not be extended more than 24 hours beyond the additional free time or de

murrage period

It is further ordered That such amendments shall be binding upon
all common carriers of noncontainerized cargo by water in foreign
commerce with respect to regulations and practices affecting free time
and demurrage on import property at the Port of New York and

It is further ordered That on or before the effective date of this
order all tariffs of such carriers relative to free time and demurrage
on import property at the Port of New York be conformed to the find
ings and rules herein set forth and

It is further ordered That this order become effective February 15
1968

By the Commission
Signed THOMAS L1sI

Secretary
11 FMC
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DOCKET No 6513

RATES ON US GOVERNMENT GAROOES

Decided December 8 1987

Rates which are admittedly noncompensatory and which are reduced in order
to unfairly attempt to drive a competitor from the trade are contrary to
section 18b5

Rates which are no longer effective and which were promulgated pursuant to
an outdated system of rate negotiations are not amenable to section 18b5

A conference of carriers by reducing its rates to an admittedly unreasonable
and noncompensatory level in order to drive another carrier from a trade
violates section 15 and the terms of the conference agreement

Failure of a carrier to abide by its tariff provisions is contrary to section 18
b

Under section 15 a dormant agreement may not remain approved but must be
canceled or modified to reflect its present purpose

Eimer C Maddy and John Williams for respondent conference At
lantic Gulf AmericanFlag Berth Operators and certain of its mem
ber lines

Warner W Gardner Robert T Basseches and James B Goodbody
for respondent conferences West Coast AmericanFlag Berth Oper
ators and Trans Pacific AmericanFlag Berth Operators and certain
of their member lines

George F Galland Robert N Kharasch Philip F Hudock and
J K Adams Jr for respondents States Marine Lines Inc Isthmian
Lines Inc Global Bulk Transport Inc and Bloomfield Steamship
Company

Sterling F Stoudenmire Jr for respondent Waterman Steamship
Corporation

William B Ewers and Ira L Ewers for respondent MooreMcCor
mack Lines Inc

Joseph A Klausner and Mitchell W Rabbino for respondent Sap
phire Steamship Lines Inc LibertyPac International Corp and
Pioneer Overseas Service Corp
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Wilbwr L Morse and Howard A Levy for Department of Defense
Harry R Van Cleve Thomas JOReilly and Paul J Fitzpatrick for
General Service Administration John A McWilliam for Toledo
Lucas County Port Authority Alan F Wohlstetter for Household
Goods Forwarders Association of America Inc William L Marbury
and Philip G Kraemer for Maryland Port Authority and Chas R
Seal for Virginia State Ports Authority interveners

Donald J Brunner R Stanley Harsh and Sarnuel B Nemirow
Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Chairman George H Hearn
Vice Chairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day Commis
sioners

THE PROCEEDINGS

On May 6 1965 the Commission on its own motion instituted this
investigation of virtually the entire spectrum of practices surrounding
the procurement of ocean transportation of US military cargoes The
Commission named as respondents AGAFBO Atlantic and Gulf
AmericanFlag Berth Operators TPAFBO Trans Pacific Amer
icanFlag Berth Operators WCAFBO West Coast AmericanFlag
Berth Operators their respective member lines and Sapphire Lines
Inc LibertyPac International Corp and Pioneer Sapphire Lines
Corp The Military Sea Transportation Service MSTS General
Services Administration Household Goods Forwarders Assn of Amer
ica Inc and ToledoLucas County Port Authority intervened Be
ginning September 28 1965 Examiner C W Robinson held hearings
totaling 61 days in Washington San Francisco and New York and
served an initial decision on December 15 1966 The Commission heard
oral argument on exceptions and replies to exceptions on May 3 1967

THE RESPONDENTS

AGAFBO 1 and WCAFBO 2 are conferences or associations of US

flag carriers which have been approved under section 15 of the Ship

Commissioner James F Fanseen did not participate

1 FMC Agreement No 8086 2 Atlantic and Gulf AmericanFlag Berth Operators
AGAFBO Alcoa Steamship Company Inc American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc
American President Lines Ltd American Union Transport Inc Bloomfield Steamship
Company Central Gulf Steamship Corporation Farrell Lines Incorporated Grace Line
Inc Great Lakes Bengal Lines Inc Isthmian Lines Inc Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc
Matson Navigation Company Moore McCormack Lines Inc Pacific Seafarers Inc
Prudential Steamship Corporation States Marine Lines joint service of States Marine
Lines Inc and Global Bulk Transport Inc T J Stevenson Co Inc Stevenson
Lines United States Lines Company Waterman Steamship Corporation
2FMC Agreement No 8186 West Coast AmericanFlag Berth Operators WCAFBO
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ping Act 1916 46USC 814 Through AGAFBO and WCAFBO
carriers may discuss and agree upon rates terms conditions and re
lated services to be used as a basis for discussion and negotiation with
various military shipper services for the transportation of military
cargoes TPAFBO a is an approved conference of US flag carriers
designed to permit carriers to discuss and agree upon rates terms and
conditions principally credit arrangements between the ocean carrier
and the van line for cargoes moving on through Government bills of
lading TGBL under rate and service tenders approved by the De
partment of Defense DOD

Sapphire Steamship Lines Inc operates a liner service between
United States North Atlantic ports and ports in the United Kingdom
and the Bordeaux Hamburg range

LibertyPac International Corp a New York corporation formed
in 1960 is a forwarder of household goods on TGBLs between points
in the United States and points throughout the world and is an ap
proved tender holder for the transportation of such goods Liberty
Pac ceased activity on November 11 1966

Pioneer Overseas Service Corporation a New York corporation
formed in 1963 and wholly owned by Marshall P Safir chairman of
Sapphire is a traffic management agency which performs many if
not all of the services for a fee of householdgoods movers Pioneer
does not represent tender holders at present

FACTS

Movement of Defense Cargoes
The Cargo Preference Act of 1904 provides as follows
Only vessels of the United States or belonging to the United States may be

used in the transportation by sea of supplies bought for the Army Navy Air
Force or Marine Corps However if the President finds that the freight charged
by those vessels is excessive or otherwise unreasonable contracts for trans
portation may be made as otherwise provided by law Charges made for the trans
ortation of those supplies by those vessels may not be higher than the charges
made for transporting like goods for private persons 10 USC 2631

On October 20 1954 DOD and the Department of Commerce in the
WilsonWeeks Agreement agreed that the merchant shipping required
by DOD exclusive of the MSTS nucleus fleet and consistent with mili
tary requirements and prudent management would be obtained in the

American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc American Mail Line Ltd American President
Lines Ltd Isthmian Lines Inc Matson Navigation Company Pacific Far East Line Inc
States Marine Lines Joint service of States Marine Lines Inc and Global Bulk Transport
Inc States Steamship Company Waterman Steamship Corporation

3 FMC Agreement No 8493 Trans Pacific AmericanFlag Berth Operators TPAFB0
same membership as WCAFBO note 2 aupra

11 FMC
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following order berthline operators time or voyage charters vessels
under general agency agreement with National Shipping Agency and
foreignflag vessels

After the termination of World War II the Army and the Air Force
secured ocean commercial transportation for their cargoes through
Army Transportation Corps ATC contracts The first contract was
executed in October 1946 The rates and conditions for this transporta
tion were the same for all lines in a given trade The contracts were of
a space charter variety and the rates were on a FAS basis

The transportation of Navy cargoes during the same period was per
formed under Navy contracts which were generally similar to those
of ATC

The procedure for obtaining ocean transportation for military car
goes was changed in 1950 when this responsiblity was given to MSTS
Inasmuch as the stevedoring of cargo at military terminals was per
formed by the military the contract rate was quoted FIO to be ad
justed where the cargo might move over commercial terminals Since
the spacecontract system employed by ATC had proved unsatisfac
tory in that there was a tendency toward poor stowage the MSTS con
tract was revised so that the payment of freight would be on the basis
of the measurement of cargo on dock with allowance for broken
stowage MSTS allocated cargo among the US flag carriers based on
the number of liner sailings a system which generally was satisfactory
to the lines Under this system an effort was made to provide a balanced
load for each vessel

In their discussions with MSTS as with ATC previously the lines
presented their costs and other data in support of rates The rates could
be revised upon demand by either party for renegotiation and failure
to agree within 60 days automatically canceled the contract Subse
quently in 1957 MSTS prescribed a formula for the submission of
requests for increases The formula required the submission of cost
data limited to wages subsistance repairs and maintenance stores
supplies insurance and fuel In due time MSTS would announce its
decision as to the rate If the lines were dissatisfied with the decision
they could present their objections sometimes MSTS would agree to
changes MSTS had the final say in these matters When negotiations
were concluded the rates were filed with the Commission Although
AGAFBO and WCAFBO acted collectively for their member lines
during the negotiations the contracts were executed by the individual
lines To areas not covered by shipping contracts military cargoes
moved on berth terms on Government bills of lading at commercial
rates
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On April 4 1966 the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Transportation and Logistics announced that DODs practice of
procuring ocean freight services would be altered so that procurement
to the maximum extent possible would be obtained through price
competition The new policy was implemented by MSTSsRequest for
Proposals No 100 issued on June161966

Carriers of military household goods moving on TGBLS at through
rates previously filed rate proposals with MTMTS which co
ordinates the shipment of such goods The oceanrate segment after
having been negotiated by MSTS was supplied to MTMTS and was
then transmitted Iby that agency to the carriers for inclusion in their
tenders The tenders were filed semiannually for periods of six months
The tenders submitted were made available to other carriers Prior to

the effective date of the rates carriers were allowed to meet the lowest
rates but they could not go below such rates This was known as the
me too system After the rates became effective there were three
metoo cycles available in a given six months period new carriers
could come in for the first time in these subsequent cycles and file
competitive rates MTMTS divided the available tonnage among the
carriers having comparable rates

Ocean Rates on Military Cargoes
The original ATC contracts provided for payment to the lines of

44 cents per cubic foot of space reserved whether used or not How
ever when MSTS took over in 1950 after making allowances for the
FIO factors the rate arrived at was about 15 percent lower than the
commercial rate on similar commodities This envisaged a broken
stowage allowance of 20 percent In 1961 the difference between the
berth and FIO rates was set at 225cents

The contracts contained a schedule of rates for certain general
descriptions of cargo depending to some extent upon the trade eg
general household goods unboxed vehicles unusual size unboxed guns
refrigerated explosives hazardous bulk lumber poles and piling
and empty Conex containers inbound The first five categories had
three kinds of rates basic reduced A and reduced B the latter two
being applicable to cargo when shipped in larger volume The rates
for on deck cargo were 10 percent lower In the trans Pacific trade in
fiscal year 1965 about 78 percent of the MSTS cargo moved at the
basic rates and about 11 percent each at the reduced rates the cor
responding figures for the AGAFBO lines do not appear of record
Between 1950 and 1964 the WCAFBO lines received five rate increases

go Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service
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totaling 443 percent Rate increases granted to the AGAFBO lines in
the same period approximated 30 percent increased costs of operation
do not appear of record Comparing six principal commercial com
modities moving via WCAFBO lines with comparable MSTS com
modities moving in volume for the years 19501965 the rates on the
former increased an average of 66 percent as compared with 44 per
cent for the latter the corresponding figures for the AGAFBO lines
do not appear of record

As illustrative of the rate picture just prior to the advent of Sap
phire upon the scene the AGAFBO rates FIO per cubic foot on
five representative commodities from Atlantic and Gulf Ports to
Ports in the Bordeaux Hamburg range were as follows

Basic A B

General cargo 5434 4334 38

Household goods 5834 47 41

Unboxed vehicles up to 8960 pounds 6634 53 4634
Unusual size 69 55 4834
Unboxed guns 87 6934 61

The rates of the MTCAFBO lines on the same commodities were
somewhat higher to basic Far East countries and even higher to
more distant trans Pacific areas

Sapphires first tariff was issued on February 12 1965 effective
March 14 containing rates on general cargo and excepted MSTS
cargoes and personal property of military personnel and Government
employees Effective March 14 the tariff was broadened slightly by
adding specific rates on farm machinery and on household goods and
personal effects NOS the rate on the lastnamed being 81 cents per
cubic foot Effective March 31 Sapphire published a rate of 7 per
net 100 pounds or 45 cents per cubic foot on household goods shipped
by any Government agency and moving on through Government bills
of lading The householdgoods rates were effective for six months
Also effective March 31 Sapphire published an FIO rate of 16 a
measurement ton 40 cents per cubic foot on military cargo There
was no FIO rate for household goods shipped by MSTS and any such
goods would have moved at the 40cent rate applicable to MSTS gen
eral cargo Effective April 9 Sapphire extended the area coverage to
Gulf ports A westbound rate of 38 cents per cubic foot on POVs
effective March 31 also was published but just prior to the arrival in
port of Sapphires first vessel qualified to carry MSTS cargo from
Europe US Lines filed a rate on POVs slightly lower than the
Sapphire rates Sapphire then filed a rate of 35 cents for foreign made

4 Privately owned vehicles

11 FMC
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RATES ONUSGOVERNMENT CARGOES 269 POVs effective April 19which was lower than the rate of USLines but retained the rate of 38cents onother POV sEffective Mareh 291965 AGAFBO reduced itsthrough bill house hold goods rat efrom 81cents which ithad negotiated with MSTS at the latter srequest to451 2cents per cubic foot The rate was quoted for a30dayperiod unless further extended and iteventually expired onMarch 11966 and reverted to81cents Tomaintain the 221 2cent stevedoring differential between itsberth rate 451 2cents and itsFIOcontract rate of 58lh cents AGAFBO published anFIOrate of 23cents per cubic foot onmilitary household goods effective larch 29for aperiod of 30days at which time itreverted tothe 581h cent level By letter tolSTS of March 29AGAFBO stated that itdid not believe the reduced rates were fair reasonable or compensatory and that the reductions were made strictly asatemporary competitive action vVaterman withdrew from AGAFBO on1fay 221965 and imme diately filed itsown tariff containing negotiated military rates gen erally comparable tothose of AGAFBO Italso filed atariff for military household goods moving under through Government bills of lading naming arate of 451j2 cents per cubic foot Inaddition effective July 28initsregular commercial tariff Waterman published anFIOrate of 40cents per cubic foot onMSTS general cargo NOS which would apply tohousehold goods vVaterman rejoined AGAFBO in11arch 1966 and canceled these tariffs Operating Jrfargin of AGAFBO WCAFBO AGAFBO and VCAFBO have made acomprehensive cost study fabout 100 000 000 of steamship operations inthe fourth quarter f1964 The study shows that inbound cargoes were carried at aloss ndthis loss should beborne byoutbound cargoes Since 1lSTS acounted for 48percent of all space used outbound 11STS cargoes hould bear 48percent of all inbound losses Inthe Atlantic Gulf nited Kingdom trade MSTS cargo produced revenue of 8500 000 profit of 580 000 before replacement allowances subsidy and income axThere was anoperating loss onaUincoming cargo of 3000 000 llocating 48percent of the loss to11STS cargo 1440 000 1ISTS argo shows anoverall loss of 860 000 As tothe USPacific Coast Far East trade MSTS produced reve ueof 11000 000 and profit of 1575 000 before replacement allow nce subsidy and income tax There was anoperating loss onall ncoming cargoes of 955 000 Allocating 48percent of this loss toSTS cargo the operating profit isreduced to1U5OOO 11FMC
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Worldwide in this period MSTS outbound cargo via AGAFBO
and WCAFBO carriers occupied about66000000 cubic feet producing
revenue of about26000000 The operating profit before replacement
allowance subsidy and income tax was about2900000 or 044 per
cubic foot There was an operating loss of about6300000 on all
inbound cargo or 93 per cubic foot Allocating 48 percent of the
incoming loss to MSTS cargo the operating loss on MSTS cargo would
be about3000000 Subtracting this amount from the outbound profit
of2900000the operating loss would be about100000

Sapphires Operating Margin

Sapphires principal interest from the beginning was the carriage
of military household goods with a buildup of commercial cargo
and it planned a shuttle berth liner service with three vessels with a
turnaround of 35 clays between Baltimore and Antwerp At this time
Sapphire felt it had in hand about 32000000 pounds of household
goods for its ships The outbound rate was not to be so high as to
support the costs of the round voyage and twoway movement was
necessary with the anticipated profit to come from the inbound
household goods movement

The three vessels originally chartered were C2s each with a bale
cubic capacity of 540000 to 550000 feet After applying a broken
stowage factor for a combination of household goods and military
and commerical cargo it was estimated that there would be about
800000 cubic feet of usable space of a round voyage for each vessel
about 300000 cubic feet was allocated for household goods the balance
to be available for MSTS general cargo on an allocation basis and
commercial cargo The preponderance of the household goods move
ment is inbound and the volume of MSTS general cargo is predomi
nantly outbound

Since the overall costs of a round voyage exclusive of some adminis I
trative salaries were estimated at about 140000 or about 4000 a
day it was felt that a proft would be possible with a 40 percent
utilization of space Furthermore with an ocean rate lower than the
AGAFBO rate it was anticipated that there would be a diversion of
some cargo from New Orleans to Baltimore About 65 percent of the
householdgoods movement at that time from the Atlantic and the
Gulf used New Orleans because of its location and lower rates

With a shipping contract and the receipt of cargo on an allocation
basis Sapphire believed that it would be entitled to361 of the avail

Another study based on measurement tons showed that MSTS was receiving from
WCAFBO a discount of about 21 percent of the commercial rate before any adjustment
for broken stowage
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RATES ONUSGOVERNMENT CARGOES 271 able traffic or about 1600 measurement tons asailing Sapphire did not believe that AGAFBO would meet itsrates since the volume tobecarried bySapphire would bequite small compared tothe loss of revenue tothe AGAFBO lines ifthey carried the remainder at reduced rates This sanie feeling was held bysome of the members of AG1 FBO inthe ear lystages The then existing AGAFBO rate for the movement of military household goods from the United States tothe Bordeaux Hamburg range and the United Kingdom vas 81tper cubic foot Ho vever Liberty Pac had reduced the through rate including the ocean freight by5per net hundredweight The reduction vas tobeabsorbed byareduction of the ocean freight increment from 81per cubic foot to451j2 cents or the 7per net hundred yeight which Sapphire filed Itwas anticipated that the difference inocean freight would begreat that itwould befeasible for the household goods carriers todivert much of their cargo tothe port served bySapphire instead of using New Orleans which traditionally handled 65percent or more of the hQusehold goods traffic At thrate originally contemplated bySapphire for household goods through Baltimore itest imated arevenue yield of about 160 000 avoyage Under the rate eventually filed the results would beabout 5000 less per voyage When itbecame rather apparent that the anticipated volume of household goods was not toberealized and that all such goods would betaken out of the allocation system Sapphire had toseek other cargo New plans vere formulated and itwas decided not topursue the matter of ashipping contract Since the rates finally decided upon were tobelower than the AGAFBO rates and for alonger period of time than the AGAFBO rates there would beaconcentration onthrough bill household goods Instead of infrequent voyages out of the Gulf eight voya ges during the peak season would beserviced bytwo other chartered vessels calling only at New Orleans and Bremer haven About 21000 000 pounds 3000 000 cubic feet of household goods were expected through the Gulf Vith aturnaround of 40days and at arate of 45tper cubic foot the Gulf revenue for eight round voyages would beabout 400 000 Three of the vessels chartered toSapphire were purchased bythe company around the first of 1966 at atotal cost of 1650 OOO Inthe first five months of itsoperation Sapphire carried only 74percent of the through bill household goods onthe Atlantic Gulf Bordeaux Hamburg route 11F1C355 301 06919
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For the 15 completed voyages just referred to the net loss to Sapphire
was about 545000 or about 36000 a voyage the inbound leg bearing
the greater burden

Competition for Military Household Goods
In September 1964 LibertyPao brought to the attention of DOD a

new mode of moving household goods by packing them in permanent
twentyandforty foot aluminum containers Household goods had
been moved and still are being moved in smaller plywood containers
which by their nature were disposable The new containers unlike the
plywood boxes could be deck stowed and were believed to be less costly
for the shipping companies to handle At the start it was considered
that three dollars per net hundredweight would be saved

At the same time LibertyPac approached certain American flag
lines for a reduction in ocean freight for containers in the Bordeaux
Hamburg range which was the area to be served initially by the new
LibertyPac mode

LibertyPac had made its proposal on the condition that it be per
mitted to charter its own ships if necessary In order to make this
offer more effective it was also requested that military household
goods be removed from the allocation system when traveling under
a through bill of lading

The LibertyPac proposal would have given the van lines the right
to negotiate individually for more advantageous freight rates from
the ocean carriers This would have completely overturned the tradi
tional approach of negotiation with MSTS by AGAFBO on a group
basis

At the time of the original LibertyPam proposal to DOD the
AGAFBO carriers began to take action to protect their competitive
position As a result of an AGAFBO meeting of January 7 1965 the
AGAFBO secretary advised a Presidentscommittee of possible man
agement level action with DOD Maritime Administration Federal
Maritime Commission Department of Commerce and Congressional
committees When LibertyPao went forward with its plans
AGAFBO began to secure information on all phases of the new mode
including chartering attempts agents vessel itineraries shippers
commercial cargoes and military cargoes

For some period of time a large number of major van lines operat
ing as movers of household goods in US foreign commerce were
deeply in debt to member lines of AGAFBO For instance 80 van
lines owed AGAFBO a total of508382640in September 1964 and
a total of424350451in October 1964 As AGAFBO itself reckoned
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they had become bankers for much of the household moving industry
The buildup of such outstanding debts resulted from a practice of
extending credit contrary to the AGAFBO tariff rules then in effect
Rules adopted December 20 1963 provided that outbound freights
were payalble within 15 business days from date of arrival at vessels
port of discharge The rules were amended on November161964 to
provide for an additional 30 calendar days to make payment for ship
pers who furnished an indemnity bond of 100000 There were pro
visions for shippers to be placed strictly on a cash basis in the event
of delinquencies of payment

There had been some limited AGAFBO action with respect to re
ducing the indebtedness of the van lines On March 101964 there was
a meeting with the largest debtor van line concerning unpaid amounts
By mid February 1965 AGAFBO had not however taken any strict
measures to enforce its tariff rules as to payments nor to apply the
sanctions provided by tariff against van lines delinquent in their
payments

On February 15 1965 AGAFBO discussed at length the Liberty
Pac proposal and then passed the following motion

Since LibertyPac International bas submitted a proposal to the Depart
ment of Defense for the carriage of all military household goods between
the Atlantic Coast and the BordeauxHamburg and United Kingdom ranges
which service will be exclusively available through the Sapphire Steam
ship Lines Inc for which service the Pioneer Overseas Corporation is the
FMC filing agent it was agreed that the new enterprise represented a Iligbly
speculative venture and since the participants were indebted to the member
lines for a considerable sum of money the Secretary should by wire notify
them as the initial step in collecting delinquent accounts that unless all
amounts due member lines were paid Within seven days from date of tele

graphic notice the Secretary should then immediately request MSTS to
request MTMTS to take agreed action to insure collection of such
accounts or suspend the carriers tender

Following the meeting AGAFBO telegraphed the Pioneer group
that unless payment of delinquent charges was made within seven days
MSTS would be informed and would be requested to ask MTMTS to
take appropriate steps either fo insure prompt payment or to suspend
the tenders of the lines MSTS was so notified on March 2

On March 5 1965 MSTS passed on the complaint to MTMTS On
March 10 1965 MTMTS refused to act On February 15 1965 at the
same time that AGAFBO agreed to take strong action against the
Pioneer Overseas Group to collect past debts AGAFBO agreed that
On amounts delinquent subsequent to November 16 they the Pioneer
Overseas Group were to be notified that they would be placed on a
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cash basis It was further agreed that each member line would im
mediately issue instructions to make certain that all its offices strictly
adhered to this cash basisrequirement

On February 18 1965 AGAFBO notified the Pioneer Overseas
Group that van lines which were delinquent in payment of amounts
owed since November 16 will on February 24 be placed on a cash
basis

On April51965 AGAFBO amended its cash requirements rule in a
manner suggested by certain unnamed van lines whereby those which
paid debts owed AGAFBO for services prior to November 16 1964
would be taken off the cash list whether or not current delinquencies
remain unpaid

At an AGAFBO meeting of April 13 the carriers agreed that court
action should be started against members of the Pioneer group Such
suits were filed

On February 24 1965 AGAFBO filed a petition with the Commis
sion requesting an investigation of the legality of the SapphireLib
ertyPac operation The Commission did not act on the petition

On March 31 the secretary of AGAFBO was instructed to explore
with counsel the possibility of legal action to prevent the use of un
reasonably low rates by LibertyPac In fact AGAFBO filed a peti
tion with the Commission asking that Sapphirestariff be rejected as
illegal No action was taken by the Commission

On April 1 MSTS instructed its offices to book the maximum quan
tity to household goods with Sapphire On the following day
AGAFBO requested MSTS to suspend Sapphiresbookings referring
to the Sapphire operation as opportunist cut throat competition and
charging that the use of Sapphire was contrary to the WilsonWeeks
agreement and DODsfinancial requirements MSTS as a result sus
pended Sapphire for two days but MSTS lifted the suspension upon
concluding that Sapphire had shown sufficient proof of financial sta
bility and otherwise had met all MSTS requirements

Thereafter AGAFBO complained of the MSTS policy of prefer
ring Sapphire because Sapphiresrates had longer effective dates In
addition AGAFBO communicated and had meetings with various
officials of DOD MSTS and MTMTS concerning the proposed opera
tions of LibertyPac and Sapphire

On March 29 AGAFBO as a direct reaction to the rates of Sap
phire reduced its through bill household goods rate from 81 which it
had negotiated with MSTS to 451 per cubic foot The rate was
quoted for a 30day period and eventually expired on March 1 1966
AGAFBO altered its PIO rate in a corresponding manner AGAFBO
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RATES ONUSGOVERNMENT CARGOES 275 notified MSTS that the rates were made asastrictly temporary com petitive measure and were not fair reasonable or compensatory AGAFBO also filed competitive rates onother goods inreaction toSapphire scompetition AI iscellaneous Facts USLines had the capacity tocarry refrigerated beef for the mili tary 1STS had used these facilities onberth terms under Govern ment bills of lading with loading at commercial piers inNew York After 1STS had booked some of this cargo with USLines inJune 1965 the carrier canceled the booking advising MSTS that at present time inspite of rwte equality onprincipal cargo categories MSTS ishOlding cargo for competitors with the avowed intent of filling such competitive vessels before considering those of United States Lines Under circumstances feel unable tocontinue toperform long range special services toMSTS inthis area while such discriminatory situation persists The same type of refrigerated facilities possessed byMoore McCormack also had been used byMSTS The carrier canceled abooking for refrigerated space inJune 1965 advising that the sailing of the particular vessel had been withdrawn because of the limited commercial bookings and the pending maritime strike plus the fact that MSTS was unable togive the carrier any general cargo itbeing understood that very large scale MSTS dry cargo bookings were made with our competition Sapphire which did not offer conventional reefer space Withholding of adry cargo booking toour ship which would have enabled ustosail on18June asscheduled and meet your total require ments isdifficult tounderstand Respectfully leemd serious reconsideration of present MSTS booking policy In1ay 1965 MSTS booked with Sapphire household goods for loading at St Nazaire at arate of 40cents per cubic foot Vaterman had avessel available at that place at the same time and reduced itsrate to31cents The cargo was unhooked infavor of Waterman but Sapphire immediately filed arate one half cent below the Vaterman rate and was then given the cargo By letter toDOD of December 111965 Liberty Pac sattorney confirmed the oral commitment made byLiberty Pac srepresentative the previous day that Liberty Pac would move empty Conex boxes from Germany tothe United States onitschartered vessels asspace and sailing schedules permit without charge ifpermitted tocharter tsown vessels Initsapproval onDecember 29of Liberty Pac snew ode proposal DOD stated that Any supplementary offer such asour client soffer of free transportation of empty conex containers romEurope tothe USshould beembodied inthe tender Liberty 11FMCI
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Pac carried no empty Conex boxes from Germany and it had no
specific provision for this transportation in its tariff on file with the
Commission

In its letter of March 11 1965 to various van lines Sapphire stated
that its tariff filed that day contained a rate of 7 per 100 pounds
for throughbill military household goods and that this rate was
a direct saving to the van lines of approximately 1 per 100 pounds
The purpose of this saving was to induce the van lines to divert their
shipments from New Orleans to Baltimore since the cost through the
two ports would be equalized and transit time via Baltimore would
be shorter than via New Orleans

MSTS tendered 124 POVs to Sapphire at Philadelphia on May 22
1965 for loading on one of its vessels As this vessel did not have
special gear for handling automobiles the tender was revoked in favor
of a vessel of an AGAFBO member which was available and did have

such equipment Sapphire thereupon agreed to pay the difference in
loading costs about750 per vehicle and this offer was accepted by
MSTS Sapphire was then billed for the costs The Sapphire tariff
provided at that time that where the cargo required special equipment
not on the vessel or the handling of cargo involved other expenses such
equipment should be provided by MSTS who should also pay the
other expenses

On a voyage in May 1965 one of the Sapphire vessels loaded 59
truck tractors for MSTS These averaged six tons each with none
weighing less than two tons Sapphire did not submit to MSTS a bill
for heavylift charges although its tariff provided that such charges
were applicable where the packages or pieces were in excess of two
tons

AGAFBOsrate reductions and later upward revisions were not
made after negotiations with MSTS who did not agree that the former
rates should become effective when the temporary reductions expired

Government civilian cargoes move under commercial tariff rates
and not under special Government rates The AGAFBO and TPAFBO
berth rates on military household goods moving on through Govern
ment bills of lading are lower than the corresponding rates contained
in the tariffs of the commercial conferences of which the AGAFBO
and TPAFBO lines are members This means that household goods
shipped by civilian agencies of the Government are assessed rates
higher than those paid for military household goods which may be
shipped on the same vessel Furthermore the commercial conferences
do not permit negotiation by their Americanflag member lines of
rates on cargo or property shipped by civilian agencies of the
Government
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The AGAFBO and WCAFPO agreements require the carriers to
furnish data to the Military Sea Transportation Service and such
related Shipper Services as to cargo transportation costs space avail
ability sailing schedules and related matters

WCAFBO has submitted all cost data requested by MSTS but
MSTS has not been satisfied with the data submitted by AGAFBO
and takes the position that the data has been informative but not con
clusive as to the reasonableness of AGAFBOsrates

AGAFBO carried on negotiations with MSTS in several areas
served by only one US flag operator

THE ISSUES

When the Commission instituted this proceeding it specifically
announced the legal questions to be resolved as follows

1 Whether the conference agreements have operated in a manner which is
unjustly discriminatory or unfair to the US Government or to any of its
shipping agencies or between carriers or has operated to the detriment of
the commerce of the United States or is contrary to the public interest
or is in violation of the Shipping Act and whether the agreements should
be modified or canceled pursuant to the standards of section 15

2 Whether the conferences or member lines have carried out an agreement

before it has been filed and approved by the Commission in violation of
section 15

3 Whether the member lines have charged rates on nonmilitary household
goods which rates were not properly on file with the Commission in viola
tion of section 18b3

4 Whether any respondent has offered to a US Government agency a rate
which was not filed with the Commission as required by section 18b1

and if so whether such unfiled rate is so unreasonably low as to detri
mental to the commerce of the United States in violation of section

18b5

5 Whether any respondent has charged rates which are unjustly discrimina
tory with respect to goods sponsored by the US Government in violation
of sections 16 First or 17

6 Whether the rates on Government cargo filed by AGAFBO Waterman or
Sapphire are so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental to the com
merce of the United States contrary to section 18b5

7 Whether the member lines of AGAFBO have individually or together with

other lines acted to exclude any other carrier from the carriage of Govern
ment cargo in violation of section 14 Second

8 Whether any respondent member of AGAFBO has violated section 14
Third by retaliating against any shipper US Governmentby refusing
or threatening to refuse space accommodations when such are available
or resort to other discriminatory or unfair methods because such shipper

US Government has patronized any other carrier or has filed a com
plaint charging unfair treatment or for any other reason
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9 Whether there exist unfiled agreements subject to section 15 regarding
the transportation of Government cargo between Sapphire LibertyPac
International Corporation or Pioneer Overseas Corp

DISCUSSION

In his initial decision the examiner concluded generally that the
question of rates had become moot that the record disclosed no unfiled
agreements or rates or other violations with the exception of a refusal
of space to MSTS by US Lines With respect to the organic agree
ments of AGAFBO and WCAFBO the examiner recommended that
the agreements be permitted to remain in force until MSTS certifies
that it no longer has business with the groups and at that time the
agreements will be canceled or amended to show their present
application

The parties have excepted to numerous findings and conclusions of
the examiner Rather than consider the exceptions seriatim we will
attempt to group them into the following general categories reason
ableness of rates actions taken against Sapphire unfiled agreements
unfiled rates or other violations and continued approval of the
agreements

Reasonableness of Rates

Our findings as to the operating margin of AGAFBOWCAFBO
carriers are based upon a comprehensive study prepared by the mem
ber lines of the costs of carrying military cargo The examiner while
admitting that the studies were not as accurate or complete as possible
found that the AGAFBO and WCAFBO rates pass muster under the
Shipping Act However the examiner found that when AGAFBO
reduced its rates to deprive Sapphire of cargo AGAFBOsrates be
came so low as to be detrimental to commerce contrary to section
18b5 The examiner although noting Sapphire losses found this
carrier entitled to a reasonable trial period to stabilize its rates In
spite of these findings the examiner concluded that the rate issues
were moot

Hearing Counsel and DOD challenge the examinersconsideration
of the reasonableness of rates at all they aver simply that the cost

e The examiner stated that certain acts of AGAFBO were not authorized by any sec
tion 15 agreement but he made no such ultimate conclusion He also stated that AGAFBO
unlawfully discriminated in pressing claims against some van lines but not others but
again he did not include this in his ultimate conclusions

Section 18 b 5 46 USC 817b provides
5 The Commission shall disapprove any rate or charge filed by a common carrier

by water in the foreign commerce of the United States or conference of carriers
which after hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental
to the commerce of the United States
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RATES ONUSGOVERNMENT CARGOES 279 data although not rebutted at the hearing are unreliable Both Hear ing Counsel and DOD also submit that the entire issue ismoot Inresponse AGAFBO and WCAFBO assert that the st dies were properly introduced with ahost of supporting witnesses toattest tothe methodology and comparative accuracy since adverse paTties could not impugn the validity of the studies they must stand Granted that the studies are not asaccurate or complete asmight bethere isnojustifiable reason not toaccept them asafair and honest attempt bythe Hnes tocome upwith ameaningful story The studies represent areasonably close approximation of costs Increased Rates onSugar 1962 7FMC404 1962 Alcoa Stea7JUJhip Co InGeneral InClease inRates 9FMC220 1966 Iron and Steel Rates Ewp01 tImport 9FMC180 1965 Therefore we agree wththe examiner that there has been noshowing onthis record that the rates ineffect prior tothe competitive reductions were sounreasonably high astobedetrimental tothe commerce of the United States within the meaning of section 18b5of the Act We consider now the AGAF BOreduced rates which became effec tive March 291965 As previously seen MSTS was informed byAGAFBO that the reductions were temporary and for competitive purposes only and that they were not believed tobefair reasonable or compensatory There can belittle doubt that the drastic reductions were designed for but one purpose namely the elimination of Sap phire from the carriage of military cargo Since the rate reductions were admittedly unreasonable and noncompensatory and were justified only infurtherance of the unfair attempt todrive Sapphire from the trade we agree with the examiner and under the circumstances con clude that the reduced rates were sounreasonably lowastobedetri mental tothe commerce of the Pnited States and therefore contrary tosection 18b5of the Act Inthe final analysis the issue of whether the AGAFBO and WCAFBO rates met the standards of section 18b5ismoot Sec tion 18b5permits the Commission todisapprove rates upon cer tain findings Since the rates inquestion are nolonger effective they are nolonger amenable tosection 18b5There has been noshowing onthis record that the rates of Water man during itsnonmembership inAGAFBO were sounreasonably high or lowastobecontrary tosection 18b5of the Act With respect to8apphire srates the examiner although noting losses onthe first 15voyages held that Sapphire being anew opera tor with attendant vicissitudes asevidenced bythis record was entitled toafair chance todemonstrate wl1ether itcan operate inasound fina ncial manner 11FMC
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AGAFBO argues that the examiner is logically inconsistent in
finding that AGAFBOsrates were so low or unreasonably low as
to be detrimental to the commerce of the United States contrary to
section 18 b5 and yet exonerating Sapphiresidentical rates This
says AGAFBO is illogical particularly where Sapphires losses at
these rates were enormous and their expectations of cargo were naively
optimistic

The Commissionhasnot found that Sapphiresrates were contrary
to section 18 15 5

Actions Taken Against Sapphire
The examiner found that when AGAFBO learned of the LibertyPac

proposal AGAFBO generally acted with justification to protect itself
however when AGAFBO pressed claims against some but not all van
lines AGAFBO violated sections 14 Third and 16 First Likewise
the examiner found that AGAFBOs communication with various

government agencies in an effort to impede Liberty PacSapphire
was not authorized by its section 15 organic agreement and was there
fore improper

Hearing Counsel argue that the principal error and the cause of
greatest regulatory concern in the initial decision is the failure to
find that the joint acts of AGAFBO to eliminate Sapphire were un
authorized by the approved agreement and in violation of section 15
Sapphire too argues that the AGAFBO agreement does not include
the right to attack a competitor collectively

The premise of the contentions of Hearing Counsel and Sapphire
are that joint actions taken by carriers to control or regulate compe
tition must be authorized by section 15 Thus Hearing Counsel argue
that the examiner failed to recognize that the many actions taken by
AGAFBO and its members to eliminate Sapphire from competition
were evidence of a larger conspiracy which was in violation of sec
tion 15

AGAFBO excepts to the examiners decision to the extent of the
finding that it acted unlawfully by pressing legal claims against
some of the van lines AGAFBO contends that it was justified in bring
ing suit on long overdue claims AGAFBO argues that the lawsuits
were based on valid claims and that facts do not show that the van

lines were singled out for any reason other than their poor credit
standing

AGAFBO also contends that it was authorized by its agreement to
meet with officials of DOD and MTMTS In fact there had been a
long history of such discussions Furthermore petitioning a govern
ment agency should not be considered to be illegal under any cir
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cumstances Finally AGAFBO argues that its unilateral rate action
was not beyond the terms of the agreement because it was logical for
the AGAFBO lines to assume they had the freedom to meet competi
tion This worked to the benefit of MSTS Accordingly AGAFBO
argues that its agreement should not be so narrowly interpreted par
ticularly in view of the past relationship between AGAFBO and
DOD

Although the secretary of AGAFBO pursuant to instruction ad
vised the associationsPresidentsCommittee of the developing facts
for possible management level action with DOD Maritime Adminis
tration Federal Maritime Commission Department of Commerce
and congressional and Senate committees there is no proof that the
committee took any positive action There are other references in the
record of meetings between AGAFBO and DOD MSTS andor
MTMTS concerning the new proposal but it does not appear whether
any of these were beyond the pale unless it can be said that meetings
with any Government agency other than MSTS were not within the
scope or contemplation of AGAFBOs agreement The agreement
provides

1 a They may meet from time to time and discuss cargo transporta

tion costs space availability sailing schedules and related matters and
agree as to rates terms and conditions of transportation and related serv
ices for such cargo and as to matters relating thereto which are to be
used as a basis for discussion with Military Sea Transportation Service
and said related Shipper Services for the purpose of negotiating rates
terms and conditions for the transportation and related services for such
cargo in common carriage they may also negotiate as a body or through
committees or selected representative or representatives rates terms and
conditions which shall become binding terms and conditions which shall
become binding on all parties hereto

We find that this language authorized AGAFBO to meet with vari
ous DOD officials

The petitions by AGAFBO requesting the Commission 1 to in
vestigate possible unfiled rates by Sapphire LibertyPac or a related
company and whether they were unreasonably low and 2 to re
ject Sapphires first tariff because it did not conform to the statute
and was the carrying out of an unfiled agreement with LibertyPac
were also justified Whereas it is true that the first petition was based
on surmises and assumptions and the association secretary testified
that the beliefs turned out to be unfounded the whole situation at that
time was in such a state of turmoil that AGAFBO should not be

penalized for filing the petition good faith does not depend upon
eventual results or hindsight In the case of the petition to reject the
tariff moreover it has been seen that Sapphire did amend the tariff
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to remove the objectionable features Therefore the filing of the peti
tions was not unlawful

The Commission has not found that AGAFBO violated section 15 in
requesting MSTS to suspend Sapphire or in complaining that MSTS
preferred Sapphire that AGAFBO by a series of actions conspired
to drive Sapphire from the trade in violation of section 15 or that
AGAFBO violated sections 14 Third and 16 First with respect to the
collection of delinquent freight charges

We consider now AGAFBOsratemaking activities in reaction to
Sapphire AGAFBO reduced its rates to admittedly unreasonable
levels with the sole purpose of mitigating any advantage to Sapphire
These rates were used as a predatory device to destroy competition and
as found above were so unreasonably low as to be detrimental to the
commerce of the United States contrary to section 18 b5

Section 15 allows carriers to band together for the purposes of joint
ratemaking in order to avoid the chaos which would result from wide
open competition However a conference is not permitted to engage in
activity which is incompatible with the regulatory purposes of the
Act States Marine Lines Inc v Trans Pacific Freight Conference 7
FMC204 210 215 1962 affd sub nom Trans Pacific Frgt Conf
of Japan v Federal Maritime Comn 314 F2d 928 9th Cir 1963
Furthermore a conference no matter what authority its organic agree
ment may contain is not authorized to violate other provisions of the
Shipping Act nor the general standards of section 15 Cargo to Adri
atic Black Sea and Levant Ports 2 USMC 342 346347 1940

With respect to rates set by a conference the Commission has from
time to time stated that it may disapprove or modify a conference
agreement where a conference rate is so unreasonably high or low as
to be detrimental to the commerce of the United States Iron and Steel

Rates ExportImport 9FMC180 19293 1965 See also Edmond
Weil v Italian Line Italia 1USSBB395 398 1935 Pacific
CoastRiver Plate Brazil Rates 2USMC 28 30 1930 Cargo to
Adriatic Black Sea and Levant Ports 2USMC342 347 1940 In
Outbound Rates Affecting Export HighPressure Boilers 9FMC441
1966 the Commission Said

Thus section 15 does not limit the Commission to the formal terms of an
organic conference to the exclusion of the viable implementationsjoint rates
of approved agreements Consequently if circumstances warrant the Commission
can act against rates on boiler parts under section 15 Such action could be

Respondents contend that the Commission may scrutinize ratemaking activities only
under sections 17 and 18b5 These provisions permit limited rate regulation of ocean
carriers both independent lines and conferences Section 15 however has a different role
its impact is against collective action Including ratemaking 9 FMC at 45354
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based upon a finding that a section 15 agreement operated in a manner contrary
to the public interest or upon one of the other prohibitions of section 15

Thus we will consider whether the rate reductions offended the pro
visions of section 15 AGAFBO itself characterized its reduced rates
as unreasonably low The operating data submitted by AGAFBO show
that this admission was accurate The reduced rates were simply an
attempt to deprive Sapphire of some of the cargo which Sapphire ex
pected would be generated by its rates And AGAFBO by means of its
reduced rates did in fact deprive Sapphire of the nucleus cargo which
was indispensable to Sapphires profitable operation Under these
circumstances we find that the AGAFBO agreement through its rate
making functions operated in a manner which was knowingly at odds
with the requirements of section 18 b 5 and which was detrimental
to the commerce of the United States and contrary to the public inter
est as well AGAFBOsrates were detrimental to commerce because
they were designed to and did have a disastrous effect on Sapphire
AGAFBOs rates were contrary to the public interest because they
were predatory in nature and in derogation of an important aspect of
the public interest the policy to foster competition to the extent com
patible with the regulatory purposes of the Act Isbrandtsen Co Inc
v United States 211 F2d 51 DC Cir 1954 cert denied 347 US
090 1954 We therefore conclude that the AGAFBO agreement
operated in a manner which was in violation of section 15

AGAFBO argues that its rate reductions were authorized by Agree
ment No 80862 While we agree with the examiner that the rate reduc
tions filed ex parte were contrary to the authorization of the agreement
to negotiate rates with MSTS we consider the crux of the issue to be
that the rates were reduced to a level which was admittedly unreason
able and which was detrimental to commerce and contrary to the public
interest Therefore while the agreement does not contemplate ex parte
reductions it certainly does not sanction rate reductions which were
admittedly and knowingly contrary to section 18 b 5 and which
violated the standards of section 15 as well

Other Violations

The examiner found no violations with regard to Sapphiresdiffi
culty in obtaining and retaining overseas agents We agree The record
shows only that the heat of the competitive struggle between AGAFBO

8 Cf Investigation of Rates in the Hong KongUnited States Atlantic and Gulf Trade
FMC Docket 1083 11 FMC 168

a See also Pacific Coaet European Conference 7 FMC 27 37 1961 Mediterranean
Poole Investigation 9 FMC 264 28990 1966 California Stevedore h Ballast do v
Stockton Port District 7FMC75 1962
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and Sapphire was reflected in the acts of individual carriers and their
agents

The examiner stated that US Lines in unbooking MSTS refriger
ated cargo because of its dissatisfaction with MSTSs policy of dis
tributing the carriage of general cargo violated section 14 Third of
the Act AGAFBO argues thatUS Lines did not retaliate it canceled
the sailing because of insufficient bookings However reference to the
telegram in which US Lines canceled the booking convinces us other
wise It was clearly an unlawful retaliation against a shipper for
patronizing a competitor We sustain the examiner It is immaterial
that US Lines was not in accord with the MSTS policy on general
cargo

Moore McCormack is in a different position Its particular vessel
had limited commercial bookings a maritime strike was pending
and MSTS did not provide general cargo in addition to the refrig
erated cargo hence cancellation of thesailing was necessary The only
way the sailing could have been made was to secure sufficient MSTS
cargo which would have made the sailing not subject to the strike
The fact that the carrier chose that time to remonstrate with MSTS
on the latters policy for the use of competitive vessels for general
cargo is beside the point it was not the retaliation proscribed by
section 14 Third

Sapphire contends that the calling of the Waterman vessel at St
Nazaire in an attempt to take household goods away from Sapphire
when they already had been booked by MSTS was a violation of
section 14 Second of the Act 46 USC 812 which makes it unlaw
ful for a carrier to use a fighting ship for the purpose of excluding
preventing or reducing competition by driving another carrier out of
a trade Waterman customarily served the various ports in the Bor
deauxHamburg range even though all ports were not served on every
voyage The act of putting the particular ship into St Nazaire to
load at rates below those of Sapphire was nothing more than run
ofthemill competition for a parcel of cargo There is no proof that
the Waterman action was for the purpose of driving another carrier
out of a trade

The examiner found no unified section 15 agreement between Sap
phire and LibertyPac or other van lines AGAFBO excepted We
agree with the examiner that something more than a mere inference
is needed to find such an agreement

Sapphires rates were available to all shippers alike not just to
LibertyPac Mr Safir testified that there were no agreements between

10 See Grace Line Inc v Skips d8 Viking Line et at 7 FMC 432 1962
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Sapphire and the van lines just expressions of support yes Nothing
else His affidavit in reply to AGAFBOspetition for rejection of
Sapphires first tariff referred to above is to the same effect As
indicative of the absence of agreements and as already seen six of
Pioneers accounts left and other van lines which had promised sup
port to the new operation did not give it

Since the record shows only an association between Sapphire and
its customers we will not overrule the examiner There is simply not
enough evidence of an agreement contemplated by section 15

AGAFBO charges that the offer of LibertyPac to DOD to carry
empty Conex boxes without charge was in violation of sections 16
First and 17 The examiner stating that our decision in Carriage of
Military Cargo Docket No 6642 10 FMC 69 affd sub nom
American Export Isbrandtsen Lines v Federal Mar Comn380 F2d
609 DC Cir 1967 made those sections inapplicable to the trans
portation of military cargo refused to find such a violation The
examinersreading of the case is in error we found only that carriers
could grant the government reduced rates not available to private
shippers without violating the Shipping Act This does not render
the Shipping Act inapplicable to government cargo Nevertheless we
agree with the examiners conclusion The offer was part of early
negotiations between Sapphire and DOD The final conditions of this
offer were never formulated and we view the matter as tentative and

incomplete
The examiner ruled that AGAFBOsallegation that Sapphire vio

lated section 16 First by the absorption of railroad charges was beyond
the order of investigation While we believe the matter to be an issue
the record will not support a finding that Sapphire diverted cargo
unlawfully from one port to another The cargo attracted by Sapphire
came by virtue of its low rates not by any absorption

AGAFBO has also alleged that Sapphire violated the Act by failing
to abide by its tariff with respect to POV loading costs and heavy lift
charges The examiner found that section 18b3 which prohibits
a carrier from deviating from its tariff was not an issue as to Sap
phire However the record discloses that in these instances Sapphire
did not follow the terms of its tariff Accordingly we find that Sap
phire violated section 18b 1 by failure to file appropriate provi
sions in its tariff

11 Neither was the proposal violative of section 18b1 since It was not necessary to
file such a tentative proposal

view of this finding we do not here consider whether this conduct also was contrary
to the provisions of section 18b3
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Hearing Counsel contend that AGFABO was not authorized by
the conference agreement to negotiate on behalf of a single member
A literal reading of the agreement shows to the contrary

With respect to the submission of data by the conferences to MSTS
we find that the carriers complied with the established format in sub
mitting cost information and complied with their agreement in this
respect

The Continued Approval of the Agreements
The examiner found that the predominant function of AGAFBO

and WCAFBO terminated upon the commencement of the competitive
bidding system of DOD Rather than ruling that the agreements
should be canceled outright the examiner allowed the agreements to
remain in effect pending the conclusion of outstanding business be
tween the carrier groups and the government at which time the agree
ments would be canceled unless modified to reflect their new role

Hearing Counsel assert that the agreements should be canceled
immediately because of proof that the government has no further need
for them Hearing Counsel would allow no amendment DOD contends
that since it no longer desires to deal with the carrier groups the
groups should be found to be detrimental to commerce and contrary
to the public interest and therefore disapproved AGAFBO and
WCAFBO argue that these agreements may be canceled only upon
a finding that they are contrary to section 15 The changed attitude
of DOD alone does not authorize disapproval Likewise the confer
ences argue that DOD may well have a future need for the carrier
groups

It is the policy of the Commission to withdraw the approval of
conference agreements where the agreement has become dormant This
policy depends upon the wording of section 15 itself Both initial
and continued approval of an agreement are dependent upon a deter
mination that the agreement is not contrary to section 15 Agreement
8765Order to Show Cause 9 FMC 333 1966 Thus one pre
requisite for approval of an agreement is the actual existence or im
mediate probability of transportation circumstances in the trade cov
ered by the agreement which warrant approval 9FMC at 33536

Where there is no need for or justification for a section 15 agreement
the Commission feels that such an agreement remaining on the books
to await some future event which was not contemplated by the origi
nal approval of the agreement tends to handicap the Commissions

13 In Cuban Agreements Docket No 6614 10 FMC 92 the Commission allowed
dormant agreements to remain approved because their dormancy was the result of govern
mental embargo
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responsibility to see that section 15 agreements operate in a manner
consistent with the law The Commission feels that it is far better
to cancel inoperative agreements than to await a future need for an
agreement so that that need may be measured against the requirements
of section 15 We will follow that policy here

The agreements under investigation have as their very core the
negotiation of rates with MSTS This fundamental activity cannot
be implemented at present Therefore we direct that the agreements
must be modified to delete authorization to negotiate rates with MSTS
The remainder of the activities contemplated by the agreements have
not been completely made obsolete by the competitive bidding system
Therefore we will allow the continued approval of these activities
In order to bring the agreements in line with the present functions of
the carrier groups we will order that the groups submit within 120
days appropriate modifications which delete the dormant activities
and show the present applicability of the agreements

The TPAFBO agreement may remain in full force and effect as
previously approved

RATES ON US GOVERNMENT CARGOES

ULTIMATE CONCLUSIONS

1 The rates of AGAFBO prior to the entry of Sapphire into the
trade and the rates of WCAFBO were not contrary to section 18
b5

2 AGAFBOs rates which were reduced to an admittedly non
compensatory and unreasonable level in an attempt unfairly to com
pete with Sapphire were so unreasonably low as to be detrimental to
the commerce of the United States contrary to the provisions of sec
tionl8b5

3 AGAFBO by reducing its rates to an admittedly noncompen
satory and unreasonable level in an attempt unfairly to compete with
Sapphire violated section 15 by knowingly setting rates which were
contrary to section 18 b 5 and which were detrimental to commerce
and contrary to the public interest

4 AGAFBO did not otherwise violate the Shipping Act
5 US Lines by canceling a booking because MSTS patronized

Sapphire retaliated against MSTS in violation of section 14 Third
Moore McCormack however simply remonstrated with MSTS about
its policy and did not violate section 14 Third

6 Waterman did not use a fighting ship in violation of section
14 Second

7 Sapphire LibertyPac or other van lines did not enter into or
carry out an unfiled agreement subject to section 15

11 FMC
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8 Sapphire did not violate sections 16 First or 17 by offering to
carry empty Conex without charge since the offer was part of early
negotiations and never consummated

9 Sapphire did not violate section 16 First by directing cargo from
one port to another

10 Sapphire violated section 18b 1 by failing to file appropriate
tariff provisions regarding POV loading costs and heavy lift charges

11 The agreements of AGAFBO and WCAFBO must be amended
to delete authorization concerning dormant functions such as author
ity to negotiate rates with MSTS and these carrier groups must submit
appropriate modifications within 120 days hereof to delete dormant
activities and to show the present application of the agreements

12 The TPAFBO agreement may remain approved
Chairman Harllee and Commission Barrett Separate Opinion

We wish to state for the record the following views on which we
differ from those set forth above

The Commission has absolved AGAFBO in the PresidentsCom
mittee episode condoned the filing of petitions with the Commission
refused to condemn the right of AGAFBO to talk to DOD officials and
denounced AGAFBOsreduced rates We agree

However we are convinced that AGAFBO violated section 15 by
conspiring to destroy the competition of Sapphire In our opinion our
fellow Commissioners in ignoring the motives behind the AGAFBO
intrigue have failed to recognize that cumulatively all these acts many
with a gloss of legitimacy were the effectuation of one agreementto
crush Sapphire

At the time of the original LibertyPac proposal the AGAFBO
carriers began an exhaustive campaign to preserve their monopoly
position The first manifestation of this conspiracy was the advice from
the AGAFBO secretary to a Presidents Committee regarding the
LibertyPac proposal for possible action with Government agencies
Thereafter AGAFBO began to secure information on all phases of
the new mode including chartering attempts agents vessel itineraries
shippers and potential cargoes

Following a series of half hearted attempts to collect back freight
charges from all van lines AGAFBO commenced a series of retaliatory
acts against the Pioneer group These van lines were singled out and
informed that unless they paid up in full AGAFBO would request
MSTS to ask MTMTS to insure prompt payment or to suspend the
tender of the van lines for lack of financial responsibility AGAFBO
followed through on this threat Subsequently AGAFBO rewarded
those van lines that had left Pioneer under this pressure with renewed
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credit standing Finally the AGAFBO members brought suit against
the remaining members of the Pioneer group although other van lines
still owed the AGAFBO carriers for back freight oharges

Also in furtherance of the concerted campaign to defeat the new
competition AGAFBO filed several petitions with the Commission
designed to handicap the Sapphire operation

As Sapphire began to make progress in its new venture AGAFBO
sought to have MSTS suspend Sapphire from carrying Government
cargo AGAFBO requested MSTS to suspend Sapphiresbookings of
throughbill household goods because of its cutthroat competition
and insufficient financial stability plus the charge that the use of
Sapphire by MSTS was contrary to the WilsonWeeks agreement
AGAFBO also complained to MSTS that the latter was preferring
carriers which filed rates which had longer effective dates The record
also reflects AGAFBO communications and meetings with various
officials of DOD and MTMTSin addition to MSTSin an effort

to block and impede the proposed operations of LibertyPacSapphire
Finally AGAFBO used its ultimate weapon cutting rates to rock
bottom

The various AGAFBO activities lead to but one conclusion that
the carriers agreed to take whatever steps were necessary to drive
Sapphire from the trade The cumulative effect of all of these acts
was decidedly one to destroy competition that is to end the threat of
Sapphire and preserve the monopoly of AGAFBO This concerted
undertaking amounted to a new scheme or rate combination and dis
crimination not embodied in the AGAFBO agreement Thus there
was no section 15 authorization for such conduct

It would appear that our fellow Commissioners were impressed
by the fact that for the most part AGAFBO utilized legal means to
combat Sapphire However the legality of the means is immaterial
Under the antitrust laws the courts have frequently followed a general
rule enunciated in American Tobacco v United States 328 US 781
1946 that

It is not the form of the combination or the particular means used but the
result to be achieved that the statute condemns It is not of importance
whether the means used to accomplish the unlawful objective are in them
selves lawful or unlawful Acts done to give effect to the conspiracy may
be in themselves wholly innocent acts yet if they are part of the sum of the

14 We drew a similar Inference in Oranie Line v Anchor Line Ltd 6 FMB 199 208
1961

16 Ndtlantie Mediterranean Frt Conf and United Arab Co 9 FM0 431 434 1966
Isbrandtsen Co Inc v United States supra Empire State Highway Tramp Again v
FMC 291 F 2d 336 DC Cir 1961 Staijt Co v Gulf and South Ati Havana Conf
6 FMB 215 1961 affd sub nom Swift Company v Federal Maritime Commission
306 F 2d 277 DC Cir 1962
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acts which are relied upon to effectuate the conspiracy which the statute
forbids they come within its prohibitions 328 US at 809

We fail to see why the rule should not apply here
With regard to pressure that AGAFBO brought to bear against

the van line customers of Pioneer for nonpayment of ocean freight
we would find that AGAFBO retaliated against unfaithful shippers
in violation of Lection 14 Third We also would hold that the pressing
of the claims and the instituting of legal proceedings subjected the
victims to undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage in vin
lation of section 16 First

Finally we believe the examiner correctly decided that Sapphires
rates were not contrary to section 18b5 The record reflects the
method by which Sapphire established its rates We would find that
Sapphire did not develop these rates capriciously but promulgated its
tariff after a careful analysis of the anticipated cost of operation and
consideration of the cargo that might reasonably be expected to be
booked on Sapphiresships Thus Sapphires rates which originally
might have proved to be compensatory turned out to be seriously below
the cost of operation principally because AGAFBO deprived it of
the nucleus cargo which was indispensable to Sapphires profitable
operation

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI
Secretary

Eastern R Conference v Noerr Motors 885 US 127 1981 which guarantees the
right freely to engage in political activity and Mine Workers v Pennington 381 US 857
1987 which preserves the right to petition the government to take valid governmental
action are exceptions to the role of American Tobacco Neither Noerr nor Pennington
sanction a pervasive scheme by a group wielding its power in every direction to destroy
a single competitor
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMl 1ISSION ctINo 6741ISPECIAL RATES TOALEXANDRIA AND PORT SAID NORTH ATLANTIC tEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE IbDecided Dece1nber 201967 Ana ngement between North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Conference and United Arab Co for Maritime Transport and Agencies IARTRANS whereby Martrans upon execution of adual rate contract became entitled torates of upto28percent lower than the ordinary rates otherwise applicable inthe trade found topeviolative of the standards of section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 No violations of section 15or section 18of the Shipping Act 1916 havebeen found B1lrton HWhite and Elliot BNixon for respondent North Atlantic lIediterranean Freight Conference Edward SBagley for intervener Gulf Medit erranean Ports Conference Donald JBrunner and Samuel BNemi l010 Hea ring Counsel REPORT By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Olw irman George HHearn Vioe Chairman Ashton CBarrett James VDay James FFanseen COlnmi8Sioners On December 301966 the North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Conference Conference revised itsfreight tariff No 9FMC 2soH3toprovide aschedule of special rates applicable toshipments des tined toAlexandria and Port Said United Arab Republic for the account of the United Arab Co for Maritime Transport and Agencies Jfartrans Under the provisions of the newly filed item Martrans anagency of the United Arab Republic would receive certain reduc tions from the current tariff commodity rates tobecalculated asfollows aVhere the rate isover 28WMasfreighted u15percent reduction shall beallowed therefrom bVhere the rate isbetween 28W1Mand 2525VlAi as11FUl C291



292 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION ctIfreighted the freight rate shall be2525vVMasfreighted and a5percent reduction shall beallowed therefrom cVhere the rate isless than 2525VVfasfreighted a5percent reduction shall beallowed therefrom dReduction of 15percent shall beallowed inrespect of extra length and heavy lift cha rges but noreduction shall beallowed inrespect of any surcharges or rates onconta iner cargoes and eWhere the Conference tariff shows the rate for aparticular commodity asopen the rate for such commodity inthe indi vidual filing of the carrying line shall apply inthe calculation of reductions Subsequently onJanuary 121967 the day the tariff revisions dis cussed above became permanently filed Martrans signed the Confer pnce merchant sfreight contract whereby itbecame obligated toship or cause tobeshipped onConference vessels all of itsocean shipments nloving inthe trade 1Inreturn for itsexclusive patronage the Conference under the terms of the contract agreed tocharge Martrans freight rates 15percent jbelow the non contract rates shown inthe Conference tariff which would otherwise beapplicable tosuch goods Thereafter inour order served onJune 231967 we directed the Conference toshow cause 11vVhy the parties tothe Conference have not violated section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 bymaintaining anunapproved dual rate system and or implementing their presently approved dual rate system inanunlawful manner 2vVhy the parties inagreeing toand entering into the subject 1Respondents advised that the merchant sfreight contract signed boY Martrans isthe standard contract form wit hout deviation or change approved for use bythe Con ference indocket No IlIl The Dual Rate Cases 8Fl1C161964 1The charging portion of the Show Cause Order stated that InDocket 663contract between the North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Conference and the United Arab Co for Maritime Transport Martrans the Commission found that anagreement between the Conference members toenter into aspecial rate contract with Mar trans was not aninterstitial or routine operation under Conference Agreemen t7980 now 9548 The subject tariff items seem tobebut another method of accomplishing the same objecti eand may beind cative of the carrying out of anunapproved agree ment inviolation of sec 15of the Shipping Act 1916 The fixing of special rates bythe Conference onopen rated commodities ma yalso bearate making action which reulteu from anunfiled and unapproved agreement among the Conference members The special rates together with the exclusivity features of the dual rate contract signed byIart rans may result inIldual rate system otherwise subject tothe provisions of sec 14b of the act which has not been approved bythe Commission and whi hmlYbetncon istent with and different from the approved dual rate system available toall other contract shippers inthe Conference trade inviolation of that portion of se14h that requires dual rate contracts tobeavailable toaUShippers and consignees onequal terms and conditions 11FIC



SPECI ALRATES NORTH ATLANTIC MEDLTERRANElAN CONF 293 arrangement with Martrans have not carried out anunfiled and unapproved agreement inviolation of section 15of the act Additionally the Commission ordered the Conference toshow cause why itsfreight tariff No 9should not berejected asadevice for giving rebate or aremission of charges otherwise applicable inviolation of sect ion 18b3of the act The Conference has filed itsmemorandum of lawtowhich hearing counsel have replied Gulf Mediterranean Ports Conference has inter vened inthis proceeding but has filed neither memorandums nor affi davits We heard oral argument DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION At the outset we note that there issome question inthis proceeding astojust how the schedule of special rates outlined inthe Conference sfreight tariff No 9FMC 2are tobeapplied Both respondents and hearing counsel have their 9wn interpretation of the tariff revision and itsrelation toother tariff rates presently onfile Although itwould at first appear that this basic disagreement presents afactual issue for which ashow cause proceeding isnot the proper forum further con sideration of the matter convinces usthat the interpretations placed onthe tariff revision bythe paTties create distinctions without substantial difference For aswe shall develop further later the result isasamat ter of lawthe same rega rdless of whose interpretation we accept Hearing counsel are of the impression that the reductions afforded lJnited Arab Republic shipments made through Martrans are tobecalculated from the contract rate applicable under respondent stariff and assuch would create athird level of rates 3This hearing counsel argue constitutes aviolation of section 14b of the act since itplaces fartrans inthe preferred position of being the only Conference ship per entitled toareduction of upto15percent below the rate paid byall other signatories of the exact same contract Moreover they view the present arrangement established bythe Conference asbeing viola tive of section 15of the act inthat itallegedly introduces anew system for the regula tion and control of competition which isnot embodied inthe basic agrMment Inarrl lng at this conclusion hearing counsel reason asfollows These tartft provisions freight tarift No 9FMC 2allow reductions inaccordance with acertain schedule therein outl1ned from the current tarift commodity rtes Since Mnrtrans isanagency of the Government of the United Arab Republic itwould even without signing amerchant sfNight contract beentitled tothe contract rates appllcable under the respondents tarift therefore the special rates provided for byrespondents ctually set upathird tier of rates available under their one tarift Tbere now exists the noncontract rate the contract rate and finally tbe scl1edule of reductions from tbe con rllc trate available at Port Saidand Alexandria onUnited Arab Republ1c shipmentl madl through Martrans 11FMO
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Respondents on the other hand deny having entered into any
arrangement with Martrans which could be characterized as being
violative of either section 14b or section 15 of the act They explain
that what they have done is merely to establish a different rate basis on
shipments destined to the United Arab Republic According to the
Conference there are but two levels of rates applicable to United Arab
Republic cargoes under their tariff the ordinary or noncontract rate
which is calculated in accordance with the provisions of freight tariff
No 9 FMC2 and the contract rate which is 15 percent below the
ordinary rate

Whatever might have been respondents intentions with regard to
the revised tariff filing the fact of the matter is that the schedule of
special rates outlined in freight tariff No 9 FMC2 by their very
terms are made applicable only to shipments made through Martrans
Freight tariff No 9 makes it abundantly clear that the rate reductions
from the current cominodity rates are to be granted only to ship
ments to Alexandria and Port Said United Arab Republic account
United Arab Co for Maritime Transport and Agencies Martrans

Accordingly respondents statement that the revised tariff merely
establishes a new rate base on cargoes destined to the United Arab
Republic is inaccurate The United Arab Republic rate base remains
unchanged What does change however are the tariff rates to which
Martrans becomes entitled by virtue of it being a contract signator As
hearing counsel have pointed out Martrans is now in the preferred
position of being the only Conference shipper receiving a reduction of
up to 15 percent below the rate paid by other signatories of the admit
tedly exact same dual rate contract Therefore as we have mentioned
earlier it matters not whether we adopt respondents or hearing coun
sels interpretation as to what rate is applicable to what traffic The re
sult is the same whether the contract rate forms the basis for the rate

reductions or vice versa In either case we are left with an arrangement
which violates the statutory standards of section 14b of the act

In the first place section 14b absolutely precludes approval of any
contract which is not available to all shippers and consignees
on equal terms and conditions This being true it follows that once
a dualrate contract ceases to be available on equal terms and condi
tions that contract becomes unlawful per se One of the conditions
that attaches to a dualrate contract is that all signatories to that con
tract are to be afforded the same reduction from the ordinary rate

Hearing counsel offer the following as illustrative of the mechanics of the new
schedule

Assuming arguendo that there is an ordinary rate in the Conference tariff on any com
modity of 35 and that the usual contract reduction of 15 percent is applied that rate
would become 2975 but for Martrans the applicable rate would be 2529 or over 27
percent below the ordinary rate
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SPECI ALRATES NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEtAN CONF 295 otherwise applicable inthat trade Article 3aof the Conference scontract plainly states that the freight rates tobecharged tothe merchant shall be15percent below the noncontract rat sshown inthe Conference tariff Inthe circumstances of this case however Martrans upon execution of the contract became eligible for rate reductions of upto28percent below the ordinary or non ontract rate This isadear violation of the equal terms and con ditions prqvision Li kewise tothe extent that the spread between the ordinary rate applica ble inthe trade and the contract rate charged fartrans byvirtue of their arrangement with respondents exceeds 15percent of the ordinary rate the present system isalso violative of section 14b 7of the act That section provides that the spread between ordinary and contract rate shall innoevent bemore than 15per centum of thordinary rates The new schedule of special rates however will en3 bl Martrans toreceive contract rates insome instances of 28percent Consequently itispatently evident that the effectuation of adual rate contract inthe manner contemplated byrespondents isabso lutely inviolation of section 14b Respondents attempt tosupport their claim that there isnothing unJawful about their present arrangement with Martrans bydirecting our attention toanumber of Commission decisions which allegedly stand for the proposition that reduced rates or special rates are not only unobjectiona ble but insome cases even desirable We fail 0eehow these holdings are relevant here There isanobvious and funda ment ldifference between the cases cited byrespondents and the pro ceeding befor usnow Here we are dealing with ascheme of rate reQuctions which isexpressly tied toadual rate contract Such anarr angement ifpermitted would circumvent the statutory require ments of section 14of the act Inenacting Public Law 87346 which ultimately became section 14b tldItlCongress inasense reaffirmed the earlier philosophy of section 15of the Shipping Act which byauthorizing slipervised competition restricting agree ments among carriers recognizes that there issome justification inthe water borne foreign commerce for making exception toour normal antitrust policies The DuaZ Rate OfUe8 8FMO16241964 Public Law 87346 however permits the use of dual rate contracts only ifwe find that certain enumerated safeguards have been met As we have discussed earlier the present arrangement fails toinclude two of these safeguards namely that 1the contract beavailable onequal terms andconditions and 2the spread between the ordinary rate and contract rate shall benomore than 15percent The statute simply not permit approval of such anarrangement 11FlLC



296 FEDEoRAL MARITIME OOMMISSION The foregoing also disposes of hearing Counsel scontent ion that the present arrangement between respondents and Martrans isalso viola tive of section 15of the act For aswe have already established the question here isone of unlawful implementation ofa dual rate con tract under the standa rds laid down insection 14b and not one of authority or lack thereof under section 15The order inthis proceeding also raised the question of whether the fixing of special rates bythe Conference onopen rated commodities could beconsidered aratemaking action resulting from anunfiled and unapproved agreement among the Conference members There isnothing inthis record which could warrant or justify such afinding Quite tothe contrary agreement No 9548 the Conference sbasic agreement expressly authorizes the Conference members toplace special conditions onopen rated commodities 5Moreover asrespondents point out itstariff specifically requires that all tariff rules and regulations must beobserved with respect toopen rated items 6This would of necessity include those relating tothe rate reductions provided intariff No 9FMC 2There isabsolutely noevidence here of any unfiled section 15agreement Finally we consider the possibility that the Conference srevised tariff may beunlawful under section 18b 3of the act Respondents strongly mainta inthat there isnobasis for such acharge IVeagree Section 18b3prohibits acarrier from collecting any rate or charge other than that hich isspecified initstariffs onfile with the Commission and further provides that nocarrier shall rebate refund or remit inany manner or byany device any portion of the rates or charges sospecified Manifestly the revised tariff filing isnot inand of itself violative of section 18b3As tothe possibility of rebates or remissions under the revised tariff Respondents assure usthat all rates are charged strictly inaecorda nce with their tariff provi sions precisely asrequired bysection 18b37We see noreason tquestion respondents assertions onthis matter Accordingly we finthat freight tariff No 9FMC 2has not been shown tobeviolativ of section 18b3Anappropriate order will beentered IIArticle VI of agreement 9548 speClfica Ilyprovides that the Conference may Declar rates onspecified commodities tobeopen with or without agreed minimal or special con ditions and thereafter declare the rates onsuch commodIties or any of them tobelosed 8The Conference starift rule No 8states inrelevant part that Open rates Rates shown asopen may befixed bythe individual carriers wl thout con sultatlon and without restriction astorate or currency but are subject toshipping period per respective rule unless shown tobeopen indefinitely All other tarift rules and regula 11o nsmust beobserved 7Hearing counsel themselves concede that the lower tarift rate applicable tolIartran cargoes Isspecified Inthe tarlft and assuch cotemplat snofurther rebate refund 0remi ttance 11FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 6741

SPECIAL RATES TO ALEXANDRIA AND PORT SAID
NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGIHT CONFERENCE

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime
Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter
and having this date made and entered of record a report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which report is hereby referred
to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That respondents be and they are hereby notified and
required to cease and desist from engaging in the violation of section
14b of the Shipping Act 1916 as herein found

By the Commission
Signed THOMAS LIST

Secretary
297



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION No 6730UNITED STATES of AMERICA VAMERICAN EXPORT ISBRANDTSEN LINES INC Initial Decision Adopted February 11968 Aconference rule providing that claims for adjustment of freight charges must bepresented within six months after shipment date cannot bar recovery of anovercharge asreparation where the complaint isfiled under section 22of the Shipping Act 1916 more than sit months but less than two years after the shipment date Reparation awarded inthe amount of 7552 49Terrence RMurphy and Lawrence FLedebur for the United States of America complainant Richard WKurrus and James NJacobi for American Export Isbra ndtsen Lines Inc respondent INITIAL DECISION OF PAUL DPAGE Jr PRESIDING EXAMINER 1The facts inthis complaint and answer proceeding were stipulated and the essentials boil down toagreement that the respondent carrier Ex Ischarged complainant shipper USA7552 49inexcess of the rates and charges specified inthe applicable tariffs inviolation of section 18b3of the Shipping Act 1916 Act and that USAisentitled torecover said amount from Ex Isunless recovery inthis action which was filed more than six months but less than two years after the cause of action accrued isbarred byconference rules which read asfollows Claims for adjustment of freight charges must bepresented inwrit ing within six 6months after date of shipment Rule 25of the North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Tariff 8FMC 1Rule 15of the Atlantic and Gulf Red Sea and Gulf of Aden Agreement Freight 1This decision became the decision of the Commission onFebruary 11968 298 11FMC
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Tariff No 1 and Rule 18 of the Atlantic and Gulf American Flag
Berth Operators Freight Tariff No 1
USAfiled claims with ExIs for each of the overcharges agregat

ing the755249 sought as reparation after such overcharges were
revealed by General Accounting office postaudits not completed until
more than six months after the dates of the shipments

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The complaint was brought under section 22 of the Act within the
time allowed by the section two years after the cause of action ac
crued and the Commission the violation of the Act being admitted
is specifically authorized to direct the payment of full reparation to
complainant for the injury caused by the violation

Respondentsonly argument to the contrary is the existence of a rule
which provides that

Claims for adjustment of freight charges must be presented in writing
within six 6 months after date of shipment

Unless the rule be construed to bar recovery here it is not relevant
and if it is so construed it is invalid for it would deny to the regula
tory body the Commission power expressly conferred upon it by tho
applicable statute section 22 of the Act

The Commission and the predecessor Federal Maritime Board in
rule making proceedings it is true but nevertheless clearly and power
fully has analyzed the type of case cited by respondents and conclu
sively refuted respondentsargument in this case

CarrierImposed Time Limits on Presentation of Claims for
Freight Adjustments 4 FMB 29 3334 1952 really says all that
need be said here as follows

Section 22 provides for Board investigations of alleged violations of the
Act either on sworn complaint or on the Boards own motion and provides
for the issuing of orders to abate violations of the Act and also for the pay
ment of reparation for injury caused by any such violations if a complaint
is filed within two years after the cause of action accrued

Petitioners draw the analogy between shippers claims for freight adjust
ment and shippers claims for cargo damage The time for filing cargo dam
age claims against ocean carriers was not regulated by Federal statute until
1936 Before that date carriers frequently inserted clauses in their bills of
lading requiring a the filing of written notice of damage with the carrier
within a fixed time limit and b the institution of suit within a fixed time
limit Unless the time limits were unreasonably short the validity of such
clauses was generally upheld prior to 1936 and the shipper was required
to comply with both requirements in order to make a recovery The Turret
Crown 284 Fed 434 at 443 1922
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300 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION In1936 the Carriage of Goods bySea Act 46USC1300 etc became effective providing Insection 1303 bthat unless notice of damage inwrit ing isgiven tothe carrier before removal of the cargo such removal isprima facie evidence of delivery ingood order unless damage isnot apparent inwhich case three days are allowed and further that one year only isallowed for the institution of suit the carrier being discharged from all liability thereafter The freedom of contract existing prior to1936 was cut down and clauses inconsistent with the Act are now invalid The Argentina 28FSupp 440 see also Knauth Ocean BUls of Lading p228 et seq Petitioners argue that their freedom tostipulate with shippers for short time limits for the presentation of claims for freight adjustment should not belimited since Congress has not passed anact inthis field asithas done inthe cargo damage field Petitioners also point out that Congress has legislated onthe question of time limits for the recovery of freight overcharges byrailroads bythe 1920 amendment tothe Interstate Commerce Act 49USCA163and that failure tolegislate similarly for ocean carriers isareason against jurisdic tion here We donot think those statutory provisions are conclusive onour power or jurisdiction inthis case They merely show adifferent treatment byCongress of different situations The matter was considered carefully bythe Commission inProposed Mule Covering Time Limit onthe Filing of Overcharge Claims Docket No 65510FMC 1Inthis decision the Commission stated the strongest argument that can bemade asitismade insupport of respondent sposition asfollows Section 22of the Shipping Act 1916 isapurestatute of limitations and does not inhibit the contractual freedom of carriers and shippers toset aperiod of less than two years for the adjustment of freight claims either through filing of claims with the carrier or inactions before the Commission or the courts Support for this position Isfound inthe actions of the ICC prior tothe amendment of itsstatute specifically forbidding the shortening of the statutory times for filing claims and bringing actions bycarrier rule The Carriage of Goods bySea Act COGSA unlike the Shipping Act also specifically forbids parties from stipulating for alesser period of time for bringing suit than that contained Inthe statute Prior tothe passage of COGSA parties were free tostipulate astothe time for filing claims and bringing suit The Commission then destroyed claimed support for the argument asfollows We wish tomake clear that our failure topromulgate arule at this time isnot tobeinterpreted toallow carriers inany way tolimit the right of ashipper claiming injury under the 1916 Act or the 1933 Act tofile aclaim for reparation under section 22of the Shipping Act with the Commission at any time within two years of accrual of the cause of action which isthe basis of such injury and claim We donot agree with the comments of the conferences and carriers which maintain that the two year statute of limitations contained insection 22isapure statute of limitation the purpose of which ismerely tobar the bringing of stale claims and which can becontracted away byagreement between shipper and carrier 11FMC



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA VISBRANDTSEN LINES INC 301 The practice of the ICC prior tothe amendments of the statute under which itoperates providing that claims against carriers and forwarders had tobemade and that actions onsuch claims had tobebrought within certain time limitations isnot instructive for our purposes Carriers and forwarders were allowed tostipulate astothe time within which actions could bebrought at times when there were notime limitation provisions inthe specific statutes under which they were regulated Once Congress had spoken however and had indicated aperiod during which actions could bebrought either before the Commission or the courts apublic policy with the force of lawwas estab blished and such stipulations nolonger had the sanction of lawThe Schou Gallis case cited infootnote 2isparticularly instructive inthis respect Inthat case the issue was the lawfulness of anattempt byafreight forwarder tolimit the time within which claims could befiled with itThe ICC although striking down the particular tariff rule bywhich the forwarder imposed such limitation asunlawful astoo indefinite inform upheld the validity of the principle of atime limitation for the filing of claims with forwarders After adiscussion of the loss and damage cases noted above the ICC observes that Part IVof the Interstate Commerce Act which regulates forwarders unlike parts Iand III regulating rail and water carriers respectively confers nospecific authority upon this Commission toaward damages assuch inrespect of either overcharges or unlawful rates charged shippers byfreight for warders Also noperiods of limitation are prescribed therein and noreference ismade of record specifically toany other statute which limits the time within which claims arising inrespect of charges for services sub ject topart IVmay befiled here or inthe courts at 595 The ICC thus allowed the forwarder tomodify the time limitation rule tomake itlawful The instant proceeding however presents anentirely different situation This Commission isempowered byCongress togreat reparation for any violation of the statutes itadministers This was not the situation with respect toclaims for forwarder overcharges before the ICC at the time of the Schou Gallis case and has never been true with respect toclaims for cargo damage Such claims can only bebrought inacourt of lawThere isalso astatute of limitations governing the time within which such reparation may besought embodied inour statute itself noreference for the applicable time limitation need bemade toprinciples of general lawor state statutes of limitation aswas necessary under ICC practice before the amendments tothe Interstate Commerce Act discussed herein No cases are advanced which hold that acommon Carrier or other person subject tosimilar regulation may bycontract change atime limitation for bringing aclaim for reparation which isembodied inastatute of anadministrative agency nor will we permit ithere At page 10of itsbrief Ex Issays that complainant contends that the Commission has decided inTime Limit onthe Filing of Overoharye Claims Docket No 655supra that such itconference rule cannot serve asadefense toareparation claim under section 22of the Act We donot soread the Commission sdecision The Examiner agrees with complainant and does not see how the Commission sdecision inDocket No 655can beread otherwise The 11FMC



302 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION Commission 1points out that itsfailure topromulgate arule inthat case isnot tobeinterpreted toallow carriers inany way tolimit the right of ashipper claiming injury under the 1916 Act or the 1933 Act tofile aclaim for reparation under section 22of the Shipping Act with the Commission at any time within two years of accrual of the cause of action which isthe basis of such injury and claim 2deci sively distinguishes reparation cases under the Shipping Act from cases arising under acts containing nostatutory time limitation for complaint filing such asthat insection 22and 3states specifically that itwill not permit acarrier bycontract tochange the time limita tion insection 22The foregoing Commission statements are wholly inconsistent with the ingenious construction of the decision hopefully proffered byrespondent which seeks here toaccomplish precisely what the Commission has said itwill not permit Inline with the Commission sstatements and reasoning inthe cited cases and the absence of applicable and controlling authority tothe contrary itisheld that complainant USAisentitled toand ishereby awarded asfull reparation the agreed amount of the admitted over charge 7552 49and respondent American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc ishereby directed tomake such payment within thirty days after the Commission sfinal decision herein Tosaid amount respondent shall add interest at 6per annum for the time ifany elapsing between the date hereinabove set for payment and actual payment of the principal sum of 7552 492Signed PAUL DPAGE Jr Presiding Examiner zVarious issues are raised bythe parties which need not and inthe Examiner sopinion should not inview of pending Docket No 655which has been reopened beconsidered inthis decision which isstrictly limited toholding that the quoted rule isnobar torecovery inacomplaint case brought under section 22within the time allowed and that complainant isentitled toreparation asstated herein 11FMCFns



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION No 6745UNITED STATES OF AMERICA VAMERICAN EXPORT ISBRANDTSEN LINES INC Initial Decision Adopted February 11968 Aconference rule providing that claims for adjustment of freight charges must bepresented within six months after ehipment date cannot bar recovery of anovercharge asreparation where the complaint isEled under section 22of the Shipping Act 1916 more than six months but less than two years after the shipment date Reparation awarded inthe amount of 6810 54Terrence RMurphy for the United States of America complainant Richard WKurrus and James NJacobi for American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc respondent INITIAL DECISION OF PAUL DPAGE Jr PREsmtNa ExAMINER The parties have stipulated with the Examiner sapproval that the issues herein are identical with those inDocket No 673011FMC 298 and have agreed that ifAmerican Export Isbrandtsen Lines Ex Isshould beordered topay reparation tothe United States USAtherein asitwas then Ex Isshall inthis case pay USAasreparation the sum of 6810 51Premises considered the Initial Decision inDocket No 6730isincorporated herein byreference and Ex Isis hereby directed topay USAasreparation within thirty days after the Commission sfinal decision herein the sum of 6810 54and ifpayment isnot made until more than thirty days after said decision toadd tothe principal sum interest at 6per annum for time elapsing between thirty days after the decision date and the date of payment Signed PAOL DPAGE Jr Presiding Examiner 1This decision became the decision of the Commission onFebruary 11968 11F1LC 303



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION No 6746UNITED STATES OF AMERICA VIIELLENIC LINES LI IITED Initial Decision Adopted February 11968 Aconference rule providing that claims for adjustment of freight charges must bepresented within 6months after shipment date cannot bar recovery of anovercharge asreparation where the complaint isfiled under section 22of the Shipping Act 1916 more than 6months but less than 2years after the shipment date Reparation awarded inthe amount of 1862 30TeJrence RMUrphy for the United States of America complainant Stanley OSher for lIellenic Lines Limited respondent INITIAL DECISION OF PAUL DPAGE JRPRESIDING EXA IINER 1The parties have stipulated with the examiner sapproval that the issues herein are identical with those indocket No 673011FMC 298 and have agreed that ifAmerican EXPOlt Isbrandtsen Lines should beordered topay reparation tothe United States USAtherein asitwas then Hellenic Lines Ltd shall inthis case pay USAasreparation the sum of 1862 30Premises considered the initial decision indocket No 6730isincorporated herein byreference and lIellenic Lines Ltd ishereby directed topay USAasreparation within 30days after the Com mission sfinal decision herein the sum of 1862 30and ifpayment isnot made until more than 30days after said decision toadd tothe principal sum interest at 6percent per annum for time elapsing between 30days after the decision date and the date of payment Signed PAUL DPAGE Jr Presiding Examiner 1This decision became the decision of the Commission onFeb 11968 304 11FMC
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No 6751

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
V

AMERICAN EXPORT ISSRANDTSEN LINES INC

Initial Decision Adopted Febrztary 1 1968

A conference rule providing that claims for adjustment of freight charges must
be presented within 6 months after shipment date cannot bar recovery of an
overcharge as reparation where the complaint is filed under section 22 of
the Shipping Act 1916 more than 6 months but less than 2 years after the
shipment date Reparation awarded in the amount of 2801879

Terrence R Murphy for the United States of America complainant
Richard W Kurrus and James N Jacobi for American Export

Isbrandtsen Lines Inc respondent

INITIAL DECISION OI PAUL D PAGE JR PRESIDING EXAMINER 1

The parties have stipulated with the examinersapproval that the
issues herein are identical with those in Docket No 6730 11 FMC

298 and have agreed that if American Export Isbrandtsen Lines
ExIs should be ordered to pay reparation to the United States
USA therein as it was then ExIs shall in this case pay USA
as reparation the sum of 2801879

Premises considered the initial decision in docket No 6730 is
incorporated herein by reference and ExIs is hereby directed to pay
USA as reparation within 30 days after the Commissions final
decision herein the sum of2801879 and if payment is not made until
more than 30 days after said decision to add to the principal sum
interest at 6 percent per annum for time elapsing between 30 days
after the decision date and the date of payment

Signed PAUL D PAGE Jr
Presiding Examiner

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on February 1 1968
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NOTICE OF EFFECTIVE DATE OF DECISION

February 8 1968

No exceptions having been filed to the initial decision of the
Examiner in this proceeding and the Commission having determined
not to review same notice is hereby given in accordance with Rule
13g of the CommissionsRules of Practice and Procedure that the
decision became the decision of the Commission on February 8 1968

It is ordered That Gulf South American Steamship Company
make payment to the United States of America in the amount and
manner set forth in the decision of the Examiner

By the Commission
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET No 6737

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v

GULF SOUTH AMERICAN STEAMSHIP CO INC

Signed THOMAS LIST
Secretary
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No 6737

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
D

GULP SOUTH AMERICAN STEAMSHIP Go INC

Initial Decision Adopted February 8 1968

A tariff item captioned automobile parts and containing the statement that
this caption includes those items which are integral parts of auto

mobiles necessary for their operation covers automobile engines
The fact that the tariff item includes certain examples of cargo and
automobile engines are not among such examples does not exclude auto
mobile engines from the scope of the tariff Reparation awarded

Terrence R Murphy and Bertram E Snyder for the United States
of America complainant

Michael Joseph for Gulf South American Steamship Co Inc
respondent

INITIAL DECISION OF PAUL D PAGE JR PRESIDING
EXAMINER

Complainant the United States of America USA seeks under
section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act to recover from respond
ent Gulf South American Steamship Co Inc G SA as

reparation the sum of134409 In its answer G SA has admitted

an overcharge of 68302 leaving in dispute an alleged overcharge of
66107 Under rule 10v of the CommissionsRules of Practice and
Procedure the facts have been stipulated as follows

1 Complainantscomplaint against Respondent dated June 6 1967
alleges several instances of overcharges by Respondent in a total
amount of134409 Respondentsanswer admits that it inadvertently
overcharged Complainant in the amount of 63302 and that Com
plainant is entitled to recover that amount leaving in dispute between
khe parties an alleged overcharge in the amount of 66107

2 The disputed overcharge of 66107 relates to Complainants

hipinent
under Government Bill of LadingCand ocean Bill

f Lading SP33 of cargo described therein by Complainant as 13
This decision became the decision of the Commission on February 8 1968
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Boxes engines internal combustion automobile occupying 785 cubic
feet and one box engine diesel auto occupying 68 cubic feet

3 Atlantic GulfWest Coast of South America Conference

Freight Tariff No SA11 governed the freight charges applicable to
the shipment of the 19 boxes in question The following are certain
provisions of that tariff which were in effect at the time of said
shipment

Item 2 Application of Rates

c Rates published herein apply per ton of 40 cubic feet or 2000
pounds as indicated whichever basis yields the greater revenue except
as otherwise specified
d Commodity rates take precedence over class rates
e The charge for a package containing different articles shall be

at the rate class or commodity applicable to the highest rated article
in the package This rule does not apply to ingredients comprising a
mixture

No

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Commodity Per ton

Item 105 Automobiles viz
Freight and Passenger SU or D not identified else

where in this item viz
Passenger Cars
BusesTrackless Trolleys
Motor Truck Tractors Boxed 2700 2900
Motor TrucksFreight Trailers empty WM
Also Chassis Cabs Bodies for above
Also Automobile and truck Parts when shipped by Unboxed 3100 3300

Automobile andor Truck Manufacturers for assembly WM
into complete units when so declared on the bill of
lading

Groups

1 2

Freight and Passenger Automobiles andor Trailers specially
equipped viz as further described in Original Page No le

Automobile Parts Not Spark Plugs see Item 1000 WM 3100 3300

This caption includes and is limited to those items which
are integral parts of automobiles and trucks necessary tor their
operation Examples are parts for bodies chassis engines and
power trains engine cooling electrical and ignition systems
not including spark plugs brake and steering systems and
axles and wheels Excluded from this caption are Automobile
Motor Truck Aeracsorles viz

Air Conditioners Tire Chains
Heaters Tools

Radios Television Sets Tire Repair Materials
andor Antennas for same Windshield Defrosters and

Hub Caps Fans
Floor Mats Windshield Wipers Motors
Luggage Racks Arms andor Blades
Horns CigarCigarette Lighters
Mirrors exterior SeatCovers andor Cushions

This caption does not include storage batteries containing
liquid or when shipped with liquid in the same container
nor articles taking aD rating in this tariff or other items not
within the definition of Automobile Parts as set forth herein

All parts shipped under this caption must be prefixed by
the word Automobile

11 FMC
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Item 1000 Classification and Commodity Index
Article Class

s

Engines Caloric Gas Internal Combustion Oil or Steam 4

4 Under Item2b of the tariff the port of destination of the ship
ment in question was a Group 1 port Under Item 999 the Class
4 rate for Group 1 ports was specified at 62 The symbol WM
is defined by the tariff as meaning weight or measurement which
ever basis yields the greater revenue With respect to the 19 boxes
in question measurement would have yielded the greater revenue

5 Respondent applied the Class 4 rate for Engines Caloric
Gas Internal Combustion Oil or Steam as set forth in Item 1000 to
the 19 boxes in question Complainant believes that Respondent should
have applied the rate for automobile parts including engines as set
forth in Item 105

The primary question here is if automobile engines are automobile
parts within the meaning of Tariff Item 105 If so USA was en
titled to the 31 rate therein provided and has been overcharged
66107 by G SAs application of the 62 rate provided for
Engines Caloric Gas Internal Combustion Oil or Steam in Item
1000

G SAsargument is as it must be that Item 105 does not provide
a rate for automobile engines Whatever argument might be made by
G SA if Item 105 simply provided a rate for automobile parts
and stopped the decision here must turn upon the definition of auto
mobile parts which follows and reads

This caption automobile parts includes those items which are

integral parts of automobiles necessary for their operation

It simply cannot be validly asserted that automobile engines are not
integral parts of automobiles necessary for their operation and as
they are they are entitled to the Item 105 3100 rate

G SA necessarily overlooks the conclusive language just quoted
and relies upon arguing that only engine parts and not whole engines
are included as examples of automobile parts Assuming that this
is true which is by no means clear for the language relied upon leaves
something to be desired grammatically it does not follow that because
engines are not listed among the examples of automobile parts they
are not automobile parts for the listing clearly does not purport
to be exhaustive

At most as USA correctly contends the contruction applied by
0 SA to the example language would make this tariff item am

11 FMC
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biguous and as such it would be construed against the carrier
G SA with well grounded suspicion of strength of its primary

argument argues further that recovery should be denied because the
tariff requires that parts must be prefixed by the word Auto
mobile emphasis by G SA whereas USA as shipper in
cluded the words automobile or auto in its description of ship
ments but as a suffix rather than a prefix The argument falls
of its own weight for the shippersdescription accurately described
the cargo for the carriersbenefit which is all that can reasonably be
required

Premises considered it is held that USA is entitled to recover
from G SA as reparation in addition to the agreed item of
68302 the sum of 66107 a total of134409 G SA is hereby
directed to payUSA said sum of134409 within thirty days after
the Commissionsfinal decision herein If payment is not made within
said thirtyday period interest at 6 per annum for the time elapsing
between the end of that period and the date of payment shall be added
to the principal amount

Signed PAUL D PAGE Jr
Presiding Examiner

Bratti v Prudential et al 8 FMC 375 379 1965 and cases therein cited

11 FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DOCKET No 6759UNITED STATES OF AMERICA vAMERICAN EXPORT ISBRANDTSEN LINES INC NOTICE OF EFFECTIVE DA1 EOF DECISION Februa ry81968 No exceptions having been led tothe initial decision of the Exami ner inthis proceeding and the Commission having determined not toreview same notice ishereby given inaccordance with Rule 13gof the Commission sRules of Practice and Procedure that the decision became the decision of the Commission onFebrua ry81968 Itisordered That American Export Isbrandtsen Lines make pay ment tothe United States of America inthe amount and manner set forth inthe decision of the Examiner By the Commission Signed THOMAS LISI Secretary 11FlIC311



FEDERAL l1ARITIl 1ECOl 1MISSION No 6759UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AMERICAN EXPOHT ISBRANDTSEN LINES INC INITIAL DECISION ADOPTED FEBRUARY 81968 Aconference rule providing that claims for adjustment of freight charges must bepresented within six months after shipment date cann tbar recovery of anovercharge asreparation where the complaint isfiled under section 22of the ShiPVing Act 1916 more than six months but less than two years after the shipment date Reparation awarded inthe amount of 11819 20Terrence RMurphy for the United States of America com pla inant Ric wrdWurrttS and Ja7lU3S NJacobi for American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc respondent INITIAL DECISION OF CHARLES EMORGAN PRESIDING EXAlVIINER 1The parties have stipulated that the issues herein are identical with those inDocket No 6730acomplaint and answer case between tlesame parties and that they will bebound inthe present case bythe decision of the Commission inDocket No 6730IfAmerican Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc AEIL isordered topay reparation inDocket No 6730itisagreed that AEIL inthe present proceeding shall pay tothe United States of America the sum of 11819 20asreparations for freight overcharges InTi l71 Limit onthe Filing of Overcharge Olaims 10FLC1at page 6iswasstated that nocases are advanced which hold that acomlnon carrier may bycontract change atime limitation fnr bringing aclaim for reparation which time limitation isembodied inastatute of anadministrative agency nor will we permit ithere The initial decision inDocket No 6730directed that reparat ion Qe paid Since the present proceeding bystipulation conce rns the same issues itisfound that the complaint isentitled toreparation of 11819 20assought initscomplaint Inview of the stipulation of the 1This decision became the decision of the Commission onFebruary 81968 11FMC
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parties no answer to the complaint was filed and an answer is not
required

AEIL hereby is directed to pay the United States of America within
thirty days after the Commissionsfinal decision herein the sum of
1181920 and if payment is not made until more than thirty days
after said decision to add to the principal sum interest at 6 per
annum for time elapsing between thirty days after the decision date
and the date of payment

11 FMC
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Presiding Examiner



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET No 6752

ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF FMC PORTTOPORT
RATESWEST COASTALASKA TRADE

Decided February 8 1968

Service of Alaska Steamship Co between Seattle Wash and various ports
in the State of Alaska found subject to jurisdiction of Federal Maritime
Commission

Truck movement performed by wholly owned affiliate of Alaska Steamship Co
within Seattle commercial zone is local pickupand delivery service rates for
which may property be included in porttoport rates filed by ocean carrier

The utilization of vessels of the Alaska Ferry System to effect transportation
between Seattle and certain Alaskan ports involves only substitution of one
carrier for another for part of service and does not deprive FMC of jurisdic
tion over entire movement Alaska Ferry System is carrier by water and
Alaska Steamship Cos arrangement utilizing it for continuous carriage from
originating point on line of Alaska Steamship Co to destination on line of
Alaska Ferry System is through route with another carrier by water within
the meaning of section 18a Shipping Act 1916 and section 2 Intercoastal
Shipping Act 1933 and rates for such movement must be filed with this
Commission Limited participation of Alaska Steamship Co as motor carrier
and other ICCcertificated motor carriers in this movement in driving con
tainers on and off vessels of Alaska Ferry System is incidental to total
through porttoport movement and not of type envisaged by Public Law
S7595 as granting to ICC jurisdiction over entire movement

Stanley B Long and Arthur G Grunke for respondent Alaska
Steamship Co

H H Shull Jr and Warren Price Jr for intervener SeaLand
Service Inc

Donald J Brunner Norman D Kline and E Duncan Hammer Jr
Hearing Counsel

REPORT

Br THE COMMISSION John Harllee Chairman George H Hearn Vice
Chairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day James F Fanseen
Commissioners

The Commission instituted this proceeding on October 20 1967 to
resolve the question of the Federal Maritime CommissionsFMC
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jurisdiction over the service provided by the Alaska Steamship Co
Alaska Steam between Seattle Wash and the Alaskan ports of
Ketchikan Juneau Haines Wrangell Petersburg Sitka and Valdez
Alaska Steam filed tariff pages containing cancellation notices which
would with minor exceptions have removed FMC jurisdiction over the
carriers service between these ports effective October 27 1967 with
respect to Valdez and November 1 1967 with respect to the other
ports Alaska Steam has filed rates covering movements to and from
each of these Alaskan ports with the Interstate Commerce Commission
ICC to be effective upon cancellation of its rates with us A similar
action by Alaska Steam canceling the carriers rates between Seattle
Wash and Seward Alaska effective December 11 1967 was placed
under investigation in this proceeding by a subsequent order served
November 15 1967

Because the cancellation of the tariffs on file with FMC for the

above discussed movements might result in porttoport transportation
by Alaska Steam without rates on file with FMC in apparent violation
of section 18a of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act and section 2 of
the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 the 1933 Act we suspended the
cancellations involved for the 4month period provided for by section
3 of the 1933 Act

Since no factual issues were involved the investigation has been
conducted by means of affidavits and legal memorandums submitted by
Alaska Steam and Hearing Counsel We heard oral argument on
November 29 1967

The Service of Alaska Steam

Prior to the filing of the tariff cancellations which are the subject of
this proceeding Alaska Steam maintained three facilities for cargo
tendered for delivery between Seattle and the Alaskan ports under
consideration in this proceeding The carriers tariffs indicated that
any cargo could be tendered at any of the three facilities However
Alaska Steam generally received less than containerload shipments at
the AAA Transfer Inc AAA Transfer terminal at 558 Occidental
Avenue South Seattle Wash In fact in March 1966 Alaska Steam
announced that the AAA Transfer vanning station was designed to

I Sec 3 of the 1933 Act provides In pertinent part that FMC may Investigate the lawful
ness of any new individual or joint regulation or practice affecting any rate fare or
charge and may suspend the operation of such rate fare charge classification regula
tion or practice but not for a longer period than four months beyond the time when it
could otherwise go into effect

8 SeaLand Service Inc intervened but did not otherwise participate In this proceeding
Alaska Steam availed Itself of the opportunity provided by FMC to file additional affidavits
with respect to its Seward operation
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concentrate reception for all cargo suitable for vanning for all Alaska 11
ports served all year and that the facility would provide for fast
reception and skillful modern handling methods Service rendered al
this address included receiving checking assembling loading of con
tainers and delivery to dock at no extra charge to the shipper In the
words of the carrier AAA Transfer is x acting in the
same capacity as are the container freight stations referred to in
Matson Navigation CompanysTariff 14A their FMCF No 137
Cargoes loaded into containers at the vanning station were then trans
ported to Alaska Steams facilities at pier 46 for transportation by
Alaska Steam to Alaskan ports

Containerload shipments on the other hand in practice appear
to have been received at Alaska Steamsfacilities at pier 46 and cargo
not suitable for vanning and certain other shipments were accepted
at Alaska Steams facility at pier 42 Seattle Wash Alaska Steam
gave notice that operations at pier 42 would cease as of the end of
calendar year 1967

The service offered by Alaska Steam under its newly filed ICC
tariffs is identical to this prior service with the following exceptions
Tender of less thancontainerload shipments may be made at South
west Spokane Street and Colorado Avenue Seattle Wash as well as
at the Occidental Avenue facility and Alaska Steam provides for
pickup and delivery spotting of fully loaded containers at any point
within the commercial zone of Seattle Wash

In both the previous and present tariffs shippers may obtain an
allowance amounting to 26 cents per 100 pounds if they load and
deliver the containers themselves to Alaska Steams pier 46

None of the subject rates of Alaska Steam appear to include pick
up or delivery service at shippers premises in Alaska Spotting in
Seattle is performed for Alaska Steam by AAA Transfer complete
control of which was acquired by Alaska Steam on July 201967
pursuant to ICC authorization of May 24 1967 AAA Transfer is a
duly certificated motor carrier under part II of the Interstate
Commerce Act

The only operational changes in Alaska involved herein reflect
Alaska Steams decision to serve certain ports in Alaska partially
by means of vessels of the Alaska Ferry System Alaska Ferry
rather than solely by Alaska Steamsown vessels Wrangell and Sitka
in southeastern Alaska will be served by Alaska Steam directly rim
ing certain weeks while on alternating weeks Alaska Steams con

3 There is no provision in the tariff for delivery of such shipments to shippers premises
except on some individual items and shippers must obtain their goods at the carriers
terminal
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tainerized cargo will be transferred in the manner described below
to the Alaska Ferrysvessels atIetchikan or Juneau for the remainder
of the movement Petersburg also in southeastern Alaska will be
served by Alaska Steam only by employing Alaska Ferrys vessels
for the transportation beyond the transfer point Prior to the opera
tional changes Petersburg had been served directly by Alaska Steams
vessels The port of Valdez similarly will be served only by means of
Alaska Ferrys vessels which will be loaded at the port of Cordova
Previously Alaska Steam operated in reverse order calling directly
at Valdez and transferring containers onto Alaska Ferry for carriage
to Cordova

For transferring cargo in containers from its own vessels to those
of Alaska Ferry a motor tractor must be utilized Containers which
have been transported aboard an Alaska Steam vessel are placed on
a chassis at point of interchange A tractor then drays the container
loaded chassis aboard an Alaska Ferry vessel after which the tractor
is disconnected and driven off When the Alaska Ferrys vessel calls
at the destination port a tractor is again connected and the container
and chassis are driven off the vessel

Since ICC requires that any motor carrier transporting cargo mov
ing in interstate commerce must obtain operating rights under part
II of the Interstate Commerce Act such rights are a necessary pre
requisite to the use of a motor tractor for driving container loaded
chassis on and off vessels of Alaska Ferry In southeastern Alaska
Alaska Steam itself has obtained motor carrier operating rights
Alaska Steam does not however publish a local motor carrier tariff
in Alaska nor any motor tariff independent of its through service to
and from Seattle In the CordovaValdez trade Weaver Bros an inde
pendent motor carrier which has obtained extensive operating rights
throughout Alaska and publishes local motor carrier tariffs performs
the driveon driveoff service HooversMovers will also participate in
the driveon driveoff service at Cordova

There are no roads connecting any of the ports involved in this
proceeding The entire forward movement between Seattle and ports
in Alaska is by water including the employment of the Alaska Ferry
System

Issue for Resolution

The orders of investigation in this proceeding frame the following
issue for resolution Whether or not the Commission is deprived of

4 Under sec 204a4a of the Interstate Commerce Act 49 USC 304a4a ICC may
upon certain findings exempt motor carriers whose physical operations are solely within a
single State
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jurisdiction over the rates applicable to the movements between Seattle
and the Alaskan ports involved herein by reason of 1 the truck
movement within the commercial zone of Seattle or 2 the substitu
tion of one vessel for another to effect transportation between the
involved ports with or without the participation of another carrier

Positions of the Parties
Alaska Steam

Alaska Steams main argument is that the rates which it has
attempted to cancel here and refile with ICC cover a through route
and are joint rates properly filed with ICC under section 216 part
II of the Interstate Commerce Act 49 USC316cas amended by
Public Law 87595

In support of this position the carrier maintains that the service
provided under its new rate filings is substantially different from the
service previously offered because of the pickupand delivery service
provided for full containers within the Seattle commercial area Such
service it maintains could not lawfully have been performed without
certification by ICC Alaska Steam is not certificated to perform
such movement AAA Transfer is so certificated

Alaska Steam argues that the legislative history of Public Law
87595 indicates that the rates covering the type of service here in
volved are to be filed with ICC The Alaska Statehood Act Alaska
Steam argues merely preserved FMC jurisdiction over transportation
between the lower 48 States and Alaska until Congress had time to
reconsider the matter In enacting Public Law 87595 Congress did
reconsider the matter and in reconsidering placed within ICC the
jurisdiction over movements participated in in any way by ICC
certificated carriers

Alaska Steam also specifically challenges FMCs jurisdiction over
goods transported in part by way of Alaska Ferry Alaska Steam
indicates that ICC treats Alaska Ferry as a public way and that any
carrier transporting goods over such public way must be certificated
as a motor carrier under part II of the Interstate Commerce Act In
fact Alaska Steam points out ICC required that it be certificated as
a motor carrier before it could lawfully use the ferry system

b Section 316 c as so amended provides
As used in this subsection the term common carriers by water includes water common

carriers subject to the Shipping Act 1918 as amended or the Intercoastal Shipping Act of
1933 as amendedincluding persons who bold themselves out to transport goods by water
but who do not own or operate vessels engaged in the transportation of property in inter
state Or foreign commerce between Alaska or Hawaii on the one handy and on the other
the other States of the Union and through routes and joint rates so established and all
classification regulations and practices in connection therewith shall be subject to the
provisions of this part
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Finally Alaska Steam contends that FMC lacked the authority to
attack Alaska Steams actions here under investigation by means of
suspension and that these actions should have been challenged by
way of a complaint filed with ICC

Hearing Counsel
Hearing Counsel maintain that Alaska Steams service continues

to be subject to FMC jurisdiction since the carrier is providing a
porttoport service coupled with an efficient pickupand delivery serv
ice at Seattle and is merely substituting vessels to continue its service
to certain Alaska ports

Hearing Counsel maintain that the Seattle spotting operation is
a pickupand delivery service within a geographic port area and as
such is merely an incidental service which is part of Alaska Steams
porttoport operation The only change Hearing Counsel contend
in Alaska Steams service in the Seattle area is the institution of pick
up and delivery for full containerload shipments and while this
service marks an improvement in Alaska Steams operation it is the
same type service that has always been held subject to FMC jurisdic
tion The fact that it is performed by a motor carrier subject to the
jurisdiction of ICC does not deprive FMC of jurisdiction over the
entire porttoport service Matson has utilized such motor carriers
to perform pickupand delivery service as part of a total porttoport
service which has been held subject to FMCs jurisdiction Matson
NavigationCoContainer Freight Tariffs 7 FMC 480 1963

Hearing Counsel argue that the necessity of obtaining certification
from ICC before motor carrier transportation can lawfully be per
formed does not establish that when an arrangement is entered into
with one who provides such motor transportation a joint rate or
through route within the meaning of Public Law 87595 has thus
been established nor does any conflict arise between this agency and
ICC because of the necessity for such certification Additionally Hear
ing Counsel maintain that Public Law 87595 was not designed to
cover a pickup and delivery service because tariffs providing for such
service would always have been accepted by FMC and consequently
Congress did not intend it to apply to such service

Finally Hearing Counsel argue that the limiied use of Alaska
Ferry is nothing more nor less than the substitution of one vessel
for another and that Alaska Steams operation in conjunction with
Alaska Ferry constitutes a through route with another carrier by
water and hence the rates covering this operation must be filed under
section 18a of the Act and section 2 of the 1933 Act

11 FMC
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DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Alaska Steam in addition to the affidavits and legal memorandums
provided for in the orders in this proceeding also filed petitions and
motions asking FMC to vacate the orders and to stay their effectiveness
pending vacation These petitions and motions were also argued orally
at the same time Alaska Steam delivered its oral presentation on the
merits We have considered all the contentions made by Alaska Steam
in our deliberations in this proceeding However inasmuch as the
grounds raised in support of the petitions and motions are substan
tially the same as the arguments made in the memorandums and
affidavits indeed the documents incorporate each other by reference
they are considered together herein

1 The Truck Movement Within the Seattle Commercial Zone

In SeaLand Service Inc Cancellation of FMC PorttoPort
RatesWest CoastAlaska Trade docket No 6743 11 FMC 137 we
held that a pickupanddelivery service performed by an ICCcertif
icated motor carrier was an incidental part of a porttoport service
and we retained jurisdiction over the entire porttoport movement
which includes the pickup and delivery service performed in con
nection therewith

The pickupand delivery service performed in the instant case is
the same type as the motor services performed in connection with
waterline hauls in the SeaLand and Matson cases The propositions
of law in the instant case with respect to the pickup and delivery
service are the same as those presented to us in SeaLand

We here affirm the result reached in SeaLand and we conclude for
the reasons stated therein that the entire service offered by Alaska
Steam in connection with AAA Transfer in the Seattle commercial

zone is subject to our jurisdiction as a porttoport service rates for
which must be filed with us under sections 18a of the Act and 2 of
the 1933 Act

6I Matson SeaLand and the instant case containers are transported between shipper
or consigneespremises and ocean carriers pier and the area Involved is the commercial

area of a port cityin the Sea Land case Anchorage and in the Matson case San Fran
cisco Stockton and Los Angeles In fact in the Matson case the Los Angeles and Stockton
commercial areas were like Alaska Steams Seattle pickupand delivery area the commer
cial zones prescribed by ICC and the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas were consider
ably more extensive and included far more people than the Seattle commercial area Matson
has also filed as a revision to the tariff under investigation in connection with its pickup
anddelivery service a tariff covering a similar service in the Seattle area of a geographic
scope at least as wide as the AAA Transfer operation

Alaska Steam refers to statements of former FMC Chairman Stakem and FMCs Alaska
Trade Study as supporting the view that Congress intended to place in ICC the jurisdic
tion over movements participated in in any way by ICC certificated carriers Nothing in
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Nothing herein nor anything contained in our previous decision in
SeaLand is intended to change or expand our holding in Matson
Navigation CoContainer Freight Tarifs 7 FMC 480 1963 nor is
anything herein intended to impinge upon the jurisdiction of ICC
with reference to motor carriers It is only intended to reaffirm the juris
diction of FMC over porttoport rates and not over the motor carriers
performing the pickupanddelivery services in connection therewith
Chairman Stakems statements on the effect of the joint rate bill or the Alaska Trade
Study Indicates that FMC does not have jurisdiction over a service of the type performed
by Alaska Steam Chairman Stakem merely asserted that if joint rates and through routes
within the meaning of Public Law 87595 were entered into between an FMC water carrier
and an ICC motor carrier the FMC would lose jurisdiction over the water transportation
involved In such movement While the Alaska Trade Study does Indicate that ICC re
quires certification of motor carriers performing pickupand delivery service for carriers
subject to the Shipping Act it does not indicate that when arrangements for such service
are entered into the entire porttoport service of the water carrier is removed from FMC
jurisdiction It does in fact say that pickup and delivery services In the terminal area are
not a divisible service but are part of the through movement performed by the line haul
carrier The Alaska Trade Study moreover rather than suggesting the FMC has been
stripped of jurisdiction over porttoport services suggests the desirability of securing
legislation which would exempt motor carriers performing pickupand delivery services for
FMC water carriers from ICC jurisdiction and placing such carriers under FMC jurisdic
tion Alaska Trade Study ch 1 P 7

Alaska Steam alludes to the facts that AAA Transfer makes out its own bill of lading
and provides for the safe transfer of goods within its custody As an ICC regulated carrier
it could do no less and the fact that it transports cargo moving in Interstate commerce
requires that it be certificated by ICC But this does not mean the service AAA Transfer
performs somehow removes Alaska Steams service from our jurisdiction Nor does the
asserted independence of AAA Transfer from the direction and control of Alaska Steam
dictate a contrary result The carriers performing the motor services for SeaLand were
so far as it appears Independent of their direction and control Moreover contrary to the
affidavit filed by AAA TransfersPresident the independence would appear to be largely a
fiction inasmuch as Alaska Steam on July 20 1967 acquired complete control of AAA
Transfer by purchase of all the latters outstanding capital stock pursuant to an order of
ICC entered May 24 1967

8 Counsel for Alaska Steam in oral argument appears to suggest that the failure of
Congress to exempt terminal area or incidental services performed by an ICC certificated
carrier in connection with a service regulated by FMC meant that such incidental service
when performed in connection with an FMC carrier converted the entire service into one
subject to ICC jurisdiction However decisions of both the regulatory agencies and the
courts have made clear that the question of exemption of Incidental services and the
question of jurisdiction over a complete transportation service performed in part by a
carrier not subject to the jurisdiction of the agency regulating the dominant service are
mutually exclusive When an air carrier substituted a motor haul for a portion of its air
carriage the Civil Aeronautics Board CAB in The Flying Tiger Line AirTruck Service
30 CAB 242 245 1959 held that such motor movement was air transportation within
the meaning of the Federal Aviation Act In so doing however it made clear that whether
or not the truck baul was to be considered incidental to air transportation and

exempt from economic regulation under that statute the Interstate Commerce Act is a
matter for the Interstate Commerce Commission We do not Intend that our action here
should influence what that decision should be If the Commission ICC should conclude
under the standards normally applied by It that the truck operation is not exempt the
trucker must have or obtain the required authority in order for Flying Tiger Line the air
carrier to operate in the manner it proposed

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in affirming the CABs decision
cited this language of the Board as adequately and correctly disposing of the contention
that CAB could not assert jurisdiction over the truck movement as a part of the air car

riers through transportation since the motor carrier performing it had not been exempted
by ICC City of Philadelphia v Civil Aeronautics Board 289 F 2d 770 774775 DC Cir
1961
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322 FEDERAL MARITL 1ECOMMISSION 2Alaska Steam sOperation inOonjunction With Alaska Ferry and the Effect onFMO Jwrisdiction IfAny Having determined that Alaska Steam spickup and delivery operations inSeattle innoway deprive usof jurisdiction over the rates inquestion we now reach the question of whether or not Alaska St eam sdecision toserve certain ports inAlaska bysubstituting ves sels of Alaska Ferry for itsown vessels has any effect onour jurisdic tion here The substitution of vessels of Alaska Ferry for those of Alaska Steam tofurnish aportion of the latter sservice does not remove the entire service fronl FMC jurisdiction The substitution of another means of transportation for aportion of awater carrier sroute isnoth ing new Moreover the substitution does not change the essential char acter of the transportation InOity of Phil adelphia 8upra the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit affirmed the Civil Aeronautics Board sCAB determination that the substitution of anlotor haul of about 90miles for afeeder plane service previously pro vided did not alter the fact that the entire movement was air transport subject toregulation byCAB 9We have recognized the lawfulness under section 18aof the Act and section 2of the 1933 Act of asub stitution of another carrier there motor toperform aportion of the water carrier sOakland California toAlaska service bymeans of anoverland haul between Oakland and Seattle Puget Sound Tug Barge Co vAlaska Freight Lines 7FMC 550 556 557 1963 Alaska Steam indicates that ithad agood reason for substituting the vessels of Alaska Ferry for itsown reasons of economy Veagree that these are good reasons They are not however reasons of atype toconvert what isessentially one type of movement into that of another transportation mode InFly ing Tiger Line Air Truck Service 30CAB 242 257 258 1959 the CAB decision affirmed inthe Philaclel pkia case supra CAB stated that the substitution of motor carriage for aportion of the air transportation for reasons of economy and fficiency did not convert the substituted portion into motor transporta tion Afortiori then itshould beclear that the substitution of another vessel ieavessel of Alaska Ferry for economic reasons does not remo rethe service from the jurisdiction of this agency and the filing requirements of section 18aof the Act and section 2of the 1933 Act l1oreover inasmuch asthe substituted service herein involves the participation between certain ports byanother water carrier itcon 9Although asnoted infootnote 8the motor carrier utilized bythe airline may hayl lrequired ICC certification 11FMC



ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF RATES 323 stitutes athrough route with another water carrier for which all rates fares and charges must bfiled with usunder section 18aof the Act and section 2of the 1933 Act 10Alaska Steam marshals the fact that ICC treats aferry asapublic way and any carrier including Alaska Steam utilizing Alaska Ferry must becertificated asamotor carrier under part IIof the Interstate Commerce Act assupporting itsconten tion that this agency cannot assert jurisdiction over transportation utilizing Alaska Ferry Both of these facts are irrelevant tothe question of our jurisdiction Vehave already noted that any motor carrier transporting any cargo moving ininterstate commerce must unless exempted becertificated byICe That agency moreover has indicated that carriage bywater over the route traversed byAlaska Ferry isnot within itsjurisdiction llCarriage performed byamotor carrier over awater route not within ICC sjurisdiction cannot practically speaking becalled anything other than anoperation over apublic way or marine highway insofar asICC isconcerned The Interstate Commerce Commission has itself recognized the possibility that the port toport service of the Alaska Ferry System or of applicants motor carriers using the Ferry or both may befound bythe Federal Maritime Commission which isresponsible for administering the Shipping Acts tobethose of acommon carrier sUbject tothe Shipping Act 1916 Although such afinding might result insome duplication of regulation we donot perceive any conflict arising therefrom Lindstrom E3Jtension Solltheast AlMka 98MCC647 at 653 1965 Moreover ICC itself has determined that even for itsown regulatory purposes aferry may have adual status both asaferry and asacarrier subject topart III the water carrier part of the Interstate Commerce Act Black Ball vAcme 76MCC591958 The cases advanced byAlaska Steam insupport of itscontention that transportation utilizing Alaska Ferry isnot subject toour jurisdiction 12donot involve Alaska Ferry Tothe extent they are relevant toour consideration here however they support the con clusion that Alaska Ferry isnot aferry The United case merely held that tothe extent amotor carrier wished toutilize aferry itrequired acertificate from ICC The Black Ball case moreover indicates that anoperation like that of Alaska Ferry isnot that of aferryboat A10Sec 2of the 1933 Act 46use844 provides that ifathrough route has been established all the rates fares and charges for or inconnection with transportation between points onitsthe FMe carrier sown route and points emthe route of any other carrier bywater must befiled here Emphasis supplied Asimilar proviSion iscontained insec 18aShipping Act 1916 11See Alaska Steamship 00Alaska Grandfather Application 325 ICe 196 1965 and Erickson and Wolf Alaska Grandfather Application 325 ICe 276 278 1965 12United Truck Lines vUnited States 216 F2d396 Black Ball vAcme 8upra e11 FMC



ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF RATES 325 The operation of Alaska Ferry under consideration inthis pro ceeding constitutes what isreadily seen itiscarriage bywater onregular routes with fixed schedules for all who wish toavail them selves of the service One who performs such service isobviously acarrier bywater 17The provisions of section 18aof the Act and section 2of the 1933 Act requiring the filing of all the rates fares and charges for or inconnection with transportation byawater carrier subject toonr jurisdiction between points onitsown route and points onthe route of any other carrier bywater Iifathrough route has been established require that the service of Alaska Ferry utilized byAlaska Steam for the continuous carriage from originating point ontJle line of Alaska Steam todestination onthe line of Alaska Ferry beincluded inthe tariffs filed with FMC The facts that noexpress agreement has been entered into between Alaska Steam and Alaska Ferry for the carriage of the forn ler scargo and that Alaska Steam does not control Alaska Ferry soperation are irrelevant Nor isthe fact that nojoint rates or any agreements upon rates have been entered IAlaska Steam slbmitted anewspaper Seattle Post IntelligenceI clipping dated No 3019fi7 1day after oral at gllment herein which has heen received byusasapllrt of the record inanattempt tomaintain ascomplete and fair arecord aspossible even thou hnomotion for reopening has been filed inaccordance with rule 16of our rules of pmctice and procedure and there has been noopportunity for cross examination of the matter contained therein Tothe extent the article ismaterial tothis proceeding hwever itismore dama ing than helpful toAlaska Steam sposition The article indicates that Alaska Ferry wlll commence 30hour twice weekly passenger service from Ketchikan toPlIget Sound Seattle or Bf lIingham will bethe southern terminus of the service which covers amagnificently scenic route But Alaska Go ernor Walter JHickel said yeste lay We lllisten toanrother port onPlIget Sound that wants totalk tousThe passenger operations of the Alaska Ferry are not within the scope of this investigation HowP er expansion of Alaska Ferry toinclude rej ularly scheduled passenger ser Vice hl tween the lower 48and Seattle along ascenic route makes Alaska Ferry look even less like atrne ferry than itdid before Alaska Steam argues that the fact that the Coast Guard will def igonllte the waters hetwcen KclchiJ unIInd Juget Sound aslakes baYf and sounds toallow Alaska Ff rry tooperate over those waters because the ferries are not classified asdeep sea fhips somehow deprives usof jurisdiction Coast Guard designations are irrelevant insofar asthe regulatory authority of the FMC ifconcerned The reason for this designa tion Isobdous As the neWSiJaper article itself notes This isadevice toqualify Alaska Ferry fthrf elarg cst ships the Matnnuska the Malaspina and the Taku torun with pas sengers hetwcen PlIgoet Sounrl and southeastern Alaska Emphasis supplied This may benperfectly reasonable action insofar asthe Coast Guard isconcerned but asthe Interstate Commerce Commission pointed out We think itclear that the navigational boundary line estahlished bthe Commandant of the Coast Guard with respect tothe waters involved here would not fixchange or limit the statutory jurisdiction of Federal regulator agencies EI ick8on and Wolf Ala8T aGranclfather Application 8upra at 278 Similarly the desig nation bythe State of Alaska of the ferry asthe Alaska Marine Highway and including itsregulations for itinitshighway statutes may have legitimate purposes primarily asindicated b1915010 to1915040 the neceSSllrr governmental function of raising funds for the establishment of anadequate transportation system but those purposes are unre lated tothe regulation of common carriers bywater provided for inour statutes We also note morE over that while the definition of highway inthe Alaska Statutes includes aferr sstem Alaska Statutes 1905130 ferry itself isdefined asavessel used inthe common carriage of passengers and self propelled vehicles 0Alaska Statutes 1960070 11Fl1C
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into between Alaska Ferry and Alaska Steam important Section 18a
of the Act and section 2 of the 1933 Act unlike Public Law 87595
speak not of joint rates but only of through routes 18 As our pred
ecessor has stated a through route is an arrangement express or
implied between connecting carriers for the continuous carriage of
goods from an originating point on the line of one carrier to destina
tion on the line of another Emphasis supplied In Be Inland Water
ways Corporation and Mississippi Valley Barge Line 2USMC458
462463 1940 citing lntercoastal Investigation 1935 1USSBB
400 445446 1935 The FMC predecessor went on to state

Through carriage implies a through rate This through rate is not neces
sarily a joint rate It may be merely an aggregation of separate rates fixed
independently by the several carriers forming the through rate as where the

through rate is the sum of the locals of the several connecting lines or is the
sum of lower rates otherwise separately established by them for through trans
portation 1USSBBat 446

The only motor portion of the entire movement from Seattle to
final destination in Alaska outside the pickupand delivery service
already discussed is the movement performed by certificated ICC
motor carriers in transferring the containerloaded chassis of Alaska
Steam on and off vessels of Alaska Ferry There is no motor carriage
resembling the Consolidated Freightways operation from Utah Idaho
and Montana which precipitated passage of Public Law 87595 No
line haul overland of any kind is involved There is not even a move
ment in Alaska of an extent as great as a pickupand delivery service
The incidental nature of this movement is clearly seen when it is
borne in mind that only as much land is traversed as lies between the
two vessels when positioned alongside the pier This type of service is
not a departure from the former operation of Alaska Steam in Alaska
Even prior to the filing of the tariff here under investigation the same
substituted service was performed for a part of the movement but in
reverse ie Alaska Steam called directly at Valdez and used Alaska
Ferry for substituted service to Cordova

The staff of ICC indicated that the transfer service could only be
performed by a certificated carrier and when rates are entered into

s See footnote 25 infra
w Hearing Counsel argue that the decisions of this agency indicate that the Alaska Ferry

Is a common carrier by water within the meaning of the Shipping Acts We need not resolve
this matter in this proceeding Inasmuch as section 18a of the Act and section 2 of the
1938 Act require the filing of an rates on a through route involving any carrier by
water and we have determined that Alaska Ferry is such a carrier within the meaning of
that statute and insofar as this proceeding Is concerned we need proceed no further in our
examination of Alaska Ferrys service herein

m As explained in the SeaLand case Public Law 87595 was designed to enable carriers
providing line hauls by different transportation modes to enter into joint rates and through
routes and file with a single agency a tariff covering the through movement

11 FMC



ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF RATES 327 jointly with such carrier the motor carriel srates must befiled with ICC Vedonot read the correspondence between the staff of ICC and Alaska Steam taken initstotality asindicating that any rate entered into between aline haul water carrier subject tothe Shipping Acts and anICC certificated motor carrier isajoint rate establishing athrough route within the meaning of Public Law 87595 but only rates involving at least two line hauls 21Tothe extent itcan besoread however itwould appear tobeinconsistent with the statement of the full ICC inadocketed proceeding the Lindstrom case supra indi cating that port toport operations utilizing Alaska Ferry are within FMC jurisdiction That the framers of Public Law 87595 could not have envisioned adrive ondrive off service of the type here involved asincluded within the provisions of that Act isattested tobythe fact that tariffs for aservice involving such anincidental movement have always been accepted bythis agency and itspredecessors and therefore did not present the dilemma faced byConsolidated innot being able toprovide athrough service because nosingle agency would or could accept the tariffs which itattempted tofile Itisalso buttressed bythe observa tions that the operations of Alaska Ferry did not commence until 1963 Public Law 87595 was therefore not designed toremedy any prob lems concerning operatioNs inconnection with Alaska Ferry Alaska Steam asamotor carrier exists only todrive itscontainers onand off Alaska Ferry publishing nolocal Alaskan motor rates which would merge with water carrier rates toform the joint rate contemplated inPublic Law 87595 Moreover the fact that Alaska Stea masamotor carrier Weaver Bros or any other motor carrier may beindicated asparticipating inthe movement inthe tariffs filed with ICC does not remove the through service from our jurisdiction They may participate but the participation isnot of the kind intended bythe framers of Public Law 87595 assubjecting the entire water movement toICC supervision Finally some idea of the essential nat ure of the movement may begleaned from the fact that Alaska Steam filed itsICC tariffs asifitwere acertificated wa ter carrier By itsown admission aswell asbyanofficial docketed decision of ICC 22itisnot such acarrier There 1I1 Such reading of the ICe staff correspondence issupported for example bythe corre spondence from the staff with regard toAlaska Steam sservice not under investigation herein between Alaska and Tacoma Wash involving aland haul between Seattle and Tacoma Inadvising Alaska Steam that Itwas of the opinion that rates for such seryice are within ICC jurisdiction the staff of that agency stated that The motor service between Tacoma and Seattle isline haul service The fact that motor haul isaminor segment of the total transportation toor from Alaska ports innoway removes application of section 216 cEmphasis supplied Letter toAlaska Steam from Grayson BRobinson Assist ant Director Bureau of Trafflc dated Dec 151964 22See Alaska Steamship 00Alaska Grandfather Application supra 11FMC
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fore the applicable provisions of Public Law 87595 amended sec
216c of the Interstate Commerce Act entitle only a part II motor
carrier to file jointrate tariffs with an FMC water carrier However
Alaska Steam filed tariffs designated ICC Nos 96 98 and 99 which
are part III water carrier designations Motor carrier tariffs bear an
MF No designation Only the name Alaska Steamship Co appears
on the title pages of the supposedly joint or motor carrier tariffs
Motor carriers such as AAA Transfer Weaver Bros and Hoovers
Movers are listed elsewhere as participating carriers These facts in
dicate that Alaska Steam itself visualizes the service provided as
essentially a water service and moreover essentially its own water
service

Alaska Steam alleges several factual inaccuracies in the Commis
sions orders of investigation However with one minor exception
these alleged factual inaccuracies are either semantic in nature or
disputes as to what conclusions are to be reached with respect to Alaska
Steamsservice In the former category are Alaska Steamsobjections
to the Commissionscharacterization of AAAs vanning station as a
collecting point and its motor service as drayage and a reference to
one of its vessels as a shuttle barge Such appellations have been
omitted from this report In the latter category are arguments treated
in the Discussion and Conclusions section of this report about
whether or not Alaska Steams service is really port toport and
whether or not the service it has entered into with motor carriers is

really joint The only material factual inaccuracy mentioned is that
Petersburg will not be served directly but only via Alaska Ferry Hear
ing Counsel do not dispute this fact and it has been corrected in the
factual discussion above The Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit has recently affirmed the position that an evidentiary
hearing is necessary only when material facts are in dispute The City
of Los Ange es v FMC and USA CADC 388 F2nd 582 1967
Thus there appears no need for the full hearing demanded by Alaska
Steam

3 The Procedural Arguments

Alaska Steam makes two arguments attacking the procedure through
which FMC instituted this proceeding
1 Alaska Steam maintains that FMC is by this proceeding

attacking collaterally the jurisdiction of ICC because we are chal
lenging the validity of a tariff filing with ICC and such a challenge
may only lawfully be made by the filing of a complaint with ICC
under section 216e of the Interstate Commerce Act Such a com
plaint Alaska Steam indicates has not been filed

11 FMC



ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF RATES 329 2By suspending the cancellation of tariffs FMClaska Steam maintains has unlu yfully applied itssuspension authorIty FMCcan only suspend new rates and rate schedules and Alaska Steam has filed nonew rates but merely cancelled old ones l1oreover Alaska Steam contends toprevent the cancellation of rates istorequire the carrier tocontinue service which FIChas noauthority todoInresponse tolash aSteam sfirst contention we need only say that the failure tofile atariff subject toFCjurisdiction with FJ1Cisaviolation of our statutes not those of ICC IfFMC isof the opiliion asitwas that anaction byone itregulates isof doubtful legality itisunder aduty toexamine the matter and inaproper case investigate and suspend Todoless or other than this would beabreach of our statutory mandate IfAlaska Steam had aquestion astoyhether or not itsservice yas subject toFMC jurisdiction itcould haveobtained ole allS Ver without resorting toprocedures under the Interstate Commerce Act 23Itmight also beobserved that the section inthe Interstate Commerce Act providing for the filing of acomplaint lyabody politic sec 216 euses the word may which indicates that the filing of such complaint isnot mandatory and section 216 jindicates that Nothing inthis section shaJl beheld toextinguish any remedy or ripht of action not inconsistent herewith Certainly aproceeding before aregulatory agency which has reason tobelieve itsstatutes may beviolated and the filing of apetition for declaratory order with anagency that has for many years asserte djurisdiotion over acertain type of transportation are appropriate alternative remedies tothe filing of acomplaint under aprovision providing only for apermissive filing As tothe second argument attacking 011 1procedure laska Steam ishworrect that only new rates may besl1 penc1ed Section 2of the 1qAct provides that nwpract ice smay also besuspended The attempt oremove aservice of atype long held snbject toFfsjurisdiction iscertainly anew practice wit hin the meaning of this section Further 11ore the c1lTyinp onof snch seryice without aproperly filrd tariff ithFMCisanapparent violat ion of that section yhich FMCisCmoyerecl tosuspencL24 The FICisnot cont rary toAlaska Steam sflserti nfOl eiilg ittocontinue itsservice Ilere the service nnc1el inestlQ ntion ibeing performed under tariffs filed with ICC and isprC isely the type of service that FICflnd itspredecessors have nlwn s1elcl subject totheir jurisdiction 23Itcould for example havepetitioned Fl fCfor adeclaratory order pmsllllnt to11hof FfCsrlllf fcof practice and procedure 24See footnote 1supra 11FIC



330 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION The cases cited byAlaska Steam insupport of itsposition are inapposite Lucking vDetroit Na v00265 US346 1924 and lJfcGO J1niok SSGo vUnited States 16FSupp 451936 donot involve any question of suspension power and merely stand for the position that awater carrier cannot becompelled toprovide acertain service Inboth of these cases the carrier had clearly ceased toprovide aservice for which rates would have been required tobefiled with the regulatory agency byceasing toprovide service tocertain portS 25Alaska Steamship Oompany vFederal Ma ritime Oommission 362 F2d406 1965 merely held that we had noauthority tosuspend rates which had already gone into effect That case involved new rates rather than anew practice and concerned suspension action which the court determined took place after the effective date of the new rates Here the proposed triffs have been suspended well inadvance of their effec tivedates Alaska Steam isof course free tocancel itsservice at any time upon proper notice but until itdoes soitmust have lawfully filed tariffs covering such service 26The suspended tariff publications under consIderatIOn herein ifallowed tobecome effective would result inthe carrying onbyAlaska Steam of aservice subject toour jurisdiction without having the tariffs onfil asrequired bysection 18aof the Act and section 2of the 1933 Act The petitions and nlotions tovacate and stay Our orders herein are uenied and anappropriate order will beentered requiring the cancel lation of the suspended tariffs herein found tobeunlawfuL By the Commission Signed THOMAS LISI Secretary 25McOormick S800vUnited States while not supporting Alaska Steam sposition dOt scite the provision of sec 2of the 1933 Act reqUiring the filing of all rates fares and Charges onathrough route when one has been established with any other carrier bywater and interprets itasreferring toany arrangement for continuous carriage whether byjoint rates or otherwIse The carrier had discontinued athrough service provided bymeans ot joint rates with barge operators The court observed This through service cannot becontinued unless there are filed with the Shipping Board Bureau of the Department of Commerce the schedules of rates not only ifjoint but also the ship and the barge rates ifthe car iage toSan Francisco and the oncarriage toBerkeley and Emeryville are byseparate rates the continuance of either form of through service without such filings isprohibited bythe statute Such aconstruction supports our determination that the arrangement whereby Alaska Ferry transports Alaska Steam scontainers isathrough route with another carrier bywater within the meanjn of our statutes 26GenerallYI speaking achange inschedules inthe domestic oll shore trade ma yonly bemade upon 30days notice See Of der That AHBull 8S00Show Oause 7FMC 133 1965 and cases there cited 11FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DOCKET No 6752ALASKA STEAMSHIP COCANCELLATION OF FCPORT TOPORT RATES WEST COAST ALASKA TRADE ORDER This proceeding having been instituted bythe Federal Maritime Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter and having this day made and entered of record areport containing itsfindings and conclusions thereon which report ishereby referred toand made apart hereof Therefore itisordered That pursuant tothe Commission sauthor ityunder section 18aof the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 respondent Alaska Steamship Co shall within 30days of the date of service of this order cancel 7th Revised Page No 1toFMC FNo 127 Supplement 3toFMC FNo 114 and Supplement Nos 2and 3toFMC FNo 144 Itisfurther ordered That Alaska Steamship Co shall continue topomply with the tariff filing requirements of section 18aof the Shipping Act 19i6 and section 2of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 with respect tothe service which was found inthe report herein obesubject tothe jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime Commission By the Commission 1114MCSigned THOMAS LISI Secretary 331



11FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DocseT No 6718INTER AxmcAw FlmmIrr CONFERENCE AoEEExarrs Nos 9648 AND 9649 AND OTu mRErATED AOREEMENTs Decided February 151968 The Inter American Freight Conference Agreement asamended No 9648 Aapproved under section 15Shipping Act 1916 such approval being limited induration toaperiod of 18months Donald Macleay and Harold ASakayan for Delta Steamship Lines Inc Frank JMcConnell and Benjamin Haller for Companhia deNave gacao Loide Brazileiro Companhia deNavegacao Maritima Netumar and Navegacao Mercantile SABGAndrews and Frederick PKopp for Georgia Steamship Corporation IraLEwers JREwers WBEwers and James FDwyer for Moore McCormack Lines Inc Seymour HKligler for Empress Lineas Maritimas Argentinas Harold EMesirow for Booth Steamship Company Ltd and Lamport Holt Line Ltd Elmer CMaddy Baldwin Einarson Thomas KRoche and San ford CMiller for Brazil United States Canada Freight Conference and itsmember lines Thomas FKimball Gilbert CWheat and RFrederic Fisher for Westfal Larsen and Company Donald JMulvihill and Walter JKenney for National Coffee Association Elroy HWolff and Peter SCraig for the Department of Transportation Donald JBrunner Paul JFitzpatrick Arthur APark Jr and Frank LBartak asHearing Counsel 332 11FUC



INTER AMERICAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 333 REPORT BYTHE COMMISSION John Harllee Chairman George HHearn Vice Chairman Ashton CBarrett James VDay James FFan seen Commissioners By aninitial decision served December 121967 Examiner Paul DPage Jr approved Agreement No 9648 Aestablishing the Inter American Freight Conference tocover transportation of cargo between USAtlantic and Gulf and ports inBrazil Uruguay Argen tina and Paraguay Hearing Counsel and the Department of Transportation took excep tion tothe initial decision and replies thereto were filed These plead ings made itappear that the area of disagreement between the parties could beconsiderably narrowed ifthey were given the opportunity tonegotiate astipulation and clarification of issues Accordingly onJanuary 171968 we directed the parties toindicate byappropriate motion or stipulation those issues astowhich there remained aninsoluble difference between the parties They were further directed tostate whether anevidentiary hearing was desired and ifsotofur ther state those matters of disputed fact upon which they desired toadduce evidence and the relevance of those facts tothe issues remaining inthe proceeding Responses tothat order have been received and the case isnow before usfor decision The issues remaining for decision and our disposition of them are best understood inthe light of certain background events which cul minated inthe agreement presently before usfor approval The Inter American Freight Conference can besaid tohave had itsinception inResolution No 2995 issued bythe Brazilian Merchant Marine Commission onMay 301967 This resolution abroad pro nouncement of Brazilian maritime policy developed what has come tobeknown inthis proceeding asthe concept of Pan Americanism This concept seeks toestablish the right of those lines flying the flag of the country of origin or the country of destination toequality of participation inthe various Brazilian trades The resolution would reserve tosocalled third flag carriers those flying any flag other than heimporting or exporting country apereentual participation toeagreed upon The resolution further called upon Brazilian flag 1Intheir responses toour order only two parties requested oral argument Inview of erestricted character of the issues remaining before usand of the completeness and oroughness of the pleadings filed herein we see noneed for oral argument and we will Aput the parties involved tothe additional time and expense of holding itsThis background material was largely taken from the exceptions of DOT the factual curacy of which was not challenged byany party The various resolutions decrees and currents referred towere filed asattachments toDOT sexceptions and again nochallenge asmade totheir authenticity or the accuracy of the translations 11FMC
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shipowners to convene the other lines in the trade to work out agree
ments in furtherance of the policy thus announced

Shortly thereafter a series of meetings were held among the lines
operating between Brazil and the United States and Canada to arrive
at an agreement for the pooling of coffee carryings Agreement failed
over a dispute as to the percentage to be allocated to the third flag lines
The national flag lines then resigned from the then existing confer
ences and undertook to establish a new conference About this same

time the President of Brazil issued Decree No 60994 which provided
that all acts of the Brazilian Executive Power eg the decrees and
resolutions later discussed having the purpose to protect and regu
late the maritime transportation of goods would apply only to those
conferences or agreements to which a Brazilian flag line was a member
or a signatory

Thus under later decrees and resolutions of the Brazilian Govern
ment any conference formed which did not have a Brazilian flag line
as a member or any pooling agreement which did not have a Brazilian
line as a signatory would be neither recognized nor sanctioned by the
Government of Brazil

Subsequently the proposed Inter American Freight Conference
Agreement No 9648 a set of socalled Pooling Guidelines No
9649 and three pooling agreements covering coffee to US Atlantic
ports 9649A coffee to US Gulf ports 9649B and cocoa to US
Atlantic ports 9649C were filed with us A petition for interim
approval was denied by us on August 26 1967 and we issued our order
instituting this proceeding on August 31 1967 A complaint against
the signatories of Agreements 9648 and 9649 filedby the third flag lines
not parties to the agreements was consolidated with this proceeding

The third flag lines also filed suit in the US District Court for the
Southern District of New York against the signatories of No 9648
alleging violations of the antitrust laws There ensued a series of meet
ings between the third flag lines and the Brazilian authorities the
end result of which was not necessarily in this order 1 the with
drawal of Agreement 9649 and the related agreements 2 the dis
missal of the complaint in docket No 6747 and the substitution of an

That order among other things set the proceeding down for bearing One of the
alleged errors of the Examiner was the failure to hold a bearing which It 1s urged violated
our order of investigation The order of course intended that such a hearing be held
only if it was necessary The Examiner concluded It was not and as we shall discuss later
we agree

4 The third flag lines bad since August 10 1967 been unable to carry any cargo from
Brazil to this country because of a decree issued by the Brazilian Maritime Commission
No 3023 which restricted the carriage of Brazilian exports destined to the United States
to signatories of Agreement 9648 The complaint of the third flag lines was assigned
docket No 6747

11 FMC



INTER AMERICAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 335 amended conference agreement which the Examiner designated No 9648 Aand which the third flag lines all had signed sAt the same time negotiations toestablish pools governing the carriage of cargo inthe trade continued On November 1019675 the Brazilian Merchant Marine Commission issued Resolution No 3131 which inter alia establishes the minimum carryings bynational flag lines at 65percent tobedivided equally and fixes the maximum participation of the third flag lines at 35per cent Under the resolution the failure of the lines toenter into agree ments effectuating this policy will result incontrol of shipments bythe Brazilian Merchant Marine Commission which then byunilateral allocation of the cargoes seeks toinsure the minimum participation bythe national lines Basically Agreement 9648 Adivides the trade into three sections aFrom USAtlantic and Gulf ports toports inBrazil Uruguay Argentina and Paraguay with headquarters inNew York City bfrom ports of Paraguay Argentina and Uruguay toUSAtlantic and Gulf ports with headquarters inBuenos Aires and cfrom Brazilian ports toUSAtlantic and gulf ports with headquarters inRio deJaneiro Each section will file separate tariffs AnExecutive Administrator istobeappointed for each section with managerial and ministerial duties and responsibilities The agreement authorizes hefixing of rates establishes procedures for the conduct of meetings rovides for the admission of new members and creates the machinery or self policing Itspecifies anadmission fee provides for loss of voting rights upon cessation of service and allows withdrawal without enalty Penalties are provided for violation of the agreement With ertain exceptions discussed below the agreement istypical of the asic conference agreements now onfile with and approved byusDISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS The responses toour order for stipulation and clarification of the sues inthis proceeding leave only three major areas of dispute 1the embodiment inthe agreement of the concept of Pan Ameri inism 2the need toamend the agreement soastogrant each lember the right toact independently of the conference upon 48hours dvance notice and 3the need for anevidentiary hearing prior topproval of the agreement 6It would also appear that the third flag lines agreed toseek dismissal of their court ction The Examiner granted the motion of complainants todismiss docket No 6747ndnoappeal from the Examiner sruling under Rule 10mof our Rules of Practice and rocedure has been filed 11FMC355 301 06923
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Pan Americanism

Article 1 Preamble b provides
All parties to this Agreement recognize that the PanAmerican Nations and

the Lines of the Pan American nations associated in this conference have a
paramount interest in the development of the foreign commerce of their re

spective countries and intend to develop their respective merchant marines and
services to carry a substantial portion of the foreign commerce of the countries
served

This preamble is objectionable to Hearing Counsel and DOT at least
so long as Articles 23 and 24 remain in the agreementa These provide

ARTICLE 28

Signatories to this agreement acknowledge by affixing their signatures hereto
their voluntary acceptance of all principles terms and conditions of this Con
ference and understand and agree that membership in this Conference requires
that all lines charge assess and maintain Conference tariff rates in all sections

in which they operate otherwise failure in the part of a member to charge
assess and maintain Conference tariff rates rules and regulations shall sub
ject them to expulsion in accordance with Article 13

ARTICLE 24

All parties hereto recognize the authority and regulating powers of the
government authorities of the various countries served and will abide by the
laws statutes regulations and rules of these countries including registration
with government authorities where required

Ill seeking the deletion of Articles 23 and 24 Hearing Counsel ex
press concern that these articles when tied to Article 1 Preamble b
would provide an unacceptable precedent for our approval He points
out that we have never approved such a concept and to do so would
constitute a dangerous guideline for future agreements Hearing Coun
sel pose three questions as to the effect of the agreement should Articles
23 and 24 remain

In reality DOT supports Hearing Counsels proposal for conditional approval dis
cussed infra only if all of Hearing Counsels modifications to the agreement are adopted
DOT raises only two specific issues in its response to our order 1 whether we may
determine the legality of 9648A by examining only the agreement itself or whether we
must consider also the facts and circumstances surrounding the agreement including
certain decrees and resolutions of the government of Brazil and 2 whether the

agreement violates section 15 because its interaction with those decrees and resolutions
precludes all outeide competition and prevents free conference exit and entry In a
similar vein Delta Steamship Lines although it remains a signatory to 9648A and
advocates in principle at least the need for a conference in the trade nevertheless supports
the proposal of Hearing Counsel Thus these parties object to the specific provisions of
the agreement largely through their support of Hearing Counsel For the sake of brevity
we shall except where necessary for clarity refer to the objections as being only those
of Hearing Counsel

Hearing Counsel originally sought the deletion of Preamble b but would settle for
the removal of Articles 23 and 24
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1 Would any member line be relinquishing its right to future
negotiations to any terns and conditions of the agreement

2 Would any member line be relinquishing its right to appeal
any condition that might develop in the future on some action
not considered when the agreement was executed

3 Would any member be relinquishing its right to appeal any
quota or condition set up by any pooling agreement

First our approval of the agreement with or without the preamble
or Articles 23 and 24 is not intended as an expression of opinion on the
concept of PanAmericanism The preamble is at most a neutral
provision It grants no authority denies no rights and imposes no
substantive duties It merely calls upon the members primarily it
would appear those flying third flags to recognize what could well
be termed a fact of life The Government of Brazil has made abun
dantly clear by the decrees and resolutions already referred to its
intention to develop is foreign commerce and a merchant marine
capable of carrying a substantial portion of it and certainly the
United States has unequivocally stated as its policy that

It is necessary for the national defense and development of its foreign and
domestic commerce that the United States shall have a merchant marine a
sufficient to carry its domestic waterborne commerce and a substantial portion
of the waterborne export and import foreign commerce of the United States
and to provide shipping service on all routes essential for maintaining the
flow of such domestic and foreign waterborne commerce at all times It is

hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to foster the development
and encourage the maintenance of such a merchant marine Section 104
Merchant Marine Act 1936

Little difference can be found in the policies of the two countries
Hearing Counsel would differentiate between Preamble b and sec
tion 101 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 by pointing out that
section 101 a is a statement of governmental policy and not an
agreement between carriers b has not been implemented by any dis
criminatory decrees or resolutions and c is implemented by a
construction and operating differential subsidy rather than through
depriving competitors of cargo We think it clear that Hearing
Counselsconcern here is not with this agreement but with the actions
of Brazil As we shall discuss in detail later the manner in which
each country seeks to effectuate its policy may well be another matter
and one which in our view is not properly in issue here We are not
cited to nor can we find anything in section 15 or any other provision
of the Shipping Act which would render unlawful an agreement be
tween carriers operating between two countries to recognize the

1 publicly announced policies of those countries Certainly the dele
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tion of the preamble or Articles 23 and 24 would not of itself alter or
change the policies of the countries involved

Secondly we do not share Hearing Counsels fears about Articles
23 and 24 We answer Hearing Counsels queries concerning them in
the negative Article 23 pledges the signatories voluntary acceptance
of the principles terms and conditions of the Conference while
Article 24 embodies the signatories recognition of the authority and
regulating powers of the government authorities of the various coun
tries served and requires the parties to abide by the laws statutes
regulations and rules of those countries

Under Article 23 Hearing Counsel are obviously concerned with
the voluntary acceptance of the principle of Pan Americanism We
have just indicated our view on the impact of the preamble which
injects Pan Americanism into the agreement

We do not read Article 23 as altering the provisions of Preamble
b which merely calls for recognition of the interests of the Pan
American nations and their national flag lines Article 23 as we con
strue and would approve it does not bind the members to any positive
action in futherance of Pan Americanism It may be the duty of the
national flag lines to foster this principle or concept but that duty
does not arise from the provisions of Agreement 9648A

As for Article 24 we do not construe a naked agreement to abide by
the laws of a country as any form of waiver of the right of a party
to appeal or petition for redress Such a construction would violate
some very fundamental principles of notice justice and fair play
adhered to by all of the countries within the trades covered by the
agreement Should any such construction be attempted this Commis
sion has the continuing power under section 15 to alter or modify the
agreement and would of course exercise it We will not require the
deletion of Articles 23 and 24 as a condition of our approval

The Right of Independent Action

Article 5 of the Agreement now provides
Each section shall issue separate freight tariffs establishing and maintaining

fair and reasonable rates which shall be fixed where conditions permit equally
on the same commodities

Hearing Counsel would amend the article by adding the following
The parties hereto agree however that each party has the right to alter for

itself any rates charges classification or related tariff matter previously agreed
upon or theretofore in force which would result in a decreased cost to a shipper

upon first giving the other parties at least fortyeight hours advance notice
thereof Any such altered rate charge classification or related tariff matter
resulting in a decreased coat to a shipper shall not become effective prior to
publication and Sling with the Federal Maritime Commission
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Hearing Counselspurpose in urging the inclusion of an independent
action clause is to preserve a degree of competition within the con
ference where by virtue of Brazilian decrees competition outside the
conference is absolutely foreclosed The opponents of the clause
all the parties to the agreement except Delta urge that the inclusion
of such a right of independent action would render the Conference a
nullity Hearing Counsel counter this argument by pointing to 19
other agreements which contain similar clauses Hearing Counsel point
out that out of these agreements there has been in the last two years
only one instance by one line of an exercise of the right of independent
action

Section 15 provides only that
No agreement shall be approved 1 between carriers not mem

bers of the same conference or conferences of carriers serving different trades
that would otherwise be naturally competitive unless in the case of agreements

between carriers each carrier or in the case of agreements between conferences
each conference retains the right of independent action

Here it is clear that Hearing Counselsbasic reason for urging the
independent action clause concerns not this agreement itself but rather
the decrees and resolutions of the Brazilian Government particularly
No 3023 which reserves Brazilian exports to members of the Con
ference thereby eliminating outside competition Thus it is the decree
and not the agreement before us that brings about the condition
deplored by Hearing Counsel But just as Hearing Counsel urge that
inclusion of their independent action clause would not create a novel
situation neither would the omission of such clause be a novelty in
this trade

On October 13 1960 the Brazilian GovernmentsSuperintendent of
money and credit issued a decree known as SUMOC 202 which pro
vided in pertinent part

1 Brazilian export products with destination United States of America or
Canada will be transported exclusively by shipping companies which are members
of the BrazilUnited States Freight Conference

2 In the case of products which transportation is regulated by specific accords
or agreements between member lines of the conference signed under the auspices
of the above conference and not rejected by the Brazilian authorities loading

of these products will be effected exclusively on vessels of those shipping com
panies that are signatories to said agreements

Thus as early as 1960 competition outside the Conference in the
Brazilian trade has been precluded by governmental decree We are
aware of no carrier which applied for entry into the Conference and

8 See Nopai v Moore McCormack Lines Inc 8FMC213 1964
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340 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION was denied nor are we aware of any shipper complaints of lack of service 9Inclusion of anindependent action clause will not of course create any outside competition As for competition within the Conference Agreement 9648 Aprovides for asmuch asmost other conference agreements The agreement itself still allows for service competition within the Conference for the agreement imposes noquotas and allocates nocargo Should the agreement at some future time because of itsinteraction with the Brazilian Resolutions 3023 and 3131 or because of other agreements filed with usbecome the vehicle for dis tributing specific shares of the total Brazil United States shipping trade among the members of the Inter American Freight Conference that will bethe time toreexamine our approval inthe light of any such developments Itissufficient here topoint out that noattempt at such autilization of the conference isprovided for inthe agree ment and thus isnot before usnow When the air iscleared of these eventualities there remains only Agreement 9648 Awhich isaswe have already pointed out of akind we have readily approved inthe past and we see noreason for withholding our approval here The Need for anEvidentiary Hearing Hearing Counsel DOT and Delta all urge that anevidentiary hearing isrequired either before approval or after conditional approval of Agreement 9648A The suggested compromise tooutright approval under section 15urged only onthe condition that we approve the agreement asHearing Counsel would modify itfurther urges that we have anevidentiary hearing after conditional approval loThe areas into which Hearing Counsel DOT and Delta would have anevidentiary hearing toprobe are 1The existence of malpractices inthe trade covered bythe agreement 2The effects of the various decrees and resolutions of the Brazilian Government upon the agreement and 3Whether the agreement represents the full and complete agreement of the parties 9This sets aside of course the situation dealt with inthe Nopal case Supra zoInapproving any agreement under section 15we must find that the agreement isnot unjustly discriminatory or unfair asbetween carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters of the United States and their foreign competitors that itisnot detrimental tothe commerce of the United States or contrary tothe public interest and that itisnot otherwise inviolation of the Shipping Act Either anevidentiary hearing isnecessary tomake these findings or itisnot needed at all The suggested com promise would appear tourge ustogrant our approval tothe agreement and then have ahearing todetermine whether our approval was proper 11FMC
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While it is clear that the parties desire to adduce evidence on these
issues it is less than clear what the parties consider the relevancy and
materiality of this evidence to the only issue before us in this proceed
ingthe approval of Agreement 9648A

Whether or not actual malpractices in the trade can be proved in a
hearing the short summary of background to this agreement already
given clearly indicates the need for the restoration of some form of
order and stability in the trade Indeed Hearing Counsel in suggest
ing the compromise of a conditional approval urge that immediate
approval may bring stability to a trade beset by controversy

Running throughout the arguments of Hearing Counsel DOT
and Delta has been the consistent assertion that we may not approve
Agreement 9648 without considering its interaction with the various
decrees and resolutions of the Brazilian Governments and any pro
posed pooling agreements which would further effectuate those de
crees and resolutions It is of course impossible to deny the existence
of the decrees and resolutions and in granting our approval here we
have carefully considered the consequences of that approval in the
light of them This is quite different from accepting the assertion that
the very existence of these decrees and resolutions preclude any ap
proval under section 15 Resolution No 3131 quite clearly provides that
absent a conference agreement the Government of Brazil may and
undoubtedly would unilaterally allocate the shipments in the trade
to assure at least the minimum participation of the national flag lines
Our approval of the agreement here in no way affects the power of the
Government of Brazil to do this To withhold our approval under such
circumstances would be to ignore the realities of the present posture of
the trade And again we would point out that the agreement we are
here approving of itself does not acomplish the deplored restrictions
on competition and allegedly discriminatory allocations

In a similar approach DOT would have the Conference come for
ward with evidence as to whether there are in fact any malpractices
in the trade To DOT this is necessary to show the agreement is neces
sary to eliminate or remedy conditions which preclude or hinder the
achievement of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act citing
our decision in the Mediterranean Pools Investigation 9 FMC 264
290 1966 It is apparently DOTs position that absent any showing
of actual malpractices there would be no justification for approval of
the agreement and therefore to approve it would be contrary to the
public interest

We are faced here with balancing the public interest in the fostering
of free and open competition in furtherance of the antitrust policies
with the interest of the public in stability and predictability of rates
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and the orderly conduct of our foreign commerce Whatever may be
necessary to justify approval of a pooling or other agreement we
think that the need for a conference in this trade is beyond dispute
Indeed nobody seriously disputes that need In this instance competi
tion be it within or without the Conference must give way to the res
toration of order and stability There is no necessity for an evidentiary
hearing to establish the need for a conference in this trade and we
will not order one DOT urges that an evidentiary hearing is necessary
to determine the relationships between the unfiled October 28 agree
ments and the conference agreement The agreements referred
to are attached as an exhibit to the exceptions filed by DOT They con
sist of two pools to govern the carriage of green coffee in the trade and
a number of individual agreements whereby each of the third flag lines
agree to seek dismissal of their complaints here and in court Evidence
is needed here we are told to determine whether we have before us in
the conference agreement a true and complete memorandum of the
agreement among the parties The flaw in this argument is obvious
but quite difficult to state

DOT does not assert that the Conference agreement is not a selfcon
tained document Agreement 9648A has all the provisions required
by the Shipping Act and all the provisions generally considered ad
visable to establish a workable conference To hold that the existence

of other agreements already filed or to be filed renders the Conference
agreement less than complete implies at least that once having entered
into one agreement the parties thereto may never have another without
placing themselves in violation of section 15 for having on file some
thing less than a true and complete memorandum of their agreement
or that different matters may not be made the subject of separate agree
ments Agreement 9648A is so far as we are aware the true and com
plete agreement insofar as the establishment of a conference is con
cerned As we have already indicated if and when other agreements
are filed we shall take whatever action then becomes necessary

In short even assuming that no malpractices may be proved and
recognizing the existence of the various decrees and resolutions and in
admitting the possibility of further agreements in effectuation of Pan
Americanism we do not agree that an evidentiary hearing would pro
duce anything relevant or material to our decision here

Finally and at the risk of stating the obvious we would make clear
that by approving Agreement 9648 we are not in any respect re
linquishing our regulatory control over the trade nor do we intend t
relax our surveillance of future events occuring therein Accordingly
and for these reasons set forth herein we find and conclude that Agree
ment 9648A as set forth in the Appendix hereto meets the standards
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of section 15 and should be approved However because this trade is
one in which relatively short periods of time can produce significant
changes in circumstances we will limit the approval we are granting
here to a duration of 18 months from the date of service of this order

The purpose of this limitation is twofold in addition to granting the
parties an opportunity to restore order to the trade it allows them to
demonstrate that the conference once established will operate to the
benefit of the shipping public If the parties request continuation of
the agreement beyond this period we will at an appropriate time take
whatever action is necessary An appropriate order will be issued

SEAL Signed THOMAS LIsI
Secretary

APPENDIX

INTER AMERICAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE AGREEMENT

ARTICLE 1

Preamble a

In consideration of the benefits advantages and privileges to be severally and
collectively derived from this Agreement the parties hereto common carriers
by water will cooperate in the promotion and development of the foreign com
merce of the United States of America Brazil Argentina Uruguay and Para

guay through establishment of regular dependable ocean transportation

Preamble b

All parties to this Agreement recognize that the PanAmerican Nations and
the Lines of the Pan American Nations associated in this Conference have a

paramount interest in the development of the foregin commerce of their respec
tive countries and intend to develop their respective merchant marines and serv
ices to carry a substantial portion of the foreign commerce of the countries
served

ARTICLE 2

Scope

This Agreement will govern the transportation of cargo between the Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico ports of the United States of Anaemia and the ports of
Brazil Uruguay Argentina and Paraguay

ARTICLE 3

Division of Conference

To accomplish the aims and purposees of the Agreement the parties hereto
associate themselves in an Agreement to be known as the Inter American Freight
Conference which shall be divided into three 3 sections
AUS Atlantic and Gulf Brazil Uruguay Argentina Paraguay Section

B Paraguay Argentina Uruguay US Atlantic and Gulf Section
C Brazil US Atlantic and Gulf Section
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ARTICLE 4

Definition of Sections

Under the terms of this Agreement the following defines the Sections
established

Section AFrom US Atlantic and Gulf ports to ports in Brazil Uruguay
Argentina and Paraguay with headquarters in New York City

Section BFrom ports of Paraguay Argentina and Uruguay to US
Atlantic and Gulf ports with headquarters in Buenos Aires

Section CFrom Brazilian ports to US Atlantic and Gulf ports with
headquarters in Rio de Janeiro

Any member line of this Conference Agreement must be a member of the above
Sections of the Conference in which it operates

ARTICLE 5

Separate Tariffs for Each Section
Each Section shall issue separate freight tariffs establishing and maintaining

fair and reasonable rates which shall be fixed where conditions permit equally
on the same commodities

ARTICLE ea

Board of Directors

A Board of Directors shall be elected by two thirds of the active member lines
in each Section of the Conference to govern direct and manage each Section
through an Executive Administrator appointed by the parties of each Section
The Executive Administrator shall not be financially interested in or employed
by or in any way connected with any member line or agent or any representative
thereof The Executive Administrator will be subordinate to the Board of Direc
tors of each Section and have duties and responsibilities as outlined in this
Agreement

The Board of Directors shall be composed of five members of which at least
three must be representatives of Pan American Lines who are members of each
Section of this Conference

The Board of Directors shall elect a Chairman and ViceChairman from its
members in each Section to serve for a period of one year

The Board of Directors of each Section shall meet as circumstances and condi

tions warrant but at least once a month
The Board of Directors of each Section shall have authority to increase the

number of Directors as circumstances warrant

ARTICLE eb

Headquarters of the Conference Sections
The office of the Executive Administrator of Section A shall be in New York
The office of the Executive Administrator of Section B shall be in Buenos

Aires

The office of the Executive Administrator of Section 0 shall be in Rio de

Janeiro

ARTICLE 6c

Responsibilities of the Executive Administrator
The Executive Administrator will act in accordance with instructions of the

Board of Directors and Conference members of his respective Section his
responsibilities and duties shall include but not be limited to the following
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1 The Executive Administrator shall act at all times in the best interest

of all lines in conformity with the principles of the Conference Agreement
2 Administer manage and supervise all Conference matters and activi

ties in his Section by direction
3 Act as reporting and filing agent with respective government author

ities wherever required
4 Handle shipper and other complaints and report when required to

proper government authorities

5 Act as liaison in all matters involving malpractices with the Screen
ing Committee and Neutral Body
6 Represent his respective Section of the Conference when authorized

in all matters as directed

7 Attend and act aS Secretary at all Board of Directors and Principals
meetings

8 Prepare and submit for the approval of the Board of Directors an
annual budget and a quarterly financial statement

9 Conduct and preside at all Conference meetings of his Section except
Principals meetings

10 Supervise and maintain current status of Conference tariffs of his
respective Section

11 The Executive Administrator shall be assigned other responsibilities
and duties as directed by the Board of Directors and members of each re
spective Conference Section as circumstances or conditions warrant

ARTICLE 6
Priniepals Meetings

Principals shall meet as circumstances and conditions warrant and shall elect
one of their members to be chairman of their meetings Principals are authorized
to discuss and agree upon any matters within the scope of this Agreement

ARTICLE 7

Establishment of Rates

Subject to applicable provisions of law of the countries served each Section
of the Conference is authorized to

1 Agree upon and establish rates and charges for the carriage of cargo
Rates and contract conditions established shall be made a part of the Sec
tion of the Conference records and filed with the respective Government
authorities wherever required provided that any contractnon contract
rate systems as may be adopted by the Section are subject to prior approval
by the Government Agencies with jurisdiction and shall be made part of
the respective tariffs

2 Declare rates for specified commodities to be open with or without
agreed minimums and thereafter declare the rates for such commodities
to be closed

3 Agree upon and establish tariffs tariff amendments and supplements
4 Make rules and regulations for the handling and carriage of cargo
5 Provide for use of contractnon contract rate systems
6 Agree on amounts of brokerage and conditions for payment of broker

age as permitted by applicable law and in accordance with applicable tariff
provisions

7 Keep such records and statistics as may be required by the parties or
deemed helpful to their interests
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ARTICLE 8

Discounts Refunds Absorptions

There shall be no discount payment or return of any description directly or
indirectly to any shipper contractor consignee receiver of cargo or any other
person or company except brokerage or commission to duly authorized agents
or representatives of member lines by any of the parties hereto their agents
associates subsidiary or parent companies There shall be no payment refund
or absorption at loading or discharging ports of rail or coastal steamer freight
lighterage trucking or other charges directly or indirectly by any of the parties
hereto except as may otherwise be agreed and shown in the respective Section
tariff

ARTICLE 9a

Voting

The member lines of any Section shall consider and pass upon any matter or
thing within the scope of this Agreement at any meeting of a 9eotion provided
that notice in writing descriptive of the matter to be considered has been given

each party thereto by the respective Executive Administrator not later than
4 PM of the third working day prior to the date of meeting however if all
Section members are in unanimous agreement a meeting may be scheduled and

held with less than three working days notice A meeting shall be called by the
Executive Administrator at the request of any member line If all of the parties

thereto are present at any meeting and all agree to waive the notice action
may be taken on any matter within the scope of this Agreement without prior
notice thereof Any matter or thing properly brought before the meeting and
agreed to by twothirds 23 of the parties of the Section involved unless other
wise provided in this Agreement shall hereby become an agreement binding
upon all the parties of that Section with the same force and effect as if ex
pressly made pert of this Agreement however in no case shall the number of
votes be less than onehalf of the number of active Section members entitled

to vote A quorum in any Section of the Conference shall consist of twothirds
of the active members present and with voting rights

ARTICLE 9b

Telephone Voting

In addition to taking action at meetings action may be taken by telephone
poll of the members conducted by the Executive Administrator Any action
voted on by telephone poll shall require in order to be adopted the unanimous
affirmative vote of those members entitled to vote under the provisions of this
article and if so adopted shall be binding on all members The results of each

telephone poll will be made known to all members Any matter failing to re
ceive unanimous affirmative vote by telephone poll shall Abe referred to the
members at the next meeting for further consideration

ARTICLE 10

Sailing Requirements

Failure to have a sailing to the territory within applicable sections of this
Agreement for the period of ninety 90 days shall be regarded as suspension
of service from that section and members whose services have been thus sus

pended shall have no sight to vote on any matters within that section of the
Conference Agreement until such service has been resumed provided how
ever that saspension of voting rights shall not be regarded as expulsion from
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the Conference and the restoration of voting rights shall not be regarded as
admission or readmission to membership in the Conference Notice of any sus
pension or reinstatement of a member line will be furnished promptly to the
respective government authorities wherever required

ARTICLE 11

Admission

Any common carrier by water which has been regularly engaged as a com
mon carrier in the trade covered by this Agreement or which furnishes evidence
of ability and intention in good faith to institute end maintain such a common
carrier service between ports within the scope of this Agreement and which
recognizes and agrees In good faith to abide by all the terms and conditions
of this Agreement may hereafter become a party to this Agreement by affixing
its signature thereto and shall pay two thousand five hundred dollars US2500

as an admission fee which is not refundable Every application for membership
sha11 be acted upon promptly No carrier which has complied with the conditions
set forth in this paragraph shall be denied admission or readmission to
membership

Prompt notice of admission to membership shall be furnished to the respec
tive Government authorities of the countries served and no admission shall be

effective prior to the postmark date of such notice Advice of any denial of
admission to membership together with a complete statement of the reasons
therefor shall be furnished promptly to the respective Government authorities
of the countries served

ARTICLE 12

Withdrawal

Any member may withdraw from a Section of the Conference in which it is
a member without penalty by giving the Section at Least thirty 30 days writ
ten notice of intention to withdraw provided however that action taken by
the Section to compel the payment of outstanding financial obligations by the
resigning member shall not be construed as a penalty for withdrawal Notice
of withdrawal of any member shall be furnished promptly to the respective
Government authorities of the countries served

Any party hereto who shall have given notice of withdrawal as provided
above shall not after such notice shall have been given be entitled to vote on
any matter within the scope of the Section which shall continue in effect after

the date when such partys withdrawal shall have become effective

ARTICLE 13

Expulsion

No member may be expelled against its will from a Section except for failure
to maintain a common carrier service between the ports within the scope of this

Agreement or for failure to abide by the terms and conditions of this Agree
ment No expulsion shall become effective until a detailed statement setting
forth the reason or reasons therefor has been furnished the expelled member
and a copy of the statement submitted to the respective government authorities
of the countries served

ARTICLE 14

Neutral Body AgreementSelfPolicing

a Each Section jointly or separately shall promptly retain the services
as a Neutral Body of such individual or firm as may be elected by a majority of
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all of the active members of the Section or Sections The term active member
is hereby defined to mean and include all of the parties hereto whose voting
rights shall not at the date when the respective vote is taken be suspended
pursuant to the provisions of Article 10 of this Agreement and whose right
to vote shall not at the said date have ended pursuant to the provisions of
Article 12 of this Agreement In the event that such a person or firm shall cease
to act as the Neutral Body the Section or Sections shall by similar procedure
choose a successor or successors

b In order to qualify to be elected and retained the Neutral Body shall have
no financial interest in any member line and shall not be in the employment
of or under retainer thereto at the time of appointment as Neutral Body or at any
time while acting in that capacity Any person or firm who may be employed by
the Neutral Body as authorized in Article 14g shall conform to the standards
of neutrality applicable to the Neutral Body as defined in this Article and shall
so certify to the Neutral Body Each notice of a determination pursuant to Arti
cle 14j shall contain a certification by the Neutral Body that throughout the
period of investigation and determination the Neutral Body qualified for election
and retainer as aforesaid

e The Neutral Body shall investigate all complaints made to it charging
breach by any party of any term condition undertaking or provision of this
Agreement and shall determine whether such breach has occurred provided
however that no complaint shall be considered and dealt with in accordance
with this Agreement unless it shall have been delivered to the Neutral Body on
or before I the date which shall be one year after the date of the occurrence of
matters complained of or II the effective date of the withdrawal of the party
complained of from this Agreement and membership in any Sections or section
of the Conference whichever of said dates shall earlier occur
d All complaints charging breach by any party of any term condition

undertaking or provision of this Agreement shall be addressed to the Executive
Administrator of the Section where the complaint originated who shall refer
such complaints to a Screening Committee composed of three member lines of that
section of the Conference who shall be elected by the members of that section
on a rotating basis for one 1 year provided however if members of the
screening committee shall be involved in a complaint either as the party making
the complaint or accused therein of breach of the Conference Agreement any
such member or members shall be disqualified to consider such complaint and
in its or their stead and for the purpose of considering the particular complaint
only there shall be elected to replace the disqualified line or lines by the Section
on a rotating basis member line or lines not so involved The Screening Committee
shall within thirty 30 days after receipt thereof by a majority vote of its
members refer to the Neutral Body for investigation and determination com
plaints indicating a breach of the Conference Agreement Complaints not referred
to the Neutral Body by the Screening Committee shall through the Executive
Administrator be returned to the complaining member together with a statement
of the reasons for their return

e In no event shall the Executive Administrator the Screening Committee
or the Neutral Body disclose the fact that a complaint has been made or the
identity of the complainant the accused party or any other person involved
except in making the communications involved in this Article 14 or in response
to legal process
f All disbursenients incurred by the Executive Administrator or the Screening
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Committee in the performance of their functions under this Article shall be
reimbursed by the appropriate Section
g In making investigations and determinations herein above specified the

Neutral Body shall be authorized at its discretion to engage lawyers experts
accountants and agents and they or any of them shall be authorized at any
reasonable time or at any place in the world to inspect and copy such documents
papers or records or parts thereof of any of the parties hereto that at his
or their discretion may be deemed relevant to the matter under investigation or
determination and the parties hereto agree that they will make their books
records and documents of the Sections accessible to inspection and copying at

all reasonable hours by the Neutral Body and any persons engaged by it in pursu
ance of its authority and in the performance of its duties hereunder The member
lines shall within a reasonable time after the effective date of this Agreement
or in the case of lines which shall become members after said effective date
upon subscribing to a counterpart of the Conference Agreement furnish to the
appropriate Section commitments from their agents sub agents andor com
panies affiliated with such agents andor subagents including stevedoring and
forwarding affiliates over which the respective signatories exercise control
authorizing the Neutral Body to investigate inspect or copy any of their perti
nent records or documents wherever located required for the proper carrying out

of any investigation provided for in this Agreement
h The Neutral Body shall give to any party charged with a breach of the

Conference Agreement reasonable notice of the charge and opportunity to
adduce evidence and make arguments orally or in writing by itself or by counsel
in its own behalf Any party charged with such breach shall before a deter
mination that it has committed such breach be given an opportunity to examine

copies of documents received by the Neutral Body as evidence supporting the
charge and shall be informed of the substance of all testimony supporting the
charge provided that such examination and such information shall not disclose
the identity of the complainant

1 The Neutral Body may at its discretion conduct a bearing on any charge
of breach of the Conference Agreement but in conducting such a hearing shall
not be limited by the rules of procedure and evidence of any jurisdiction or
court The Neutral Body shall consider all evidence which it deems well founded
trustworthy and probative of the issue before it and without any rules as to the
burden of proof or the amount of proof necessary to reach a determination shall
determine whether or not the party charged has committed a breach of the
Conference Agreement

j Promptly upon determining whether or not there has been a breach of the
Conference Agreement the Neutral Body shall give written notice of its
determination to each of the member lines provided however that neither in
such notice nor otherwise shall the Neutral Body disclose the identity of any
complainants In the event that the determination is that a party has committed
such a breach the notice shall set forth the sum to be paid by such party as
liquidated damages for violation of the Conference Agreement computed as
follows

1 For the first violation either a if the transaction which constituted

the violation did not involve the collection of freight money on ascertainable
shipments by the party which committed the breach an amount commensu
rate with the seriousness of the breach to be determined by the Neutral

Body but in no event more than ten thousand dollars United States currency
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US10000 or b if the transaction which constituted the violation did
involve the collection of freight money the amount of such freight money
if such freight shall have been received in United States currency other
wise the equivalent in United States currency at the date of receipt of the
freight received
ii For the second violation either a fifteen thousand dollars United

States currency US15000 or b the amount of freight money if any
received by such party if such freight shall have been received in United
States currency otherwise the equivalent in United States currency at the
date of receipt of the freight received whichever a or b shall be the
greater sum
iii For the third violation either a twenty thousand dollars United

States currency US20000 or b the amount of freight money if any
received by such party if such freight shall have been received in United
States currency otherwise the equivalent in United States currency at the
date of receipt of the freight received whichever a or b shall be the
greater sum

iv For the fourth violation and each subsequent violation either a
twentyfive thousand dollars United States currency US25000 or b
the amount of freight money if any received by such party if such freight
shall have been received in United States currency otherwise the equivalent
in United States currency at the date of receipt of the freight received which
ever a or b shall be the greater sum

Such notification shall also contain a statement of the fee of the Neutral Body

for the conduct of the investigation andor determination and of all its disburse
ments incurred in connection therewith If the determination is that such breach

has been committed the party which shall be determined to have committed same
shall promptly pay to the Neutral Body the amount of its fee and disbursements
and also shall pay to the appropriate Section the amount assessed as herein above
provided but if the determination shall be that no such breach has been com
mitted the party which made the complaint shall promptly pay to the Neutral
Body the amount of its fee and disbursements
k In the event that the Neutral Body shall have determined that any party

has committed a malpractice and shall assess liquidated damages costs and ex
penses hereinafter the assessment against the party and in the event that the
party shall duly have promptly paid to the appropriate Section the amount of
such assessment the party shall have the right by written notice delivered or
mailed to the Executive Administrator at the time of making such payment which
shall state the name and address of the arbitrator selected by the party to call
for an arbitration pursuant to the Arbitration Law of the State of New York
and under the Rules of the American Arbitration Association to determine

whether the Neutral Body and its agents lawyers experts and others who shall
have acted for it hereinafter representatives shall have been qualified to

act as such pursuant to Article 14b hereof shall have performed their duties
with respect to the complaint and the assessment in accordance with the provi
sions of this Agreement and the regulations and resolutions adopted pursuant
thereto and shall have accorded to the party all the rights and privileges with re
spect to the complaint and the prosecution thereof of which a party is assured
by the terms of this Agreement and of any rules or regulations which the parties
may adopt pursuant to this Agreement

If a party makes such payment and calls for such arbitration the Executive
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Administrator shall hold the amount paid in a separate account to be disposed
of as hereinafter set forth

if the arbitration shall result in an award answering said questions in the

affirmative then the right of the party to challenge further the liquidated dam
ages costs and expenses assessed against it in accordance with the provisions of
this Agreement shall cease and come to an end and the Executive Administra
tor shall apply all sums received as prescribed by Article 14j after defray
ing therefrom the costs and expenses of investigation and adjudication by the
Neutral Body

If the award of the arbitrators shall answer said questions or any of them

in the negative then the arbitrators in their award shall specify the respects in
which the Neutral Body or its representatives shall not have been qualified to
act or in which the Neutral Body or its representatives shall have failed or omit
ted to act in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and the regulations
and resolutions adopted pursuant thereto andor the respect in which they shall
have failed or omitted to accord to the party all of the rights and privileges with
respect to the complaint and the prosecution thereof of which the party is as
sured by the terms of this Agreement and of said regulations and resolutions In
such case the matter shall be remanded to the Neutral Body or its successor if
the arbitrators shall have found that the Neutral Body did not throughout its
investigation and determination possess the qualifications specified in Article
14b with instructions to pass upon the complaint anew in complete accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement and said regulations and resolutions and
in connection therewith to accord to the party all of the rights and privileges
with respect to the complaint and the prosecution thereof of which the party
was deprived as found by said award If after the reconsideration by the Neutral
Body pursuant to the award of the arbitrators the Neutral Body shall make
against the party an assessment which is other than the amounts previously
assessed the party shall make such further payment to the Section or the Section
shall make such refund to the party as shall adjust the amount of the assessment
theretofore paid by the party to the amount ultimately determined by the Neutral
Body

After effect shall have been given to adjustment if any in the amount of De
cided Liabilities in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Article the
Executive Administrator shall apply all sums as prescribed in Article 14j
which he shall not have been required by the foregoing terms to refund to the
party after defraying therefrom the expenses of the investigation and adjudi
cation by the Neutral Body

If the party shall call for arbitration as aforesaid the Executive Administrator
shall promptly deliver a copy of said call to the Neutral Body and an arbitrator
shall be chosen by the Neutral Body within ten days after the receipt by the
Executive Administrator of the Call for arbitration The Neutral Body shall
promptly give notice in writing to the Executive Administrator and the party
setting forth the name and address of the arbitrator thus chosen by the Neutral
Body The two arbitrators selected as aforesaid shall thereupon elect a third
arbitrator or if said two arbitrators are unable within ten days after their
appointment to agree upon the selection of the third arbitrator then the third
arbitrator shall be such person as shall be selected by the American Arbitration
Association The award of said arbitrators shall be determined by a vote of a

majority of the arbitrators The parties agree to accept and abide by said award
If the award of the arbitrators shall answer the questions submitted to them
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352 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION inthe affirmative then the party shall pay all of the costs of arbitration Ifthe arbitrators shall answer some or all of the questions submitted tothem inthe negative then the costs of the arbitration shall beborne equally byall parties other than the party against which the complaint islodged 1The Section shall apply all sums received asliquidated damages here MIS under soastoreduce pro tanto the assessments for the maintenance of the Sec tion levied upon all parties hereto except the party which shall have paid the respective liquidated damages mThe parties recognize that when any one of them shall byabreach of this Conference Agreement obtain any cargoes for transportation such party soobtaining the cargo will inflict upon the other parties damages amounting toat least the amount of the freight collected bythe party which shall have committed the breach and will inaddition inflict further damages bythe impairment of the stability of the Conference rate structure and that successive breaches will inflict increasingly great damages because of the increasingly great impairment of such stability The parties likewise recognize that inthe case of breaches of the Conference Agreement which donot directly involve the transportation of cargoes similar cumulative impairment and damage will occur The parties agree that the amount of the damages resulting from such impairment will bedifficult ifnot impossible of ascertainment and accordingly they agree that the amounts tobeassessed bythe Neutral Body asaforesaid will beand shall beinterpreted asliquidated damages and not aspenalties ARTICLE 15Responsibility of Lines for Acts of Agents The act of any agent sub agent subsidiary or associate company of any party hereto or of any company which isasubsidiary of or affiliated with any such agent or sub agent or of any company furnishing stevedoring lighterage termi nal or other kindred services toany of the foregoing over which aparty tothis Agreement exercises control which violates the Conference Agreement shall beconsidered and dealt with pursuant toArticle 14hereof asabreach of said Agreement bysaid party and such party shall befully responsible for the pay ment of any liquidated damages and or fees and or disbursements of the Neutral Body inaccordance therewith ARTICLE 16Tariff Committee Each Section of the Conference shall appoint from among itsmembers aTaCommittee Each of such Committees shall consider and recommend for adopt and agreement bythe members of the respective Section of the Conference sch ules of tariff rates and charges tobecharged and collected for the transportat of merchandise between the ports comprised insuch section brokerage and ot transportation regulations and provided that notice of the matter tobecsidered at any meeting has been given tothe members of the Section concert bythe Executive Administrator asprovided inArticle 9hereof the members the Section concerned shall bebound bythe agreement of two thirds of thnumber entitled tovote astoany tariff rate rule or regulation with the saforce and effect asifexpressly made apart hereof 11FMC







INTER AMERICAN FREIGHT CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 355 Inthe event that nocomplaints were received inthe one month period anega tive report sostating shall befiled Such monthly reports are tobeinitialed byall member lines ARTICLE 22Effective Date of Agreement This Agreement and any modification thereof tobecome effective then approved bythe respective Government authorities having jurisdiction over this Agreement ARTICLE 28Membership Pledge Signatories tothis Agreement acknowledge byaffixing their signatures hereto their voluntary acceptance of all principles terms and conditions of this Con ference and understand and agree that membership inthis Conference requires that all lines charge assess and maintain Conference tariff rates inall Sections inwhich they operate otherwise failure onthe part of amember tocharge assess and maintain Conference tariff rates rules and regulations shall subject them toexplusion inaccordance with Article 13ARTICLE 24Adherence toGovernment Regulation8 and Legislation All parties hereto recognize the authority and regulating powers of the government authorities of the various countries served and will abide bythe laws statutes regulations and rules of these countries including registration with government authorities where required ARTICLE 25Amendments and or Modifications This Agreement cannot beamended or modified except byunanimous consent fall members 11FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DocsET No 6748IxTER Ax cAN FREIGHT CoxFERExcE AOREEMENTs Nos 9648 AND 9649 AND OTHER RELATED AoREnsrExTs ORDER The Commission has this day entered itsReport inthis proceeding which ishereby made apart hereof byreference and has found that Agreement 9648 Aasset forth inthe Appendix tosaid Report isnot unjustly discriminatory or unfair asbetween carriers shippers exporters importers ports or between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors nor detrimental tothe commerce of the United States contrary tothe public interest or violative of the Shipping Act 1916 ifthe conditions set forth below are met Therefore iti8ordered That Agreement 9648 Aasset forth inthe Appendix tothe aforementioned Report ishereby approved except that Article 6athereof istoremain inoperative until such time asthe parties tothis proceeding agree toaclarification of Article 6aItisfurther ordered That the approval herein granted shall belimited toaperiod not toexceed eighteen 18months from the date of service of this order By the Commission SEAL Signed THOMAS LIsI Secretary 356 11FMC



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION IIIiIDOCKET No 6541PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES ALLEGED REBATES TOFOREMOS fDAIRIES INC CONNELL Bnos COLTD AND ADVANCE MILL SUPPLY CORP IDecided February 81968 Jndisclosed arrangement whereby acarrier purchases fuel oil at apremium from afavored shipper who isnot regularly engaged inthe oil busi ness under anassignable contract whereby said shipper recetyes acommission of 10cents per barrel from the actual supplier without performing any jsubstantial services toearn said commission found toviolate section 16Second of the Shipping Act 1916 hipper whoknowwgly and wilfully enters into such anarrangement found toviolate section 16first paragraph laid arrangement constitutes violations of stion 18b3of the Shipping Act and section 2of the Intercoastal Shipping Act each initsrespec tive sphere of jurisdiction lbsent ashowing that commissions received were indirect proportion tothe cargo offerings said arrangement held not tobeinviolation of section 14Fourth lbsent ashowing of actual injury tocompetitors said arrangement held not tobeinviolation of section 16First Warner WGardner and Benjamin WBoley for respondent Pacific rar East Lines Inc LeJULrd GJam esand FConger Fawcett for respondent Foremost airies Inc Sanford DGilbert for respondent Advance Mill Supply Jorporation William JBall for respondent Connell Bros Co Ltd Do Tl ald JBrtI lII1UYl Richard LAbbott and GEdward Borst Jr learing Connsel 357 11FMC



358 FEDERAL MARITIME COM1 iISSIiO NREPORT By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman George HHearn Vice Ohai7 lnanj Ashton CBarrett James FFanseen OOlnmissioners The Commission instituted this proceeding onNovember 171965 todetermine whether PFEL spractice of purchasing bunker fuel oil from certain favored shippers violated sections 14Fourth 16First 16Second or 18b3of the Shipping Act 1916 46USCS812 815 81hor section 2of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46USCS844 and whether the shippers who furnished this oil thereby obtained transportation bywater for property at less than the rates which would beotherwise applicable inviolation of section 16first paragraph of the Shipping Act Chief Examiner Gus OBasham issued aninitial decision onAugust 311967 We heard oral argument onNovember 151967 Initsorder of investigation the Commission named asrespondents Pacific Far East Lines PFEL Foremost Dairies Inc Connell Bros Co Ltd and Advance Mill Supply Corp THE FACTS PFEL isacommon carrier bywater inthe foreign commerce and the domestic offshore commerce of the United States The remaining three respondents are shippers utilizing PFEL sservices toasub stantial extent both inthe foreign and domestic offshore trades During the period under consider ation these latter respondents also supplied alarge portion of PFEL sbunker fuel oil needs PFEL purchases approximately 15million barrels of fuel oil each year from anumber of suppliers Inaccordance with industry practice onthe west coast PFEL negotiates itsoil contracts inthe fall for deliveries the following year PFEL considers several factors such aprice and whether the supplier isalso ashipper indeciding homuch oil topurchase from each supplier Several of the IDajor oil com panies ship various products overseas and utilize PFEL sservices These oil company shippers supply acertain portion of PFEL efuel oil needs PFEL also awards oil contracts tobrokers such asConnell Bros or commission agents like Advance Mill Supply Both oi these firms who are substantial shippers with PFEL are also engaged inthe petroleum business PFEL also buys some fuel oil from com panies such asSignal Oil Co which isnot ashipper at all Ge nerallJl onpurchases from nonshippers PFEL obtains the lowest prices 11FMC



PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES ALLEGED REBATES 359 Foremost Dairies has been ashipper with PFEL for many yars and generally has shipped exclusively with them Toward the end of 1960 Foremost led PFEL tobelieve thiQ titmight beconsidering the use of other carriers Nat wishing torisk the loss of the Foremost account officials of PFEL and Foremost met inilie latter part of 1960 todis cuss the situation and come upwith some plan whereby Foremost scontinued patronage would beassured John RWagner senior vice president of PFEL put itthis way Naturally with any big account like that you try tohold them Foremost indicated Well we are doing sowell with you fellows but why should we keep all of our eggs inone basket We were always trying and looking for some way tomaintain the account and keep asexclusive aswe could because they had very good Icargo Sosomewhere around the end of 1960 our then president and some of Qur staff met with some of the Foremost people and trom that came the idea tha tpossibly one way of doing itwas tohave afuel oil contract As aresult of this meeting PFEL awarded acontract toForemost tosupply aminimum of 250 000 barrels of oil during 1961 at the lowest price per barrel posted 1bythe major oil companies inSan Francisco The parties entered into the contract with the understanding that Foremost would 8SSign ittoabona fide oil company Mr Wagner testified that there was noproblem getting suppliers and that hehad at least three companies perfectly willing totake itonItwas further understood thBit the assignee would pay Foremost acommission oneach barrel of oil which itdelivered under the assignment Foremost of course isnot inthe fuel oil business and does not hold itself out assuch PFEL had nQfurther dealings with Foremost regarding the oil except torecommend several oil suppliers which had expressed awillingness toact asassignee and topay acommission of 10cents per barr alto Foremost Dairies One of these Advance Mill Supply Corp obtained the assignment during the years 1961 through 1963 Foremost received commissions from Advance for deliveries during 1961 through 1963 totaling 23425 20in1961 26361 70in1962 and 28753 30in1963 These arrangements were made with the fulllrnow led eof PFEL th1urII1The posted price IsamaxImum or Hst price which Ischarged for onThIs Ispublfshed bythe major onsuppliers for the various ports throughout the world Inaddition asocalJedvoluntary discount isnormally allowed Further discounts below the posted price and vOlunta rydiscount are frequently the subject of negotiation between 011 usera and supplIers depending onmarketprlcefluduations This latter practice has become socommon during the past 8years that PFEL switness testified that by1966 such discounts were involved in78percent of itsbunker onpurchases Thus asupply contract at the owest posted price onItsface contains considerable latitude toallow the payment of commissions or fumber dJ8CountS 11FMC



360 FEDERAL MARrI IME COMMISSION Prior to1964 Signal Oil Co sold relatively small amounts of oil directly toPFEL at discount prices Signal was not ashipper and itsdiscount price was the only selling point ithad Inthe course of negotiating its1964 contract with PFEL Signal indicatedthSlt itwould like toincrease itsbunker sales and expressed awillingness tobecome the aotual supplier of oil under any PFEL oil contract PFEL probably mentioned itsForemost contract and the possibility of Sig nal furnishing the oil under itAs aresult PFEL entered into adirect contract wit Signal tofurnish between 62500 and 80000 barrels dur ing 1964 rut 165per parrel at Los Angeles The PFEL Foremost contract for 1964 called for the delivery of between 287 OQO and 300 000 barrels of oil at aprice of 175per barrel This contract was immediately assigned toSignal under anagreement whereby Signal paid acommission of 10cents per barrel toFore most This arrangement was repeated in1965 Foremost received 28369 10incommissions in1964 and 23837 50in1965 During the years 1961 to1965 Foremost gave 50to75percent of itscargo toPFEL for carrying goods inforeign and domestic commerce for total freight revenue of 2778 555 During the same years Fore most received 126 833 90ascommissions onthe sale of fuel oil toPFEL Since 1966 PFEL has discontinued purchasing oil through Foremost 1Foremost stotal involvement inthe fuel business was tosign acon tract and anassignment inthe fall of each year and toendorse com mission checks Foremost invested nothing incurred noexpenses per formed noservices and asapractical matter had noresponsibility under itsarrangement with PFEL No other shipper knew or could have learned about the existence 0PFEL soil purchase arrangements with Foremost Only the a8signee oil suppliers abank which advanced some money onthe strength of one of the contracts and the Maritime Administration which ilresponse toitsinquiry was furnished with copies of the contraots iquestion in1963 were advised of the contracts PFEL also purchased substantial quantities of oil from respondents Connell Bros Co Ltd and Advance Mill Supply Corp These firms unlike Foremost are regularly engaged inthe business of sellin bunker fuel oil among other commodities They are also substantia shippers onPFEL svessels The prices paid for the oil toConnell anAdvance were not excessive and PFEL inall instances reoeived itsiul tariff rate oncommodities carried for these respondents The commis sions and profits received byAdvance and Connell refleot bona fidbusiness efforts and expenses ontheir part 11FMC



PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES ALLEGED REBATES 361 THE INITIAL DECISION The Initial Decision of Chief Examiner Gus OBasham concluded that ordinary reciprocity viz the mutual exchange of normal business patronage isnot at issue lienee hefound that the reciprocal arrange me nts between Advance and Connell onthe one hand and PFEL onthe other were entirely proper and legal since both of these firms are inthe oil business and the prices paid byPFEL for the oil purchased were fair He therefore dismissed these two shippers asparties respondent He eoncluded however that the Foremost PFEL relationship pre sented adifferent situation since Foremost was inthe dairy business not inthe oil business Having made this distinction the examiner then reviewed the arrangement inthe light of the various sections of the Shipping Act and Intercoastal Shipping Act which were allegedly violated He dismissed the section 14Fourth charges onthe ground that there was noshowing that the oil comm issions received byForemost were based onthe volume of freight itshipped Similarly hefound novio lation of Section 16First absent arecord showing of actual competi tive injury He found that PFEL had violated sections 16Second and 18b3of the Shipping Act and section 2of the 1933 Act The Chief Examiner exonerated Foremost of any violation of section 16first paragraph DISCUSSION Weare ingeneral agreement with the examiner sconclusions with one important exception his determination that Foremost Dairies Inc did not violate section 16first paragraph This case presents asituation where acarrier and one of itsmajor shippers entered into anarrangement the net effect of which was toreduce tha tshipper scosts of ocean transportation While there isnoth ing intrinsically wrong with acarrier spurchasing goods or services from itsshipper customers indeed this isaperfectly normal business ractice itisnevertheless byitsvery nature the kind of relation ship which issusceptible of abuse Thus whenever acarrier enters int oany financial dealings with one of itsshippers avery high stand ard of et hical conduct must prevail Vhile the price paid byPFEL for theoil itobtained through the oremost contracts was always fair when measured against the pre ailing market price this fact standing alone issomewhat misleading hetruth of the matter isthat PFEL simultaneously paid 10cents er barrel more for oil from Foremost sassignee Signal Oil Co than heprice itwas paying tothe same Signal Oil Co for oil which itwas 11FMC



362 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION buying under adirect contract Itwas nocoincidence that the commis sion received byForemost amounted toexactly 10cents per barrel The conclusion isinescapable that PFEL paid apremilim price for this oil inorder toallow Foremost toobtain areduction initsocean freight costs inclear violation of section 16Second of the act Itisequally clea rthat Foremost knowingly and wilfully obtained reduced rates for transportation bywater inviolation of section 16first paragraph TheSeeton 16Violations The introductory paragraph of section 16provides inpertinent part That itshall beunlawful for any shipper knowingly and wilfully directly or indirectly bymeans of false billing false classification false weighing false report of weight or byany other unjust or unfair device or means toobtain or attempt toobtain transportation bywater for property at less than the rates or charges which would otherwise beapplicable Similarly section 16Second makes itillegal for acarrier Toallow any person toobtain transportation for property at less than the regular rates or charges then established and enforced onthe line of such carrier bymeans of false billing false classification false weighing false report of weight or byany other unjust or unfair device or means These subsections are aimed at protecting competing shippers and carriers from shippers who attempt toobtain or succeed inobtain ing transportation at reduced rates through devices or representa tions involving fraud falsehood or concealment There isnoquestion of carrier protection here since both PFEL and Foremost acted together each with afull knowledge of what was transpiring The record leaves noroom for speculation astoPFEL smotive indeciding topurchase aportion of itsfuel oil from or rather through Foremost Itwas tohold abig account asPFEL sexecutive vice presi dent candidly admitted The granting of rebates isone of the oldest devices inthe shipping industry for the accomplishment of this pur pose and the arrangement involved here isbut aslightly sophisticated variation of this ancient theme PFEL knew very well that itwas pay ing apremium price toSignal Oil Co for every barrel of oil itwas supplying under itsassignment from Foremost Signal was little more than the transmission belt over which the rebate was paid Foremost was nomere passive recipient of the oil commissions Itreadily acquiesced inthe scheme bysigning the contracts and assigning them immediately tobona fide oil suppliers Foremost knew that itssuccessful venture into the oil business came about solely because of itseconomic leverage over acarrier which wanted toretain itsbusiness Itknew also that noreal responsibility arose under the 11FMC



PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES ALLEGED REBATES 363 contracts Itwould behard toimagine that the responsible officials of Foremost were sonaive asnot toknow that they were the beneficiaries of arebating scheme Absent some extraordinary circumstances of which there isnoevidence inthis case aviolation of section 16Second byacarrier necessarily involves aviolation of section 16first paragraph bythe favored shipper where the shipper knowingly and wilfully acquiesces inthe arran ement whereby the rebate isallowed Ifthe scheme itself isillegal the words knowingly and wilfully found inthe first paragraph of section 16mean simply that the shipper sparticipation was with knowledge of the benefits which would flow from the arrangement and anintent toenjoy such benefits This case isquite adifferent situation from that presented inthe Oontinental Oan 2and Royal Netherlands Scases Each of those cases involved the misclassification of glass tumblers asempty jars thereby permitting the shipper toenjoy alower than applicable rate Inthe Oontinental case the Second Circuit Court of Appeals found that there was anambiguity inthe classification terminology and thus the shipper might not knowingly and wilfully have used the incorrect description Resolving the doubt inthe shipper sfavor the court held that there could have been anhonest mistake astocorrect classification Inthe Royal Netherlands case however the USCourt of Appeals for the District of Columbia found that there was nopossibility of honest mistake since the items shipped under the classifi cation empty jars included such things asash trays stem wear and other glass objects obviously not suitable for use ascontainers for packing of food Unlike the situation inOontinental mpra where the shipper might well have thought the classification heused was perfectly correct there isnothing inthis case which would lead ustobelieve that Foremost labored under any similar mistake of fact Tomake the situation com parahle there would have tobeashowing that Foremost performed actual and substantial services toearn itscommissions Foremost knew that itwas getting something for nothing Whether ithad know ledge that this violated the Shipping Act isimmaterial Foremost urges that we adopt the examiner sinterpretation of the words knowingly and wilfully asmeaning actual or constructive nowledge that the requirements of the statute were being disregarded Such aconstruction would make ignorance of the lawavalid defense rpr11C1 2IIOontlnental Oan Ocxnpany vUnited States 272 F2d312 2dClr 1919aRoyal Netherlands SteamsMp 00vFederal Maritime Bd804 F2d988 DCClr 962 11FMC



364 FEDERAL MARITIME OOMMISSION and substitute some subjective standard whereby actual knowledge of statutory language byashipper would have tobeestablished before aviolation under this section could hefound Congress did not intend toimpose such anovel evidentiary requirement IForemost cites Philippine Me rchants Stearns hip 00Inc YOar gill Inc 9FMC155 1965 tosupport itscontention that anessential element of proof of aviolation of section 16first paragraph isknown illegality iethat the shipper has done something or attempted todosomething which itknew or should have lmown was unlawful This reliance ismisplaced The essential element of proof towhich that case isaddressed isthe unf air device or means These words have arestrictive meaning derived from their proximity tothe words false billing etc used inboth the introductory paragraph tosection 16and section 16Second Applying the principles of ejusdem gene 1isthe Commission and the courts have uniformly held that the act for bidden must besimilar tothose specifically proscribed inorder tobeanunjust or unfair device or means Inother words the unjust or unfair device or means must partake of some element of falsification 4deception fraud lIor concealment Ginorder tosatisfy the legal require ments of these subsections Inthe Philippine Mer chants decision 8upr awe said that the miss ing essential element of proof was the unfair device or means 9FMCat 165 IIowever Cargill spractice of imposing aservice charge waS open and aboveboard Therefore while itwas found tobeanunreason able practice within the meaning of section 17itsimply did not and could not have come within the ambit of section 16first paragraph or section 16Second Judge Learned Hand articulated this distinction inPrince Line Ltd vAmerwan Paper Exports Inc 8upr a7where hesaid The lawdid not forbid all concessions toashipper apparently itassumed tha ifthese were above board and known or ascertainable bycompetitors the result ing jealousies and pressure upon the carrier would becorrective enough But idid forbid the carrier togrant such favors when accompanied byany conceal ment and itsrommand inthat event was asabsolute asthough ithad bunconditional Both Foremost and PFEL deny that there was any affirmative at tempt at concealment or deception astothe existence of the contracts 0Hohenberg Br08 Co vFederal Maritime Comml88ion 316 F2d381 1963 IIUSvHanley 71Fed 672 1896 armour Packing Co vUS153 Fed 11907 aff d209 US561908 ePrmce Llne Ltd vamerican Paper EaPOrt8 Inc 55F2d1053 1932 Ambler Bloedel Donovan Lumber MlZZs 68F2d268 1933 TWith the subsequent enactment of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 section 2anthe amendment of the Shipping Act section 18b3any tariff deviations have been mad illegal 11FMC



PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES ALJ EGED REBATES 365 their content They point out that discloSures were made toabank and tothe Maritime Administration aswell astothe oil suppliers This does not constitute disclosure toanimportant class of persons that this section was designed toprotect jnamely competing shippers We agree with the examiner when hesaid inhis initial decision that The fatal defect inthe arrangement between PFEL and Foremost isthe lack of any means whereby any actnal or potential competitors of Foremost could find out what Foremost sactual transportation costs were Absent such knowledge and without anarrangement providing them with exactly the same benefits they wonld beat anobviously undue disadvantage The present case issimilar totwo cases decided byour predecessor the USMaritime Commission Concealment inthe sense of nondis closure tocompeting shippers was present ineach of those cases just asinthe instant case Inthe PaY7lUJnts toShippers case adummy corporation was set upbythe carrier toreceive payments from itfor soliciting cargoes of automobiles The stock of this corporation was offered toautomobile dealers inproportion toautos shipped The Commission found that the arrangement was inviolation of section 16because the favored shippers were given rebates inthe form of dividends Similarly aviolation was found inthe Nicholson Universal case where the carrier paid ashipper of automobiles toprovide load ing unloading and other services at fees inexcess of the value of the services The PFEL Foremost arrangement was unjust and unfair because itdestroyed that equality of treatment between shippers which itwas the primary purpose of the section and for that matter of the whole statute tomaintain Ibid Unlike section 16First there isnorequirement under sections 16first paragraph or 16Second that actual competitive injury beestab lished Itisenough that the practice involved has the capacity or tend ency toinjure competition USLines and Gondrand Bros See 16Violation 7FMC464 470 1962 We hold that the PFEL Fore most scheme was such apractice because itlowered Foremost socean transportation costs Section 18b3and Section 2Having found that Foremost obtained transportation at less than the rates which would otherwise beapplicable and that PFEL allowed Foremost toobtain transportation at less than the regular rates or charges then established and enforced itfollows that PFEL violated iJteItPayment toShipp WWis 4Mielt Steam hip 001USMC744 1988 Agreement of Nielt o18an Uni al Steam ltip002USMC414 1940 11FMC
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section 18b 3 of the Shipping Act and section 2 of the Intercoastal
Shipping Act each in its respective areas of application This is so
because any deviation from the rates on file with this Commission
violates these sections

These sections prohibit the refunding rebating or remitting in any
manner or by any device any portion of the rates or charges specified
in the tariffs on file The Foremost fuel oil contracts are essentially
the same kind of scheme as that condemned in the Nicholson Universal
case supra where a section 2 violation was found in addition to the
section 16 violations

Section 16 First

The examiner found that there was nothing in the record to show if
anyone was an actual victim of discrimination as a result of the Fore
mostPFEL fuel oil contracts and concluded that section 16 First was
not violated We agree Test Indies Fruit Co v Flota Mercante Gran
colombiana7FMC66 69 1962

Section 14 Fourth

Hearing Counsel contend that the fuel oil supply contracts entered
into between PFEL and Foremost constitute a violation of section 14
Fourth of the Shipping Act This section forbids any common carrier
by water from making any unfair or unjustly discriminatory contract
with any shipper based on volume of freight offered

PFEL points out that this section is aimed at the malpractice of
granting volume discounts to large shippers on the basis of or in
proportion to the volume of freight offered Moreover argues PFEL
this section historically has been applied only to those arrangements in
which the carriers published tariff itself contains the provisions for
discounts geared to the volume of cargo offered by a favored shipper

While we perceive no requirement that the particular kind of rebate
arrangement forbidden by this section must be reflected in the carriers
published tariffs in order to be illegal we do agree with the examiner
when he stated that there would have to be a discernible relationship
between the comnnissions paid to Foremost and the amount of its
cargo offerings to PFEL before a violation could be established

CONCLusioNs

Notwithstanding our conclusion that the practices engaged in by
respondents amounted to violations of the Shipping Act we see no

But see our report in North Atlantic Mediterranean PretgAt ConferenceRatee on
Household Goods Docket No 6649 11FMC 202
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regulatory purpose to be served by issuance of an order to cease and
desist

We note that the PFEL Foremost oil contracts were discontinued
immediately upon the initiation of this case While mere discontinu
ance of an illegal practice does not preclude our issuance of a cor
rective order it furnishes a persuasive reason why an order is un
necessary especially where as here we perceive 110 probability that the
illegal practices will be resumed

In summary we conclude that in connection with the arrangement
entered into between respondents Pacific Far East Lines and Foremost
Dairies Inc whereby Foremost received commissions on the sale
of substantial quantities of bunker fuel oil without performing com
mensurate services or incurring actual liability

1 That PFEL violated section 16 Second of the Shipping Act
in that it allowed Foremost to obtain transportation for property
at less than the regular rates or charges then established by unjust
or unfair means

2 That PFEL violated section 18b3 of the Shipping Act in
that it utilized the said arrangement as a device to rebate refund
or remit a portion of the rates or charges specified in its applicable
tariffs then legally on file with this Commission

3 That PFEL violated section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
in that it utilized such arrangement as a device to refund or remit a
portion of the rates or charges specified in its applicable tariffs then
legally on file with this Commission

4 That PFEL did not violate section 14 Fourth or section 16 First

of the Shipping Act
5 That Foremost violated section 16 first paragraph in that it

knowingly and wilfully by an unjust or unfair device or means
obtained transportation by water for property at less than the rates
or charges which would otherwise be applicable

6 That no violations have been established in connection with

PFELs fuel oil transactions with respondents Connell Bros Co
Ltd and Advance Mill Supply Corp

7 That the practices herein found to be illegal were promptly
discontinued upon the initiation of this proceeding and there is no
necessity for an order to cease and desist and

8 That this proceeding is discontinued

11 FMO
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COMMISSIONER JAMES V DAY CONCURRING AND DISSENTING

I dissent in that I do not find that Foremost Dairies Inc violated
section 16 first paragraph Considering as did the examiner the
custom of reciprocity the fact that PFEL after inquiry concluded
that the Foremost contract was proper that Foremost also had reasor
to believe that its participation was likewise proper and the lack of
convincing proof of guilty knowledge on the part of either party
conclude that Foremost cannot be charged with knowingly having by
unjust or unfair device obtained transportation at less than otherwise
applicable rates I concur with the other conclusions of the majority
including discontinuance of this proceeding

Signed THOMAS LIST
Secretary

n See US v Illinois Cent R Co 303 US 239 1938
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